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from Phil Vaughan

A TPO MYSTERY

This cover, dated 26.VII.07, entered the mail system at "Vordermeggen" - straightline cancel - but why and where was it put on TPO No. 19?
Vordermeggen is a boat station on Lake Luzern, one stop out from Luzern and it is
not on the railway line. The cover is addressed to Luzern and has a Luzern receiving
mark on the reverse. It could be assumed that if it was put on a boat inward bound
for Luzern it would never have been carried by rail. If, however, it was put on an
outward-bound boat was it put off at Meggen, which is on the railway line, and put
'
in the TPO for the short journey to Luzern? But TPO No. 19 did not run through Meggen
at that time, it ran between Luzern-Olten-Basel and return! The TPO cancellation
clearly shows train No. 4, and it is not an abbreviated train number as it shows the
spaces for four digits. Information to the Editor please.
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Cancellations shown here
full size for clarity
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DIRECT CONTACT. As was advised in the article that appeared in the October Newsletter headed

"The Improving Benefits of Society Membership" a number of our members had indicated that they
would like to establish direct contact with other members sharing similar collecting interests or living
locally. Those members will find included with this edition of the Newsletter details of like-minded
members. If there is any information that requires correction do please let me know for incorporation in a
revised list. Similarly, if there are any members who now feel that they would like to be included please
drop me a line. The information contained in this list should not of course be passed to anyone whose
name does not appear on it.
Peter Vonwiller — Honorary Secretary
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THE NEW LETTER RATES 1.1.2004

M Rutherfoord

_

A big rise in the lowest category; Inland A & B go up by 11% & 21%; Foreign rates
go up, but not for the lowest steps in Priority and Economy; Maxi remains unchanged.
Specifically: A & B go from 90c to 100c and 70c to 85c, to encourage more A mail.
LBA; Lettre Assurance is no longer different in appearance from:LSI, to baffle the
thieves. Only the receipt shows the higher fee, for CUP 500.- coverage, as before.
This since 31.03.03. This service is not used very often today.
Another important change was made at the beginning of 2003, but nobody seems to
have noticed it either. Until then the Price Zone 1 covered Europe and the Mediterranean countries, but then these nine countries, from Syria to Morocco, became part
of "Rest of the'World", - Price Zone 2. However, there are still some curious results
about: the French disown Corsica; the Italians accept Sardinia, but not San Marino;
the SP have not accepted Cyprus and Malta as being part of Europe.
Inland Express rates have gone up a little, but not for the cheapest. Although
now a separate company from the SP, postage stamps are still accepted either in full,
or in part, payment.

INLAND
Size mai_

Type
Standard;

Midi:

•

Large:

Maxi:

FOREIGN
g

A

B

LSI

Zone 1

LSA

2

20
50
100

1.30 1.80
2.20 3.20
3.30 4.50

100
250
500
1 B4 1201 1000 i 5.00 i 4.50 1 6.-18.- 500
1000
2000

3.60 5.00
6.20 , 8.50
11.50115.0.0
13.- M9.21.- 133.32.- j 45.PRIORITY

85

20

100

1.00

.85

5.- 8.-

85
84

20
20

250
-

1.30

1.10
1.80

5.- 8.5.-,8.-

500

2.20

Zonel 2
1.20 1.40
1.80 2.50
2.50 3.00
3.00
4.00
7.00
8.12.-.
21.-

3.50
5.50
8.50
10.18.32.-

ECONOMY

Reproduced as received by fax, to avoid errors, Ed.
Foreign Registration, additional 6.-, coverage CHF 150.Zone 2:Rest of world.
Zone 1:Europe
INLAND: COD: 15.- additional, up to CHF 10 000.
Express: This is a separate , company from letters and parcels.

Blitz

Sonne

Mond

19.50
1000 o
Handed in by:, Noon
Delivered by: I 17:00

18.50
Noon
21:00

14.80
Closing
9:00 next day

I
I

Liechtenstein: The above applies to all categories, except Express (new rates not seen).

In our sale on 12th March 2004 we are auctioning the largest collection of

SWISS POSTAGE DUES ON COVER
Any collectors wishing to receive a complimentary copy of the catalogue - which
will be available approx. 6 weeks before the sale - please contact us at:

LONDON STAMP EXCHANGE LIMITED
PO Box 74
HEATHFIELD
East Sussex TN21 8PZ
Tel:01435 862540; Fax:01435 865200; e-mail: auctions@proudlse.co.uk
The catalogue can also be found on our website at:
www.LondonStampExchange.stampcircuit.com
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Swiss Post Charge for Immediate Standing Order Despatch
Following the resolution passed at the Society's 2003 Annual General Meeting, the Chairman wrote to the Head of
Swiss Post Stamps and Philately, protesting on the Society's behalf on the imposition of this charge. The following
reply has been received which is far from satisfactory and members should draw their own conclusions.
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Swiss Post
Stamps & Philately
Ostermundigenstrasse 91
CH-3030 Berne
Telephone +4131 338 06 09
ax +41 31 338 22 95
stamps@postch
www.post.ch/philashop

Helvetia Philatelic Society
Mr Claude Mistely
"Beach Dene"
15 Hollymeoak Road
Chipstead
Coulsdon
Surrey CR5 3QA
Great Britain

Yellow Account 30-611812-2

Your reference Claude Mistely
Your message of 21 November 2003
Our reference PSt/sk
Contact person
Date 5 Dezember 2003

New Standing Order Delivery Options
Dear Mr Mistely
Thank you for your letter dated 21 November 2003.
The Stamps & Philately unit of Swiss Post would like to comment as follows:
The advantage is clear. With a standing order you will not miss out on any stamps. We have decided
to introduce a fee — assuming the customer wishes to have the products delivered — because the
costs for packaging material and postage for the four annual issues we send to our customers in
Switzerland and abroad have risen sharply in recent years. This move will also save some five tonnes
of packaging material, which will also benefit the environment.
Would you like to continue receiving the stamps with each issue but avoid paying the fee? We then
recommend that you increase your standing order or that you cancel it and order the stamps you'd
like using the appropriate order form supplied with each issue of Focus on Stamps. If the value of
your order is at least CHF 15 we will not charge for postage.
We hope that you will find this information useful and hope to continue serving you as one of our
valued customers.

Yours sincerely

Swiss Post
Stamps & Philately
- & Customer Service

.„„
Peter Stadler
Head

.gft

Susanne Kammer
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ANOTHER VIEW OF THE MARTIN'S LOCH ABOVE ELM

paintings,
On the 22nd of July 1812 Hans Conrad Escher made one of his numerous Alpine
December
of
p95
which illustrate the possible new UNESCO World Heritage site (see DYK
older
the
ago
2003, and also p55 of July 2003). Geologists estimate that 20 m years
sharp
this
darker rock of Africa rode over the younger, lighter rock of Europe, and
line noticed by Escher is still clearly visible.
his work in
The 1942 PJ 30c stamp (Z No. 104) reminds us that he is best known for
ee, thus
straightening the Linth river between the lakes of Walensee and Zfirichs
could attach
he
re
Therefo
816).
(1807-1
malaria
ting
eradica
draining the marshes and
stamp.
this
on
shown
as
name,
the noble "von" to his
. 7]

;cu. afilasimonvit

'

gs and
Our Packet Secretary, Don Symonds, thanks members for their Xmas Greetin
a
time
each
members
all
by
payable
is
(15p)
levy
reminds them that the packet
packet is received.
Henry Towers enjoyed Bob Medland's article
Philatelistische Bedarfsartikel.
to
like
would
and
2003
r
Decembe
in
p96
on
Jedem Sammler empfehle ich zur Anschatfung
an
get
to
hed
approac
be
Zchraubmihrometer.
should
know who
anyhas
he
that
(not
tion
attesta
expert
thing in that category). He would also
like to know how much does a paper thickness measure cost?
The measure shown is advertised in the
vii! M011
:1111 T_
so
1909
of
ue
Catalog
ized
Special
n
Zumstei
' — lc
such things must still exist. The price
then was 10 francs when there were some
_
I
25 francs to the Pound Sterling, gold
of course, not paper! Ed.
speztell !fir
Who can help with a supplier of such
Unentbehrlich zurgenauen itestimmung cicr Paperstarke,
—.
Preis: Oeffnung 10 mm Fr. W.—, 15 mm Fr. 12.dickein
1854,62.
Schweiz
nice
A
price?
ud
ble
a measure at a reasona
Mit Rflcksicht auf die groben Preischfferenzen zwtschen
bezahit.
Zeit
kfirzester
in
Auslage
diese
sich
macht
Papier
dünnem
present!
item to have as a late

tr

This photograph shows John Mitchell
and the Northern Group Chairman
Cedric Dry, at the meeting on the
1st of November 2003. John came up
for the day from London to show us
his wonderful collection of the
1900 UPU issues. It was a really
memorable afternoon. Tony Hoyle.
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WHO NEEDS THE WEIRD WIL
D WEB when we still hav
e postcards?
Our Hon Secretary has,
at last, written to the
Editor on a philatelic
than on Society busine
matter rather
ss! He has enclosed cop
ies of this postcard ori
St. Gallen on the 20th
gin
ating from
of June 1905 and addres
sed to Papeete, Tahite,
The sender, a Dr P Fische
Oce
anie.
r of Mörschwil (now a sub
urb of St. Gallen), wri
French said he hoped to
tin
g in
exchange postcards wit
h P Darison. This was
field of collecting 100
an extensive
years ago, on a world-wid
e basis, was he successfu
Peter Vonwiller says tha
l?
t he assumes the 10c pos
tage rate was that app
the time for "Treaty Sta
lic
able at
tes", which he believes
French Colonies to have
the terms of the UPU. On
been under
the picture side is a mac
hine cancel of New York
time in June (less than
dated some10 days following postin
g) while across the bot
address side is a machin
tom of the
e cancel applied on 3rd
July in San Franscisco.
He says he assumes (al
ways dangerous) that on
leaving Switzerland the
have entered the French
card would
Postal System for transp
ortation to its destinati
his enquiries to the Fra
on. However,
nce & Colonies Philateli
c Society have drawn a
Presumably a steamer wou
complete blank.
ld have carried mail acr
oss the Atlantic to New
from there by rail across
York, and
the USA to the west coa
st. What really intrigues
spotted the card in his
him, having
wife's collection of ill
ustrated cards of St.
it would have completed
Gallen, is how
the last leg of the jou
rney. Could there have
sailings down to the Pac
been regular
ific?
Presumably there can't
have been a great volume
of mail between Switze
Tahiti in the early day
rland and
s of the last century.
It might just be that
bers could throw some
one of our memlight on the subject.
Our own interest apart,
nice to be able to pass
it would be rather
any information back to
the France & Colonies Soc
iety!
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(It is interesting that
the publisher, L Kirsch
ner-Engler, is listed in
catalogue of Swiss ill
the Kdppeli
ustrated postcards and
was
an "art dealer". The car
early 'divided back' typ
d is an
e but could only have
'messages' written on
when going to Switzerla
the address side
nd, France or Italy. The
re is a lot more to be
about postcards and the
discovered
ir production than is
at
first thought. Publisher
photographers of the sce
s, and the
nes, is a vast field for
study with a lot yet to
be found.
As there is not enough
room left on this page
for anything else it giv
es the Editor
a chance to ask you for
more material for the com
ing year. Don't leave it
too late,
there is a lot of your
research that you could
share with other people
. I rely on
you, don't rely on me to
recycle old material. Ed.
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It isn't often that one of our members presents two displays to the same
group within the same year but this is what our current chairman, Cedric Dry, has done taking as his
subject on both occasions some of the "classic" early issues of Switzerland. First it was the "StrubeLs",
(refer to February, 2003 Newsletter) and now at the December meeting, for his Chairman's Display, he
dealt with "Rayons and their forgeries".
In introducing the subject, Cedric expressed his sincere thanks to one of our members for the help and
encouragement he had received when researching this complex topic. He then went on to outline the
historical background to the Rayon issue which resulted in the decree of the 5th April, 1850 that
Federal postage stamps should be introduced. So it was that the 2V2Rp. "ORTSPOST" and "POSTE
LOCALE" were issued a month later for use in the more populous areas of the country. In October of
that same year RAYONS I & II appeared, to be followed in January, 1852 by the 15Rp. RAYON HI.
The Chairman's Display consisted of just ninety sheets but which covered the full range of these issues
with the "Stones" used to produce them clearly indicated. Using modern technology to make
enlargements, the many variations in the stamps were clearly illustrated. As was pointed out the
Rayons were subject to many forgeries and both the genuine article and the forgery were often
displayed on the same sheet clearly highlighted by a surround of two different colours. It was
n
explained that the forging of this issue has always been evident because of the lithographic productio
for
problem
g
increasin
an
and
business
big
become
has
this
years
of the stamps. In more recent
a
philatelists since modern photo-lithographic techniques are being applied. Genuine forgeries this
contradiction in terms - should always carry on the reverse the word "Facsimile" or "Replik" and
was quite clear on some of the examples shown. Otherwise beware! Because of this problem, the
Rayons were withdrawn from the 1st October, 1854, to be replaced by the Strubels which were less
susceptible to forgery and all remaining stocks were destroyed. Whilst most of the sheets displayed
individual stamps or grouping of stamps, there were quite a number of beautiful post * used covers
and entires all of which, we were assured, were perfectly genuine. The limited number of sheets
displayed gave those present plenty of time to examine and appreciate the depth of research put into
this presentation by one who is a comparative newcomer to Swiss philately. The thanks of the meeting
D.C.
for what had been a most impressive display was expressed by Ian Gilchrist.

Noithn Group_ftpc4

London Group Meeting Wednesday 10 December 2004
Messages of Goodwill for the Festive Season had been sent by the President and by Michael Rutherfoord.
),
After updating members on developments following the discussions at the AGM (these are reported elsewhere
evening;
the
for
the Chairman introduced the subject
Postal Stationery (Back of the Book)
ViceMembers responded nobly to the challenge of providing displays of material that is largely difficult to find. The
Helvetic
the
by
produced
item
an
from
ranging
receipts
of
selection
wide
a
Chairman, Eric Lienhard, showed
century documents in German and French and the later ones with a Tell Boy stamp
Republic through to other
t of
imprint. There were also money orders and some private postal stationery. Bob Johnson produced an assortmen
Peter
forms.
telex
some
including
service
telephone cards and other PTT stationery pertaining to the telephone
to German
Hobbs had sent photoprints of some very interesting stationery pertaining to the despatch of moneywas
doubling
which
card
letter
folding
a
also
was
There
d.
Switzerlan
in
and
through
II
War
prisoners of war in World
d cards
overprinte
schaft
Kriegwirt
le
as a new type of business card. Douglas Houtris showed the pair of Industriel
Chairman
The
sheet.
publicity
a
make
to
unfolded
that
and a few items of private stationery including an entire
from the
showed examples of stationery produced for aviation meetings in the 1920's and envelopes and cardscarried on
been
have
to
purporting
markings
special
with
card
a
produced
y
Cordingle
John
Congress.
1929 Philatelic
on it.
the last journey of a horse drawn postal coach with a letter box, requesting further information on the markingssome
showed
Pickard
Fred
imprints.
assorted
with
Don Symonds had sent some private postal stationery cards
A wide
interesting revenue items and also material relating to performance of the Schiller play about William Tell. Derrick
and
Johnson
Bob
Dowling,
Derek
by
shown
was
goods
of
arrival
the
g
announcin
selection of railway cards
VHB and
Slate. Derrick showed cards from the Gotthard Bahn, the railway between Kriens and Luzern, the EDT, the
of an
part
was
This
ones.
pictorial
many
including
1969
the SMB in additon to a full range of SBB cards from 1901 tO
stamps
with
waybill
telegraph
a
included
shown
items
Other
displays.
evening's
extensive show which concluded the
receipt
to the value of 8Fr.85c providing the franking including a block of 14 Helvetia with Sword 60c stamps, postal
stationery
postal
private
some
and
1908
to
forms from 1850 to 1956, postal collection money orders from 1876
the post
imprints. The evening was a great success with some outstanding material shown and contributions sent in
The
meetings.
future
at
repeat
to
hoped
is
it
which
n
innovatio
ed
appreciat
by provincial members was a much
CPM
Chairman gave an appropriate vote of thanks to all who had shown.
proSOCIETY MEETINGS - Following the 2003 AGM, suggestions have been put forward
as
well
as
England
n
souther
in
r
calenda
's
meeting
posing amendments to the Society
ions
suggest
these
g
Adoptin
ds.
overhea
's
Society
the
g
other changes aimed at reducin
could result in a restructuring of the Society, so they will be examined by your
As the London
Committee. It is expected that a working party will need to be formed.
outline
Group is likely to be most affected by any change, the Chairman gave a brief
will
ttee
Commi
the
that
hoped
is
It
.
meeting
er
Decemb
of what was suggested at the
CPM
2004.
in
later
rs
membe
the
to
l
proposa
be in a position to present a firm

le
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you know.
M Rutherfoord
- that this year's PJ stamps
are quite different from anythi
ng seen before, printed
in the USA. Separation of the
self-adhesive stamps is by wav
y rouletting. Printing
is four-colour offset and the
design is, shall we say, modern
. The stamps come in four
formats: sheets of 20 (all fou
r values, A & B for 2003 and
2004); blocks of four;
booklets with two panes of six
of each 85c & 100c for 2004;
a curious pane of backing
paper with all four values, but
separated by a 6mm gutter (th
e "used" version is a
travesty of CTO) - see Focus
on stamps for more detail
s. Figure 1 shows a fake block
of four, ie, a combination not
on sale as such; is this
detectable? - try_it for some
fun; answer next month.
- that all stamps have the sam
e wavy rouletting, 11/10i, ie,
17 x 15 "teeth". The
booklet panes shown in Focus
on stamps are incorrect in
that they have the same wavy
rouletting as the other format
s.
- that the TPOs of the RhUtis
che Bahn have now been reduce
d in the 14th of December
timetable change (all Europe)
to two, or perhaps it is onl
y one coach. Train No.5005
is a goods train leavin
g Chur at 5 am from Monday to
Saturday and it travels throug
the new Vereina tunnel to St.
h
Moritz, but is manned. In the
evening the passenger
train 590 leaves St. Moritz for
Chur, picking up mail bags on
the way, via the Albula
route, but only Monday to Friday
.
- that it seems likely tha
t the two TPOs of the MGB (Ma
tterhorn-Gotthard Bahn) are
still being used: Brig-Zermatt
and Brig-Oberwald.
- that I have now been sen
t a "SwissPostCard" by Karl Geb
ert and can add to the remarks on page 95 in the DYK las
t month. The card is beautiful
ly printed, on one side
only, but is C5 size, a
double postcard, so may suffer
a lot of damage in the post.
It is posted from the SPI cen
tre at ZUrich Airport, ZUrich
8058 and the rudimentary
cds does have the correct dat
e printed in - 11.12.2003. The
electronic order for the
cards can be placed from anywhe
re in the world via www.swiss
post.com/swisspostcard .
The picture can be selected fro
m hundreds in the SP site mem
ory, or a digital picture
can be sent from a PC or handhe
ld MMS. After sending the add
ress and message (up to
288 letters) payment is made
using a SP debit card or a cre
dit card; CHF 1.20 for the
card plus either A-post 1.00
internal, 1.30 Europe or 1.80
world.
- that last year 12 262 letters
and cards were sent to "Fathe
r Christmas", "Samichlaus",
or "Christkindli" from childr
en, mainly in Switzerland, and
about the same number were
expected for 2003. Since 1950
the PTT, and now the SP, have
answered all such letters,
if an address can be found. The
usual "Bethlehem" special can
cellation has been used.
- that in 1911 the PTT introduce
d the Postage Paid (PP) system
so that above a certain number (then 200, now 50)
it was not necessary to stick
on stamps, but they
could be accepted at the counte
r and cancelled "PP" and the
date. A great saving and
very popular from the start.
Now this system is being drasti
cally changed, as was
mentioned on page 15 of DYK in
February last year; firstly by
charging a nominal 3c
per letter, and up to 10c for
small quantities. Now it has
been announced (very
unclearly) that from 1.1.07 all
such "PP" letters must have a
computer-generated 2-D
Matrix (see page 23 March 200
3 Newsletter), or, in effect,
be franked with an ordinary stamp, a return to the
pre-1911 system for those wit
hout a computer. In other
words they expect that by the
n those without a computer wil
l
not be interested in
sending more than 50 identical
letters at the same time, see
figure 2,4_
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John Brindley

"HOLD TO LIGHT" POSTCARDS

to one side.
Among an auction lot were some rather plain, sepia postcards which I put
"holdmodern
were
they
d
When I came to sort through the two dozen cards I realize
s
example
used
The
1900s.
the
to-light" cards, which were popular in this country in
by
then
and
Geneve"
Clerk
were dated 1957-1959, produced firstly by "Editions Rene
Geneve". One is by "Editrice: Ditta G. Mayr, Lugano".
"Editions Propaga
and the
They are all numbered, the lowest 311 - Zurich Bahnhof Platz (Rene Clerk)
view
own
well-kn
this
of
highest 642 of the Axenstrasse (Propaga); two other cards
y be
probabl
would
d
produce
are numbered 506 & 615, so how many different views were
difficult to assess.
so I
I showed the cards to some Sussex members and they had not seen them before,
Editor.
the
via
would be grateful for any information other members may have,

When held to
the light this
card shows two
gentlemen
tucking in to
their fondue.
The card is by
"Propaga" and
the caption
reads: "La
fondue des
cabinotiers".
(Translation
please, Ed.)

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
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I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
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SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
—
Notice is hereby given that a Special General Meeting of the Society will be held on
Wednesday, 10th March 2004 at 6.30 p.m. at the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SE1 8UJ
for the purpose of adopting audited and certified Accounts for the years 2001/2002 and 2002/2003.
Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary
Claude Mistely Chairman

Bob Medland

T-circle POSTAGE-DUE CANCELS IN ABUNDANCE

Apart from the nice assemblage of stamps used, of definitives from both architecture
series of 1960 and 1964, my interest is in the card, apparently printed specially
for missing postage. My query is whether the card accompanied the offending postal
item (to which postage-due stamps presumably could not be attached for some reason)
or was it presented to the sender to make good the default, as is the case today?
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Has any member seen a similar item?'
(It would be interesting to see
what is written under the stamps.
Could it be that the card was
used as a piece of "scrap" to
add up the dues on several items
for a PO box recipient? Ed.)
th
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M Rutherfoord
WWW versus Postcards - Query on page 5 of January 2004
This complex query has come just at the right time for answers, partly as follows,
partly when there is space for a longer article on which Eric Lienhard is helping me.
Basically I have spent quite a few hours checking through more than, a dozen volumes
in the PTT Archives in Bern. As usual a lot of other items are picked up along the
way, but very interesting. For instance in Circular No. 46 of 25.6.07 there is news
that the ship "Dakota" (Mailship?), which left Seattle, USA, on the 18th February
was stranded in Tokyo Bay on the 3rd March, whereby a large portion of the mail for
Japan and Korea was lost.
The Swiss mail affected left Basel on the 29th January on train No. 144 BaselBelfort, and also on the same train on the 6th February, and the rescued items are
now held in the Yokohama PO. This notice implies that those who sent mail at that
time can now start their checking.,
In 1905 a German shipping line told the PTT in Bern that their ship would leave
Hamburg a day earlier than notified. Via a Circular customers were informed, and the
number of the last train which could be used to Basel to catch the ship going to
West Africa - all harbours listed.
As it was in their interest to attract mail contracts, most shipping lines kept
Bern well informed on all ship movements, date of sailing 'and which ports, in say
China, would be served. POs were informed. Customers could note on their letters
which ship from which port was to be used, but mostly that was left to the specialists in Bern and the Transit POs, to choose the quickest route.
There was certainly a regular connection to Tahiti, if "every Spring" can count as
being "regular", and Bern would know this. Why the card did not go to a French ship
is interesting, perhaps it was damaged in the winter storms. A postal history friend
has told me that there is a 1950s book(s) by 'Salles' on old French shipping lines,
with all details of all their ships, routes and dates.
Swiss PO Circular No. 95, of the 29.9.04, included French Colonies as among those
countries allowing text on the address side of postcards.
Colin Griffiths reports having two further cards both sent to P Davison on Tahiti.
They were both posted in St.Gallen on 5.VII.05 with only 5c postage paid with the
numerals issue 2c Z 58 & 3c Z 59. Undivided backs but no publisher's name, just the
reference numbers 1686A & 1689A. There are no other cancellations on the cards so
the route and time taken cannot be determined. The writing appears different.
Colin has some 4000 used postcards from the first in 1871 to around 1910, most have
only the Swiss cds. Undivided back cards make up 90% of these. Most cards are to
France, Germany or England with a lesser number to Spain, Italy, Holland. Among the
rest he found 18 to America, 5 to Hungary, 2 each to Bermuda, Canada, Egypt, Finland,
Russia, South Africa & Tahiti and 1 each to Algeria, Australia, Argentina, Greece,
Hong Kong, India, Malta, New Zealand, Sweden & Tenerife.
What does this tell us about postcards and Switzerland? Have other members with
large collections of postcards studied them from this point of view?
Further information on this will be published when the research is completed. Ed.
HERR WILLY ZOLCH - Sadly we learn of the passing a month after his 90th birthday at
his home in Spiez. Known by hundreds of British tourists to his 'Hotel des Alpes' for
old world hospitality. Many will recall his morning tour to the breakfast table to
discuss and advise guests on their plans for the day, unheard of today in hotels.
He was a member of the Society for many years and collected not only his beloved
Switzerland but Great Britain too. A lasting memory is his success with others to
F P
preserve the Green Meadow adjoining the lakeside from redevelopment.
BERNPHILA 03 - I visited this show last December, meeting Michael Rutherfoord and
others. A very good exhibition for three days over the 'Day of the Stamp' time. I
entered my Swiss Revenues on Document and for my efforts was given a Gold and a
n that has to be taken
special prize. But as this was only a Stage 3 level exhibitio
into account. F P
REVENUES - Fred Pickard is looking to put together a few notes, with others, on this
subject from the point of view of running it as a regular part of the Newsletter.
Would members who think they can contribute to this project contact Fred direct.
LONDON GROUP - forthcoming meetings in the Union Jack Club, Sandell St., London SE1
on Wednesdays at 6.30 p.m. Open to all members.
February 11th, "How my collection grew" - Peter Vonwiller (in the Burns Room).
March 10th, "Odds & Ends" and Special General Meeting, all members (Leatham Room).

February 2004
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BERN AND THE ROYAL MARINE

from John Brindley

On 4th April 1815 General
D Ballingall, Royal Marines,
7!
wrote from his HQ at
s
e
•§‘,7
Chatham to his agents
Charles Cox & Son, Hatton
Garden, London.
He had that morning
received a "most kind"
V
Af
letter from Mr A E Haller,
of
Conseiller de legation
7-4,
-01, 0
/070,f
the Embassy of Bern, at 9
4 r
Frith St., Soho, telling
him that his brother Capt.
k
'
Charles Ballingall, also
004
/
of the Royal Marines, was
in Lyon, France when Bonaparte entered it. (This
was 2 months or so before
the Battle of Waterloo and,
was working his way north,
Napoleon
February,
having been released from Elba in
mercenaries, who were
foreign
of
up
made
was
which
of
gathering his army, half
mainly Swiss and German.)
What Capt. Ballingall was doing in Lyon is unclear but he was cut off and could
"procure no money there from the Bankers and in consequence went on to Bern" where
he was hoping to obtain funds from his agents in London, through the Swiss Embassy.
When hearing of Mr Haller being in England he waited on Madam Haller, unacquainted,
and informed her he had still money enough to live at Bern for about a month, but
not enough to enable him to pursue his journey to London. Capt. Ballingall asked
Madam Haller to enclose a note in her next letter to her husband asking him to
request Cox and Sons to send him £50 and to let General Ballingall know that he would
stay in Bern until he received this sum.
Things then got complicated as Madam Haller took the Captain to see her cousin
Mr Louis Zurtiver, banker at Bern, and although he could not provide any money, he
undertook to send the note to Mr Haller via his contacts in Holland. This had not
yet arrived but a letter to Mr Haller from his wife relating the story had resulted
in General Ballingall being informed, hence his letter of 4th April to Cox and Son.
The General begged the agents to "relieve my brother as expeditiously as possible
from his embarrassment by communicating without loss of time with Mr Haller and arranging the safest and most effective manner of sending the money to Bern."
The story then moves on 188 years when I was at the Vaudeville Theatre in The
Strand. In the interval I left my wife eating an expensive ice cream and shot across
the road to the Strand Stamp Centre. With little time available, I asked for any
Swiss covers, dived through the box, spotted a reasonably priced straight-line 'Bern'
wtth-a- boxed 'Suisse/parlDelle' and returned tu-the-theztre.
Amazingly I found that the letter was from the very same Capt. Charles Ballingall,
but dated 7th September 1819, over 4 years later. The letter was addressed to Mr
H Bergman, 3 James St., Grosvenor Square, London, and inside to his agent Cox and
Henry Bergman the
•
Son: "Dear Sir, I request you will be pleased to pay the bearer
sum of five pounds eight shillings as per his account for a coat - I shall have to
draw upon you in course of a few days for fifty pounds". Attached to the letter is
a receipt from Henry Bergman for £5.8.0. from Messrs. Cox.
So did Capt. Ballingall enjoy his stay in Bern so much he decided to remain, sustained by regular drafts of £50? Perhaps members can provide an answer from their
collections - you never know!
UPDATE ON THE ESPERANTO CONGRESS in the November
2003 Newsletter by John Brindley. This embossed
vignette is for the 1906 congress in Geneva.
Labels are red on green paper and blue on pink
paper, highly sought after items. This one sent
by Stuart MacKenzie. The material is out there
somewhere for members still to find!
Members - More copy for the Newsletter please, Ed.
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This cachet is struck in violet on an American newspaper wrapper. There is no date
on the cancel but lc seems extraordinarily cheap to cross the Atlantic. Is it around
1890-1900? Would such a 'Benevolent Society just raise money to send.back to Switzerland or would it have another purpose? Could there be other societies with similar
cachets either in America or elsewhere?
--Allan Young
MEASURING THE THICKNESS OF STAMPS (especially the Strubel)
The device shown in the Newsletter last month is a micrometer, well known to precision
engineers. For readers unfamiliar with these, the shaft screws in and out on a fine
pitched thread, and the gap between the body and the end of the shaft is read from a
vernier scale on the body. Accuracies of 0.001 mm are possible. Any members wanting
a micrometer might like to contact "Squires Model and Craft Tools" on 01 243 84 24 24
who do a range of micrometers, analogue and digital. They also do a metric thickness
gauge, which could be suitable for philately, with flat measuring faces and a 0.01 mm
resolution - it will set you back £40. Micrometers range from £7 to £100 depending
on the quality and resolution required.
(The Editor has on file a note: Paper thickness using 2 flat ends 0.06, 1 flat and
I domed 0.05, 2 domed ends 0.045, but where it came from and if it refers to Strubel
he does not know, do you?)

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.corn
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I. G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,

England
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ANSWER TO THE AIRMAIL QUERY from John Cordingley, page 44 June 2003 Newsletter
Michael Kutnerxoora writes to say tnat
this item is typical of the thousands
of flown covers and cards sent to sons
and daughters, god-children, fathers,
mothers and friends just for fun. The
cheapest rate and route were of little
consideration, excitement was the thing.
The route indicated was used to get
the special postmarks and proof of the
flight. The PTT was very interested
in the publicity for the new air services, as well as for the sale of the
stamps. The correct rate'was, as mentioned, 45c - 20 for the letter - 25
air surcharge. The Federal Shooting
Festival of 1924 was held in Aarau
from the 18th July till the 5th August (Zumstein-Pen Catalogue). Letters were cancelled at the special PO with the S99 cds Miller rigid canceller of 1892) and were
sent on by train. In this case, because of the requested air route, it went to ZUrich
by train, then by van to Dubendorf Airport. The letter was cancelled on Wednesday
30th July, but flew only on Friday 1st August. Why the delay? Both the Flugpost
cancellers are of the flexible "de Coppet" type, made by GUller under licence.
I have found another "flight cover" from Aarau, which may be of interest, see above.
This was cancelled at the MPO No. 1 on the last day of the Aarau Philatelic Exhibition, Sunday the 25th September 1938, with the cachet in red. Top left the sender
had written Nur mit Flugpost (Only by Airmail), and he had franked it correctly, 20c
for the letter and 10c air surcharge, but in spite of the MIT LUFTPOST blue label,
it never flew; there are no confirming marks on the rear.
It is likely that he got confused with the announced special flight "Aarau-Bellinzona-Aarau of the Friday 23rd September to commemorate "25 Years Airmail 1913-1938".
Remember the Aarau block (postage stamps for 50c, sale price Fr.1.50, which included
an entry ticket) has an air stamp included. However, the minimum postage was 50c,
and he was too late.
Bassersdorf lies virtually adjacent to DUbendorf, and was served by a short train
journey from Zffrich.
SOME MORE "OUTRE MER" CANCELS - see p71 September 2003 Newsletter, M Rutherfoord
Figure 1 is a nice card found by Eric Lienhard; it left Lugano on 8.V.08.X- and was
sent on its way by Basel Transit at 5 pm the same day. Figure 2 was found in the
'1926 Register' of cancellations which indicates it was modified sometime after 1914,
as all Swiss cancellers had to have a Swiss cross and the 'PK'. No proof it was ever
used! Figures 3 & 4 are in the Mier record book, again no proof ever used. Dates
, please?
- sheew-vdien delivered to-PTT Bern-- has anyone seen these-used
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The Northern Group got off to a good start for the New Year with its meeting in Leeds on the 3rd

January. "Mobile Post Offices" being the theme of the display. Now I could make this a very brief
report by advising members simply to read the very comprehensive account on this subject by Adrian()
Gervasi which appeared in the Newsletters of June to August, 1992. However, for the benefit of those
who, perhaps, were not members at that time and having regard to the fact that the 1992 account
covers MPOs during their first fifty years only, I had better expand a little more to give credit to six
colleagues who displayed material at the meeting. To cut a long story short following a tentative
experiment with a postal truck and trailer in 1934 a photograph of which one member had brought
along, it was not until March, 1937 that MPO No.1 came into service at the International Automobile
Show in Geneva. From that time onwards further MPOs, sometimes with trailers were brought into
service, later being replaced by more modem vehicles. Sadly, after a period of 61 years, the last MPO
(No.6) was withdrawn in September 2001 at GABRA IV, the Postal Stationery & Postal History
Exhibition held at Burgdorf. What our six contributors brought along covered virtually every aspect of
the way in which these MPOs were used throughout those years. The stamps issued for Mobile Post
Offices with their varieties. The venues which ranged from international exhibitions down to a very
local event to raise funds for a new church, each displaying not only the MPO canceller in the
language of the area but also the cachet indicating the event in question. Whilst most of these
cancellers were inscribed in one of the three main languages of Switzerland, the less common
Romansch was to be found quite early (August, 1937) at the Engadine Festival at Scuol. Additionally,
the first cachet in English is to be found on that for the Convention of the Lake Geneva Region in
October, 1955. The basic 27mm cds was superceded in 1960 by the slightly larger 29mm which, in
the years that followed, depicted the changing design of the newer MPOs and their trailers. There were
many examples of these on display, covers sometimes with an MPO registration label along with a
variety of postal stationery bearing an MPO motif All this material was complemented with
photographs of vehicles taken by one member plus official shots showing not only the exterior but also
the internal layout where mail was sorted. Contributors were thanked by the Chairman for this most
D.C.
interesting presentation ...... but if you wish to know more, go back to 1992.

LONDON GROUP MEETING 14th January - Cantons Uri and Schwyz - The meeting opened with
Geoffrey Allan displaying a charming 14-page collection purchased from another collector. It dealt easily with the historical and geographic points and certainly
helped to get us off to a good start.
As always vice-chairman Eric Lienhard can be relied upon to continually surprise
us with items from his wide collection of postcards. From the Tell's Chapel and the
Schiller play vignettes and postcards to the wide selection of items from towns and
villages of the area. The revenues of the two Cantons are not easily found and so
those shown were of very special interest. Eric ended by placing on the frames an
example from Michael Rutherfoord of the new electronic postcard, see page 95 of the
Newsletter for December 2003.
Fred Pickard showed two items from the printers 'Benziger' of Einsiedeln. One a
25c PTT cover with sender's overprint going to Leipzig and a printed postcard by
Benziger using a 10c red cross-and-numeral stamp, the stamp being embossed in French
by the printers and therefore a precursor to perfins!
Our chairman ended the evening with a ranging selection of pieces from Postal
Stationery cards, Pro Patria covers with ntli cancels of the early types and many
items dealing with the historical aspects shown on stamps and special covers.
t that
The evening can be described as another example of the pleasure and enjoymen
P
F
can be gained by attendance of the Society's meetings.
WESSEX GROUP MEETING 28th February 2004 - This is a meeting not to be missed by all
those interested in the Swiss Railways. Michael Farr from the Swiss Railway Society
will be bringing along many interesting items for us to view. The display will start
at 1400hrs. and there will be tea and biscuits in the interval. For those who have
not been to our meetings before the Clovelly Hotel is next door to Salisbury Station
and is easy to find. There is a small carpark at the hotel with an even biggerDone
S
at the station. See you there.
WORPEX 2004, Saturday 8th May 2004 at Oldbury Park Primary School, Oldbury Road,
St Johns Worcester. There will be a regional meeting of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society again. So far 33 dealers will be in attendance including Werner Gattiker
RC
of Leo Baresdx Ltd. Make a note in your diary now.
NORTHERN GROUP - forthcoming meetings in the Leeds Institution for the Blind and
Deaf, North St. Leeds on Saturdays at 2 p.m. Open to all members.
February 7th, "Swiss TPOs - T Vaughan
March 6th, "Favourite Swiss Set(s)" - all members.
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Did you know?

Pagel5

M Rutherfoord

- that just as on the 1st of January 1996 so again this year when the A & B postal
rates went up again. There was panic and chaos as not enough 5 and 10c stamps were
available, two-thirds of all Frama machines had been scrapped (even if people knew
what they were for), there were not enough stocks in POs and Philatelic counters were
overrun. One thing seems certain - next time it will be the same.
- that the closing of some city. POs is proceeding to plan. Two of them, ZUrich 25
and 66, I never went to even though they were sometimes convenient, because the queues
were too long. But probably the rental-to-profit calculation was negative. Figures
1 & 2 show another worse situation for the villagers; Quinten will keep its postcode,
after closure on 20.12.03, but the post will be delivered by the postman from across
the lake, ie, 8877 Murg, as part of the new "House Service", in that the postman will
have a minimum of stamps and other items for sale and will collect letters for mailing.
For those at home when he comes this may develop into something useful. Registered
letters and parcels for those not at home when the postman or woman calls to collect
a signature are a big problem. Row across the lake to pick them up at . Murg PO?
- that parcel delivery in the cities is from a central sorting office, the local PO
is only involved when nobody is at home; usually anyone living in that house or flat
can sign for a recorded parcel (SI) or letter (LSI) unless it is "own hand" which
costs an extra CHF 6.-. The SP parcel delivery staff are now all equipped With an
electronic device, handheld, where the recipient signs his name with a stylus on
the transparent surface. Thus parcel number, date and signature are all together in
the memory, facilitating a complete print-out of his round.
- that in the DYK on pages 7 & 15 of 2000 I discussed the peculiar rate for a chocolate bar. This Christmas on the bar available the rates shown for inland only are
1.50 and 1.30. It became obvious that the total weight of a 100g bar must be more
than Standard rate, therefore by Midi post it was 1.30 and 1.10 each plus 20c for
special handling as it could not be sorted by machine. From 1.1.2004 the 20c has
been reduced to 15c, which could mean that they are going to enforce this charge.
The bar was cancelled in Bern Schanzenpost on 6th December, St.Nicolas' Day, when
children get their present, or that is how it used to be. (See figure 3.)
- that in the November 2003 and January 2004 issues of the BBZ there has been some
interesting correspondence about two recent Swiss stamps. These are the 70 & 90c of
13.5.97, Z Nos 920 & 921, the country and town layouts with orange or red bands up
the right hand sides containing . the values and "Helvetia", printed by the Stamp
Printing Works in Bern. Very soon after issue reports started to come in that these
.
two bands were fading rapidly . Zumstein warns: "do not think that they are rare
printing errors, just unsuitable printing ink, keep them away from sunlight.".
- that over the Christmas period 40m SMS were sent in Switzerland, but this record
was broken over the New Year, a shorter period, with 44m. The SP are no doubt pleased
that they did not have an .additional 84m letters!
- that once again G Honegger has produced a wonderful catalogue of his stock of
classic Swiss stamps, A5 brochure, all in colour.
looking through some of the old P0 Circulars I noticed that in 1903 there_was
- that
_
a move afoot to have a reduced rate for postcards, as well as for letters, if sent
over a distance of less than 10km 'as the pigeon flies', between the sender's and
the recipient's POs. This would have meant a reduction from 5c to 3c, inland only,
but the measure was never implemented. .
- that last year the United Nations Philatelic Office in Geneva closed down, and all
their archive was auctioned off for 2.6m Euro to a single US firm. Luckily, at the
last moment, the cancellers were held back, but where are they now?
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Figure 2
Figure 3 - This year's;
chocolate bar.
(reduced to 50%)
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THE NEW A & B POSTCARDS

Just on the pre-issue date of the 18th of December 2003 for the two new regular
postcards (issue date 30.12.03) the ordered cards arrived, see figures 3 & 4. At
the same time the SP announced in various newspapers that the senders of letters
would be fined 15c per letter if they did not write their address to the left of and
above the recipient's address, if not on the back. The special handling charge of 20c
now being reduced to 15c, if the letter was not machine readable. However, the fines
would come into force only in 2005.
The same chaos with parcel addressing had been solved by issuing labels which indicated that the sender's address be written vertically, ie, at 90 deg to that of the
recipient; which is how I put my address on letters with my rubber stamp.
Now as you can see the new postcards indicate with brutal clarity that the two
addresses are to be written exactly next to each other. How could the SP make such
an elementary mistake and give the public at least four choices?
However after a bit of thought I think I have the answer to the curious layout of
the new postcards. For at least 30 years or so regular postcards have been used,
almost exclusively, to answer competitions and other commercial promotions. Due to
the vast numbers of such 'answers' ZUrich introduced a reserved postcode to help
sorting - 8099 - and other cities have followed.
As a further aid a unique barcodo on the left was introduced with the 1998 issue
of the postcard shown in figure 1, and on all three subsequent cards. The special
'reader' to do this had already been installed to sort out postcheck Giro covers,
after the stream of letters has been faced and cancelled thus removing them from
the expensive downstream electronic coding and sorting operations.
Therefore it does not matter how the address is written on these cards, they will
not be able to confuse the electronics.
This is an old problem, but even after many people received their letters back
again, no clear instruction was given to the general public, only to business firms.
At least twice a year a 16-page full-colour "Postnews" is distributed to all the
households in Switzerland, pictures and some articles of use, but never anything
about how to address envelopes, or any indication that further information is obtainable at main POs, if you know the title and number of the official publication!
Readers with a copy of the latest Zumstein 'Ganzsachen' Catalogue should note that
on pages 136 & 138, the indicated sales price of cards Nos 224 & 232 (figures 1 & 2)
is not Fr.1.-, but 700.
Note for specialists: If the middle bar of the 11-bar code is present, then the
item will be sorted into the "A" stream.
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DISINFECTION AND QUARANTINE

V Denis Vandervelde

I have been asked to write something about a topic that may be unfamiliar to many
Swiss collectors, as it has net played a major role in the postal history of your
country. Nevertheless there are several important stories to be told, and much to
be learned; so I will outline two of them and hope readers will contact me with
more information.
Quarantine, in the sense of the segregation of the supposedly infectious, is a
very old practice, as evidenced by the Old Testament. For Jews, corpses are not to
be handled more than is strictly necessary, and then with respect by those who have
undertaken this task as a Godly duty. Similarly, lepers, (although the exact nature
of the leprosy of the Bible is still a mystery), are to be fed and clothed, but not
allowed to mingle with the healthy. The latter notion was adopted by Christian kingdoms in the Middle Ages and ultimately extended to cover plague also, as it made an
incursion into the Adriatic from the Levant. By the 14th century, the quarantining of
ships and their cargoes, usually for the biblical 40 days, had been adopted as a
safety measure by both Venice and Ragusa, (modern Dubrovnik).
Before long, the idea that travellers by land from unhealthy places might also be
a danger to public health took hold, and health passports - certificates stating
that there was no plague in the region the traveller had left - began to be demanded
in times of epidemic. Italy was the world leader in this move, and a very large
collection of the passports issued by almost every town and village can still be
formed by a determined collector, although examples earlier than 1630 are becoming
scarce. t!mw
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Although the great plague of the 1660s resulted in the widespread adoption of such
documents, I know of no Swiss examples of this period; nor many of the early 1720s
when most German cities were issuing them, to distinguish their travellers from
those of Provence, where an epidemic had broken out after the arrival of a plagueinfested ship from Syria in Marseille. The earlier certificates were usually handwritten on vellum, but as demand increased, this gave way to rag paper, which could
also be more easily impressed with wafers and seals of authenticity. For travels
into Italy, they were usually composed in low Latin, (Reipublica Norinbergensis,
for example).
Swiss cities had no choice but to follow this path, as many commercial enterprises
traded with towns like Boltano and Milan. A 1739 Latin example from 'Reipublicae
Sangallensis' has the distinguishing merchant's mark at left, enabling all his
baggage and bales to be identified even if no one spoke his language. Its authenticity is assured by the large wafer seal attached. Such health passports were often .
endorsed on the reverse by the Health authority which cleared them, though not in
this instance.
Printing, often using elaborate lettering, replaced manuscript, (which was still
needed to complete the details of the traveller and, very often, his destination).
I show a fine example of 1792 from Chur, which has a handsome wafer with the albino
arms of the Chancellor on the front.
By 1830, most of western Europe was free of plague, but in 1831 a 'new' and terrible disease presented in Russia, and then in eastern Germany: cholera, hitherto
confined to India and the Far East. Suddenly, health passports again became essential.
-tmk
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The example illustrated was completed in Zurich at the height of the cholera scare,
in September 1831. It will be seen that it is for a merchant and his son, taking a
parcel of 23 dozen pieces of silk to Kempten. The printed section stresses that the
goods are the product of this Canton, "in which, thank God, there is not the slightest
evidence of infectious disease". Whether this was strictly true I must leave to Swiss
medical historians to decide, but I have no record of the arrival of cholera anywhere
in Switzerland until the summer of 1836, when it entered the Ticino from Italy.
It is noteworthy for two different wafer seals, both of ZUrich. The first, put on
before the corner was turned over, has a blank segment at the foot: the legend seems
to read 'SANITAETS COLLEG.D.CANTON ZURICH'. The later wafer has a rampant lion and
shield over a segment containing the single word 'ZURICH': of the legend around the
oval, only the last word, "BEZIRKS', has articulated. The mss. endorsements on the
reverse translate as 'Certified in good health, Kempten'; and 'Customs Office, Lindau'
13/9/31 - Engelman'.
The story of Swiss disinfection mail is more complex. Dr K F Meyer, whose book
'Disinfected Mail'(published in Kansas in 1962) was an attempt to collate all known
details on the practice, worldwide, was himself Swiss-born. He was personally responsible for the short chapter on Switzerland, which has not been superceded to the
same degree as many of the others.
He published evidence of the fumigation of mail in ZUrich as early as 1611 (in the
'Zurcher Antistitial Archiv' p. 783 et seq.) and during the alarm occasioned by the
Marseille Plague of 1720. The yellow fever of 1804-5 in Mediterranean ports caused
the Swiss (rather surprisingly) to treat mail, a topic I have dealt with in 'Pratique';
and Confederation defences against plague were standardized in the 1820s. The cholera
outbreak of the 1830s gave rise to extensive disinfection of mail, some of which was
cachetted; but I have chosen to highlight an aberration of the 1920s.
In Canton Bern, (and nowhere else in the world, so far as I know), it was decided
to douse letters with a disinfectant against foot-and-mouth disease in cattle. A copy
of a page from my collection should suffice to illustrate this episode.
Fraubruntzen and Dieterswil, Canton Bern
22.4.1920. Official letter from Fraubrunnen, post-free, to the local police, during a foot-andmouth epidemic. Sprinkled with 3-5% 'Kresapol', (a saponated solution containing 40%
cresol), and marked Desinflziert with a rubber handstamp, at the Cantonal police station.

8.6.1923. Dieterswil, north of Bern,
to nun, S.E. of Bern. Desinfiziert
cachet is otherwise unrecorded.

'

1
•

444444-46,44.4adi

74L44A Federal Law of June 1917 was

intended to control the spread
of animal diseases It required
"thorough disinfection of hands,
°
clothing, in fact of everything
which may have had contact, directly or indirectly, with diseased animals". The chief
Veterinarian of Bern Canton admitted publicly that the treatment of mail was "inadequate'.

The author welcomes comments and illustrations of any Swiss health passports or
disinfection cachets, at 25 Sinclair Grove, London NW11 OJH. This article is
published with permission from V Denis Vandervelde, Editor of the Disinfected Mail
Study Circle journal 'Pratique', who would welcome enquiries re membership. Contact
him at the above address or vdvpratique@aol.com
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BERN AND THE ROYAL MARINE - comment to the article on pll February - M Rutherfoord
An amazing story, most interesting. I immediately looked him up in my 'bible' for
such cases, but no mention in "The Swiss and the British" by John Wraight, 1987, the
ex-Ambassador in Bern (a most useful and informative 472 pages). However, de Haller
is mentioned, Envoy in London for ZUrich and Bern; probably the Federation had neither
an interest nor the money for such representation.
Also mentioned is that the Swiss Church in London appealed to the Foreign Office
for the Swiss POWs held by the British, which the FO promised, on the same day, to
arrange for their immediate release. Switzerland had joined the Allies. Mention is
made of the fact that Stratford Canning had been sent to =rich as British Envoy
Extraordinary to the Swiss Republic to help them form a Federal system. He then went
with the British Foreign Secretary to Vienna where he became chairman of the drafting
committee drawing up the frontiers and constitution of the new Federation! Working
with the Swiss Charles Pictet-de-Rochemont and others, he contributed largely towards
the successful negotiation of the guarantee of permanent neutrality which the Swiss
obtained at Vienna on the 20th of March 1815.
On that same day Napoleon reached Paris after escaping from Elba (not released)
just 3 weeks before. The Congress of Vienna was held up until Napoleon was finally
defeated at Waterloo on the 18th of June 1815 (from my trusty Pears Cyclopaedia of
1952, to complete the story).
Two PJ stamps are of interest on this subject: 1934 30c Albrecht von Haller (Z 72)
1708-1777, botanist, poet and physician, founder of a famous Bernese family; 1955 5c
Charles Pictet-de-Rochemont (Z 158) 1755-1824, cultured gentleman-farmer and diplomat,
member of the famous Geneva family.

DIRECT CONTACT. Following the brief article that appeared in the January edition of the
Newsletter an Overseas member e-mailed to say that he would welcome the opportunity to
communicate with his fellow members around the world via e-mail. Possibly there are other likeminded members. Would they please advise me of their e-mail addresses and collecting interests,
which I will then circulate. Members have my assurance that such information would only be
passed on to those fellow members who have indicated their willingness to participate in this
proposed scheme.

petervonwiller@btinternet.com

Peter Vonwiller — Honorary Secretary

YOUR EDITOR IS NOT THE ONLY ONE IN NEED OF COPY FOR YOUR NEWSLETTER. The Editor
is the backbone
of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society journal reports: "Tell
and we have
slowed,
has
of our society. Recently the supply of articles for Tell
been close to the point where we may have to cut back on the number of pages or
issues due to the lack of articles ... We have for a long time depended on a very
is time to increase participation."
small group to provide the contents of Tell. It
NOW
I CAN ONLY ECHO HIS WORDS - IT IS UP TO YOU, THE MEMBERS-DO SOMETHING
HOW RARE IS THIS COMBINATION
Here we have a registered,
double-rate newspaper wrapper,
dated 14.V.35, with a red
franking of the old style.
Note the Basel City arms, the
black Bishop"s staff, held by
a winged griffon. The double
rate for a weight of 50 to
250 g was 10c, plus 20c for
registration, making 30c.
(Interesting address. Ed.)
Michael Rutherfoord sent this.
What do you have that would
interest other members, or
even answer a query perhaps?
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LONDON MEETING 11th February, 'How my Collection Grew' by Peter Vonwiller.

Peter collected from an early age and grew into philately with
expert help. His collecting was effectively a form of evolution.

called
Peter
The first section of the display showed parts of what
his "basic" stamp collection, starting with some fine Strubels
including a scarce SG grill cancel on one of them, through to more
recent Frama labels. Then there was an attractive selection of First
World War military material with examples of mail to and from
military units, some with soldier stamps. Amongst the stamps,
there were progressive proofs of the 4th Division 20th Regiment and
a counter block of ten of the Field Post Office 2 issues.
The final part of the display included some very interesting mail
to and from St Gallen with various postal marks, covering the period
1705 to 1859. There was also a postmark collection of Canton
St Gallen with several post office photographs which Peter and
his wife had assembled by touring the area and visiting each of the
18 post offices featured. An assortment of philatelic material
followed which included postal stationery, labels, Nachnahme covers,
mandate forms, a shooting festival cover, entires to unusual
destinations including one to Sierra Leone in West Africa posted
in 1902, a 1916 envelope from a French Prisoner of War from
Morgins to St Gallen, early Day of the Stamp covers and telegram
forms.
Peter strongly believes that "Philately should be fun" and showed
two examples of this. He had taken a 1928 envelope with an
invalidated 1927 Pro Juventute stamp included in the franking to
the watch shop in St Gallen from where it had originally been sent
as it was still at the same address, and discovered it had been
A
sent by the present owner's father to his own father.
philatelic zenith was reached when Peter found two genuine items
amongst a collection of forgeries he had bought: an 1846 Geneva
used postal stationery cut-out and an 1843 Zfirich 6 rappen!
In proposing the vote of thanks, the Chairman stated that Peter's
superb display had effectively provided an excellent overview of a
large part of Swiss philately - a singular achievement in a single
CPM
presentation. The meeting endorsed this with acclamation.

I.G.STAMPS
_ SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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Throughout my years in the Society I have discovered that there is a very
amongst us who specialise in TPOs and members of the Swiss Railway
those
between
close affinity
Society whose only contact with stamps, perhaps, has been to stick one on a letter. Some, however,
hold membership of both groups, Philip Vaughan, the presenter of the display on the 7th February
being such a person. In his introduction Phil described the style of co-operation that existed between
government and the early railway companies, when planning permission to build a new line was often
granted on the understanding that mail would be carried free of charge! Three schematic maps of
Swizerland illustrated just how quickly the rail network expanded between the late 1850s and 1902,
whilst up to quite recent times some 600 TPOs were still in service throughout the country.
The display itself, divided into three parts, dealt with those early railway companies which eventually
merged to make the national SBB service. Part 1 dealt with the early TPO cancellations with named
towns of origin and destination which were in use between 1858 and 1870. Fifty six sheets of covers
and entires, starting with a "NORDOSTBAHN" cancel went through the whole range of cancellations.
Over the years, the position of the inscription within the circle was altered and amended; e.g.
"BAHNPOST" giving way to "BP & BA" which, in turn had a small cross added. There were some
fine examples of the three types of double ring cancellers which were used in the western (French
speaking) area of the country but with many variations within the double circle. There were examples
of "AMBULANT CTRCULAIR" of the 1860s where no named routes were shown since the TPO
started and terminated at the same location. Parts 2 and 3 were described as the "Anonymous
cancellations" as, from 1870 new types of cancellers began to appear where the named routes were
replaced by numbered routes with the terms "AMBULANT" or "BAHNPOST" appearing within the
double circle. The train number appeared alongside the date in the central portion of the canceller. It
was at this stage that the straight line town handstamps began to take their place alongside the TPO
cancel, leading again to the ongoing discussion as to where and when these SL marks were applied!
For Phil these two latter stages of TPOs provided the most interest because of the detective work
involved in discovering the exact route taken by a specific TPO, particularly when most of the routes
changed every six months with the new timetables. To prove his point, he presented tables of such
routes over a period of time. The main differences between Parts 2 and 3 dealt with the rationalisation
of routes which were reduced from 69 up to June, 1889 to just 32 in October of that year. For these
two parts a further 92 sheets displayed examples on covers, cards and entires of most routes and the
variations that were introduced throughout that period. Part 3 introduced a modified type of canceller,
larger in size and simply bearing the term "AMBULANT" plus minor changes in the size of letters and
numerals. In 1910 this type of canceller was finally phased out. In thanking Mr. Vaughan for the
display, the Chairman, Cedric Dry congratulated him for the depth of research that had obviously gone
into the presentation and hoped that at a future date we might be privileged to view his work on the
D.C.
TPOs after 1910. Nobody who was present disagreed with that sentiment.
Northern Group Report.

Ernest Jones passed away in late January and had been a Member since the 1960s.
Don Symonds writes: "When I first took over the packet Ernest asked that I call him
Ernie. His contribution to the Society. over the many years has been to provide books
and packets for circulation; all were beautifully made up with quality material at a
reasonable price, and very few did not sell.
He was always cheerful whenever we spoke on the phone in spite of numerous ailments
some of which required stays in hospital- He will be remembered for a long time esnew material to put in the packet. Ernie; like so
pecially when I am looking for
.
only by name or the odd phone call, but he will
know
many others in the Society, I
be missed.
It will now be up to others to find and prepare material to make up the dozen or
so books which he supplied each summer."
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M Rutherfoord

- that from new information received, the sell-out on the UNPA archives was not only
Geneva, but New York and Vienna as well. Just not to be believed. In eight lots only,
it had a net weight of about one tonne! Included were all art work of all issues,
imperforate die proofs and reference items, from the first issue in 1951 until 2000.
Nothing was held back, Lot 7 was withdrawn at the last minute as it contained all the
cancellers - hand, rubber, machine and franks - 180kg! The UNPA office in Geneva
remains, but all orders and shipments are handled in Vienna - future not clear.
- that a remarkable booklet has been published, A5 in French, by the author Oliver
Cottagnoud, about the PO of Vetroz and Conthey (west of Sion VS) and his family where
he is the present postmaster, and the third generation. It is also remarkable in
having three prefaces, by the Federal Councillor Pascal Couchepin (from the Valais),
the present SP Director Ulrich Gygi, and the disposed SP Director Jean-Non. Rey! In
all over 100 pages with every aspect of postal/family life covered in old documents
going back to 1845. If only every postmaster would produce such a book. . .
- that with the rates change on 1.1.04 a laughable situation has arisen. Due to the
shortage of 'make-up' stamps, people used the old 90c stamps (figure 1) and were
promptly taxed the missing 10c and the fine of 50c, even though the sender said he
had expected the 'B' service, or which he had paid an additional 5c (90 minus 85).
The PO was forced to admit the logic of the case. Note that 'B' has been marked in
this recent example to make sure, the rule being if not declared as 'A', it is Ir.
- that another 'Outre Mer' cancel has been found, dated 28.XII.57, on an unsealed
New Year's card at the printed matter rate of 10c. However, it slipped in the cancelling machine, so was cancelled with the handstamp for foreign transit. Note that
it went by sea, taking 33 days (figure 2).
- that recently I came across the item shown in figure 3 with an unclear title to
the MPO cachet No. A 328 of 18.X.42. Practically the first collector I asked had the
answer as he was a member of the 'Zürich Arbeiter Philatelic Bund'(ZUrich Workers'
Philatelic Club) which has never been a member of the Swiss Association of Philatelic
Clubs. ZABA would then mean 'Zürich Arbeiter Briefmarken Ausstellung'. Note the
display frames on each side With the standard 12 sheets each and only stamps shown.
Today this is rare without having at least one cover per sheet. There are quite a
number of such local clubs, quite popular as they save today's high subscriptions
but do not receive the SBZ, nor are they allowed to exhibit in official events.
- that the word 'Economat' has long puzzled me, seen in the two Güller cancels shown
in figures 4 & 5, somehow not postal, but Max H Wehrli had an answer. This is the
name of the PO Employees' Saving Fund operating in the French-speaking part of
Switzerland, and these cancellers could be used on documents and savings books. Do
you have examples of these cancels in your collection? (What is it in German? Ed.)
- that figure 6 shows a cancel I asked about in the DYK some years ago and now,
perhaps, an answer has appeared. A Arbenz was one of several Swiss enthusiasts who
designed and made early motor cars in the late 19th century. Perhaps he had this
cancel made by Mier for his office in Birmingham; was he selling cars there? Can
any member visit the BirMingham Idbrary or Archives to look in the records?
- that last year I mentioned that the fastest lake steamer, the paddle-wheel 'Gallia'
on the Lake of Luzern, was nearing completion of the 2-3 year refurbishing. This is
now complete and trials are in progress so that in a few weeks normal service begins.
- that the closing of POs in Zürich is proceeding to plan, and so are the complaints
of longer waiting times, but that is the customers fault! At the same time the SP
has opened a further four PostShops in Zürich which sell those necessities of life,
mobile phones, digital cameras and other such items.
- that a message from the past came to my attention recently. I had noticed that at
the turn of the century (19te2Oth) there were many circulars to all POs about the
spread of cholera and plague from, generally, Asia to Europe, up to Milan in fact.
But in a note of December 1900 I found that the following countries and harbours
were now free of plague: Paraguay, Sandwich Islands, the Red Sea, Alexandria, Sydney,
and Glasgow! Passengers, goods, parcels and letters from the list of places still
contaminated had to be treated according to the instructions in Circulars 'so & so'.
ZURICH-ARB/PHIIAT/BUND
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WHILE ON THE SUBJECT OF "DISINFECTION" OF MAIL - sent in by Martin Mantell
Anthrax - Due to a perceived terrorist
threat of receiving anthraxspores
through the post, the BBC arranged for
its mail to be tested for anthrax by an
outside firm. The testing was carried
out from October 2001 to March 2002.
The mail was opened, checked, resealed
by label or tape and marked as being
checked. The cachets used to show that
the mail had been tested were:
1. CHECKED large ! hollow' caps, in red
2. CHECKED large caps and Nos 1 to 6
in red or blue
3. CHECKED smaller caps and Nos 7, 8 &
9 in red or blue.
(sealed with dreaded Sellotape!)
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l r s or the Blind and
NORTHERN GROUP - forthcoming meetings in the Leeds Institution
Deaf, North St. Leeds on Saturdays at 2 p.m. Open to ai
March 6th, Favourite Swiss Set(s) - All members.
April 3rd, Annual General Meeting and Competition.
LONDON GROUP - forthcoming meetings in the Union Jack CLub, Sandell St, London SE1
on Wednesdays at 6.30 p.m. Open to all members.
March 10th, Special General Meeting followed by 'Odds & Ends', all members (Leatham Rm)
April 14th, Cup Competition & Moore Trophy, all members. (Burns Room)
WORCESTER - on May 8th during WORPEX 2004, enquiries to Ray Clegg 01905 640541.
WESSEX GROUP - on June 5th in Salisbury, enquiries to Don Symonds 01202 883609.
RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS - a query from R F Kerr, who asks: SBB/CFF/FFS are
obvious, but what about SNB, SMB, SZB and TG? What additional abbreviations exist
for other companies operating in the 1960s and 1970s? What is the significance of the
numbers on these cancellations? Where was this mail cancelled? Did all stations have
•
such cancellers and what type of mail was so cancelled?
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After all it is quite common and from a big
publisher in Zffrich. Do you even know where the view
is, and which postal route? A close look with a small
magnifying glass shows that the negative has been cut
up and the horses and coach were not on that road at
all! Photographers have been 'making' good views for
many years, and it continues with computers.
Anyway, Martin Mantel did buy the card at Stampex
from a foreign dealer. and that is where the story gets
interesting. When he turned the card over he found
the hotel stamp from the Engadine-Engadinerhof in
a delicate shade of brown on buff paper.
Was it just a forgery? A bit difficult to forge as
there are only two other copies known. The correct
postmark is on the card and the sender was in the
area, even in the hotel, at the right time.
A hundred years ago a printer in Wetzlar, Germany,
sent his salesman on a tour to find customers in the
holiday areas of Switzerland. So far the design used
for this hotel stamp has been found on seven items.
As well as the Engadinerhof, he found two more clients
in St Moritz village. The other four were in Arosa,
Glion sur Montreux, Napf and Thusis. There must be a
lot of other clients somewhere yet to be found. If
the printer still exists . he may have records of these
other hotels.
The stamp must have been purely an advertisement
as there was a post and telegraph office 500 yds down t
the road next to the Hotel Victoria and possibly a
1
posting box in the hotel. It was a period of great
expansion around the mineral springs; now a recent
guide book describes it as "a distinctly unattractive
mini-sprawl of concrete appartment blocks".
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WOULD YOU PAY E5
FOR THIS POSTCARD?

- -

It is important to remember that
the card was sent to Belgium and
that it survived not one but two
invasions in WW I and WW II and
then it turned up in a dealer's
stock at Stampex.
It always pays to look at both
sides of any postcard. The sender
or recipient may be famous, or
the message may be interesting
or historically important.
Now you know what you will be
doing at the next fair. Then let
the Editor publish your finds!

57 th year No. 4 pp 25-32
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from Bob Medland

POSTAGE DUES USED TO COLLECT THE RE-DIRECTION FEE

The scarce-on-cover 10c on lc due used in Olten between February and April 1925
to collect the 10c charged then for re-directing letters. Interestingly three different cancellers were used? Olten was not a'small PO so how many desks handled the
postage due letters? Or did the clerk use the nearest canceller? They are from the
Groups 141B and 173B in the cancels handbooks. Note that on the Schtick cover the
Zürich cds still has the year as '24' - careless or a mistake in setting?
t,

L

-

from Bob Medland

A CURIOUS WAY OF DEALING WITH A RE-DIRECTED POSTCARD

Sent from Braintree on the 17th June '04 with only a id stamp to a hotel in Milan,
Italy. The GPO applied the T handstamp and sent it on its-way. In Milan the PO added
the 30c due and cancelled it 19.6.04, only 2 days after posting. "Mrs Harrisson of
Bournemouth" had moved on. Now comes the curious part. The card was folded in half
and stuck up with parts of what appears to be an official Italian PO label with bits
of an inscription "AN... TRAZIONE...DELLE REG...E POSTE". It was re-directed to
'Cook's' in Luzern where the PO added 30c dues. on 20.V1.04. Who put the '15' on
what was by then the reverse? Why fold the card? What was the correct postage from
GB to Italy for a postcard in 1904? Would the service be so good in 2004?
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RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS p24 last month produced this from the archives.
SWISS RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS - R L Christian (Helvetia Newsletter August 1980)
Mention has already been made of the use of railway handstamps postally applied to
mail posted in station postboxes or on express letters handed in at station offices.
The first recorded mention of postal services in stations and luggage vans is that of
an Official General Notification No. 5 of 1922. This was confirmed in detail by an
instruction of 24th November 1922 and supplemented by Regulation 828 of the 1st July
1928; at the same time being made generally to cover all stations of the Swiss Federal
Railways which had the duty of emptying station letter boxes. Cancellations are found
before those dates however. Although regulations covered at first only the stations
of the Swiss Federal Railways they were later extended to cover over 60 private railways. The regulations provided for the cancellation of any letters not being handed
direct into a TPO with the official railway handstamp. This was to be of a type not
easily confused with a postal cancellation.
As different railways had different ideas as to the type of handstamp they wished
to use, the variety and type of these cancellations is infinite. The comment "of a
type not easily confused with postal cancellations" meant that many which were conventional circular types had frame lines removed in whole or part to create even
more bizarre types.
Probably the most interesting ones are those which include the Railway Company
initials and/or Railway Company number, and sometimes the station number. To explain
this a little further, in 1932 every station of the SFR was allocated a number in
alphabetical order, the numbers 1 to 1000 being reserved. Thus Aadorf became No. 1.
The numbers 1001 to 10 000 were reserved for the private companies.
Later the Private Railways were allocated a number in a second sequence of 1 to
1000, and this was the 'position in 1952. The numbers are to be found in some cancellations, as are some of the Private Railway Company initials. The numbers appear in
every conceivable position around or in the various forms of marking. The whole system
was revised around 1956 and replaced by one allocation of numbers in the sequence
1 to 10 000 on a district basis and regardless of whether SFR or Private Railway
Company stations of each line followed each other in numerical sequence. At the same
time each Private Railway was allocated a Company number and this also may be found
in some cancellations. Some Companies changed their cancels, others did not bother
until the cancellers were worn out. Even the handstamps allocated to refreshment
rooms, and including the centre scales but no date, have been used.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
April 3rd Northern Group AGM & Competition at 2 pm in the Leeds Institution for the
Blind and Deaf, North Street, Leeds.
April 14th London Group Cup Competition & Moore Trophy at 6.30 pm in the RB Lounge
of the Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SE1. Open to all members.
May 8th Worcester - See page 29 for details.
ANSWERS TO THE QUERY on p24 last month: SNB is the Solothurn Neiderbipp Bahn; SMB is
the Solothurn Munster Bahn; SZB is Solothurn Zollikofen Bern.
The Editor now has 38 sheets of information on the subject, thanks to members - but
there are differences between the lists and none are complete. The numbers on the
cancels must be difficult to decipher as explained by R L Christian above. For those
interested the web site of the Verband öffentlicher Verkehr www.voev.ch could be
worth a visit. This body controls the licenced public transport companies - bus,
train, mountain and shipping. You may find a map issued by them next time you are
travelling on a private railway. It shows just the information for such queries.
REMEMBER - if you are writing to Officers of the Society, or other members, enclose
a stamp if you expect a reply, and even an envelope.
CATALOGUE PRICES - In the April issue of Stamp Magazine is a letter commenting on
the prices of Pro Juventute stamps in the latest Stanley Gibbons catalogues. If you
have seen this and have any comments send them for publication here.
PAPER THICKNESS - Someone from the paper industry has commented that it is necessary
to take many measurements over a complete sheet and average them out. What chance do
philatelists have over the surface of a stamp, especially if it is embossed?
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It was a great pleasure to welcome to the Northern Group Meeting on Saturday, 5th March, David
Durham, a past President of the Helvetia Philatelic Society in the U.S.A.. Since the autumn of last year
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he, accompanied by his wife, has been working as Pastor in the Methodist Circuit at Stanley, Co.
Durham and will be returning home in August. He was already known to one member of our group
but for the rest of us his attendance was an added bonus to what was a most interesting meeting.

was the theme of the day with all members who were present making a
contribution. So what was on offer? A remarkable display based on just one stamp - the 5c. green
"Favourite Swiss Set(s)

TM

"Tell Boy" from 1909 onwards. All the variations were there, sometimes with enlargements for clarity,
a part sheet for booklet purposes and then the 5c. Kocher Stamps with the four different coloured
frames. Then came the 1949 "Landscapes", blocks of four, varieties, booklets, coil varieties with
numbers on reverse and PTT sheets. (Why was the 3c. stamp missing from the 1955 sheet?). The
"Architectural Designs" issue of 1960 was greatly enhanced by beautiful black & white photographs of
the buildings depicted on the individual stamps, whilst the four low value "Messengers" of that issue
were there alongwith their maxi-cards. All agreed that one of the most attractive small definitive sets
was the 1961 "Evangelists" with the varying shades. Lastly, amongst the definitive issues came the
1982 "Signs of the Zodiac". Moving on from there were two special issues; that of 1943 for the
Centenary of Swiss Stamps based on the "Zurich" stamps of 1843, and in 1947 the Centenary of Swiss
Railways. In both of these presentations was a wide range of material, whole sheets or part sheets,
postally used items, varieties, railway postal stationery, presentation sheets of 1943, and a last day
cancellation, 31.X11.43 for that same issue. Pro-Patria issues formed a major part of the afternoon's
display, prominence being given to the earlier issues from 1942 onwards. The 1947 set was there in
sheets of 25 as well as items on cover, whilst examples of issues either side of that year were also
displayed on cover. One of particular interest was a registered airmail cover to Egypt somewhat
overfranked with a pair of each value of the 1951 set. The issues of 1965-67 depicting the ceiling
panels of the church at Zillis with the accompanying maxi-cards were one person's favourite. Sadly,
the only Pro-Juventute issue on display was that of 1968 - Native Wild Birds. Whilst the forgoing
might appear to be a rather bland list of what members brought along, it is impossible to describe in
this limited space the wide range and variety of material, both purely philatelic and commercially used
on cover that was exhibited and which led to much discussion. As one member remarked, it was
interesting to note that, with the exception of the 5c.Tell Boy, no early material was brought along and
it would appear that the more pictorial items of the mid-20th Century are what catches our attention.
So what are your thoughts?
Since all members made a contribution who else could have been asked to offer a vote of thanks but
D.C.
our American guest which he gave with genuine pleasure. Thank you, David.
ITEMS LARGE AND SMALL are needed on a regular basis for your Newsletter. Some have
been received and will appear when the item fits the space. You can also send your
adverts for Wants and For Sale, they just fit four lines such as these. Queries are
Ed.
always something which generates interest and even answers try it!

I.G.STAMPS

SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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SOCIETY REGIONAL MEETING
Saturday 8 th May 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.
In conjunction with WORPEX 2004 10.30 A.M. TO 4.30 P.M.
with over thirty dealers in attendance

At Oldbury Park Primary School
Oldbury Road, St. Johns, Worcester
Presentations by
Ray Clegg, John Cordingley, Claude Mistely and Don Symonds
will include
Picture Postcards of Railways and Paddle Steamers,
Postal Stationery Cards, Luggage labels, Helvetia & Sword Issue,
Bundesfeier Cards and Customs Cancellations
An opportunity to meet with other Society Members in a central location
and also avail oneself of a major Midlands Philatelic event
To avoid Worcester City Centre. Approaching from the M5 motorway leave at Junction 7 (Worcester South) and
Join A44, direction Worcester keeping to left-hand lane. At first roundabout take first exit road. Follow brown signs
"THE MALVERNS - THREE COUNTIES SHOWGROUND". Straight on (second exit road) at each of next two roundabouts.
Cross River Severn. At first roundabout take third exit - A449 (Worcester West). At next roundabout take third exit - Jet
Filling Station on the left. Signed - City Centre A449, Tenbury A443. Straight on. Junction with traffic lights. Straight on
using left-hand lane. At "T" junction turn left. McDonalds on left. Straight on under railway bridge. At top of bank take "U" turn
to left. Ignore entrance to University College of Worcester. First right into Oldbury Road. School is on right.
CAR PARK behind school.
First Midland Red Bus Service No. 26 from Crowngate Shopping Centre runs at
10 minute intervals — joumey time about 10 minutes (Traffic permitting).
Worcester Foregate Street Railway Station is about 5 minutes walk from Crowngate Shopping Centre.
It is too far to walk from Shrub Hill Railway Station into the centre of Worcester. On arriving at Shrub Hill Station by train,
walk about two hundred yards to Shrub Hill Road, cross the road to a Bus Stop where buses pass on the way to
Crowngate Shopping Centre at intervals of about 10 minutes.

There may be opportunities for car sharing - contact the Hon. Secretary
who will be very happy to answer all queries
All members and their friends very welcome

MINUTES OF A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
held on 10th March 2004 at 6.30 pm at the Union Jack Club, Sandell St, London SE1
with twelve members present. Mr Claude Mistely chaired the meeting.
1. Apologies were received from John Brindley, Peter Hobbs, Bob Johnson & Don Symonds.
2. The Treasurer presented audited Income & Expenditure Accounts and related
Balance Sheets for the Financial Years 2001/2002 and 2002/2003. Following a minimum of discussion, on the proposal of Fred Pickard, seconded by Derek Dolling,
the former were accepted unanimously. A proposal by Douglas Houtris, seconded by
John Mitchell, to accept the latter likewise met with unanimous approval.
The meeting closed at 6.40 pm.
Peter Vonwiller - Hon. Secretary
ar

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr S S Vaitilingam of Taunton.
SMALL ADVERT - I wish to dispose of 48 copies of 'The Swiss Philatelist', a magazine
published by the 'Amateur Collector Ltd', running from issue 1 dated Summer 1951 to
issue 78 dated 1979. Someone with an interest in archive publications may like them.
I don't want anything for them, other than postage, 650g,Allan Young 01732 354560.
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The Wessex winter meeting held on Saturday 28 th February at the CloveIly Hotel was
well attended, 14 members made their way to Salisbury in spite of the Met Office
warnings of impending snow in the South East.
Our guest speaker was Michael Farr a member of the Swiss Railway Society and editor
of their magazine. Michael had journeyed from the depths of Cornwall to be with us and
he gave us an insight into the issue of Railway tickets.
Trains and their workings since a young boy have fascinated Michael. Almost from day
one it was tickets and he has built a vast collection of those little bits of card which he still
adds to when he can.
We were first told where, when and how tickets were introduced, who produced those
first tickets, how the sales were controlled and accounted for.
Thomas Edmondson was the son of Quakers born abt 1792 and was apprenticed as a
carpenter. He was always interested in making new items and was invited to join the
Newcastle and Carlisle Railway,it was whilst working there that he produced the first
Railway Ticket and the equipment to produce them. The Newcastle and Carlisle Railway
did not encourage him to really develop his ideas but a Capt John Laws from the
Manchester and Leeds Railway was very impressed with what he saw and offered him a
job and more money if he moved to Manchester. It was in Manchester that he was able
to further develop his ideas and design equipment to produce in quantity tickets that
have changed little from those early days in 1840 except to go metric.
Michael brought along tickets from his collection used on the Swiss Railways, Lake
Steamers, Funiculars and the Postal Buses plus photos of Thomas, his early equipment,
ticket clippers and odd items found in rubbish bins when being disposed by BR.
This was an afternoon not to have missed being full of useful information and anecdotes.
Our thanks go to Michael for having visited with us and opening our eyes to another
aspect of Swiss collecting
Item 2. The Packet is on its last round for this year, but if any member wants to see a
selection of books which I will be returning to the Vendors, please drop me a line. Any
books I send out like this should not be kept for longer than 7days before retuming.I will
try to ensure that books you receive will not have been in a packet you saw earlier in the
year.
Item 3 Members should ensure that they have June 5th marked in their diaries and come
along to the Society meeting at the CloveIly Hotel, Salisbury STARTING AT 10.30hrs.
We have two excellent displays, Werner Gattiker will be bring his stock for you to browse
and during the lunch break members are asked to bring 5shts on the letters, D,E and F.
Don Symonds

London Group Meeting, Wednesday 10 March 2004
The annual "Odds and Ends" evening lived up to its high reputation. There was an interesting
range of postage due and World War II covers, newly acquired, from Derek Dowling. A good
including unofficial Bela Szekula
selection of unusual items was provided by John Cordingley
th
overprinted stamps on cover, uncommon early 20 century destinations of Czechoslovakia
and Tahiti, téte-bêche and interspace multiples of the 1934 Landscape issue on cover,
th
philatelic blocks of eight of the 1924 UPU 50 anniversary issue with the left four stamps
cancelled to order, and blocks of four of the 1929 and 1930 Pro Juventute stamps, all with a
machine wavy line cancel. Fred Pickard showed some scarce revenue documents from
Canton Bern and Liechtenstein, some used in conjunction with Egyptian fiscals. The
Chairman gave examples of marrying Cinderella events labels with postal material, majoring
on the Lausanne Comptoir and the Bern in Bloom Festival of 1937. Derek Slate displayed a
wide range of material on the Stanserhorn and the region of Stans that included a dramatic
cards of the hotel and railway and the Winkelried Monument in Stans with also the
panorama,
th
late 19 century Keller-Kehr essays and a scarce proof. In addition, there were some money
orders, some unusual Port Payé cancels, including a boxed one in red not previously seen by
those present at the meeting, and a sheet of 5c value of the 1986 Postal Services Definitives
with wide perforations in two places. The final, very full, display
19th/was given by Vice-Chairman
20 th century postcards based
Eric Lienhard who showed a full set of the turn of the
on the Swiss national flag and the ceremonial banners of the cantons, many with inset
pictorial views. These are rare as a set. There were also examples of the early view cards
with a coloured surround, a selection of Santis cableway cards, Suchard cards and an
envelope plus some Tobler cards and a set of History of Aviation labels produced by that
com p an y . A vote of thanks, praising the excellent displays, was given by the Chairman. CPM
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DID YOU KNOW?
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M Rutherfoord

- that in the latest issue of the monthly SP Phila News a three-language note is included recommendingthe discette version of Karl Gebert's Postste11en-Chronik 2849 to
1999, which is updated virtually every week. Send a 10 Euro note to him at Kapplerstr.
27, CH-9642 Ebnat-Kappel. This 3.5" discette can be used with all 'Word' programs.
This is probably the first philatelic reference book to be issued in the PC format.
More will follow. You can order in English via t gebertka@swissonline.ch '. The cost
to North America is US $15.- that for those who have travelled the Solothurn-NiederbipP (SNB) railway, Attiswil
might be known, but I have shown the pictorial cancel K 1043 because it shows the
second 'erratic . block' in these cancels (see p54 July '03). This block, lower left,
has been declared a prehistoric Menhir, and is protected. It stands in the middle of
a farmer's field, about 2m high, see figure 1.
- that in the latest SBZ a new catalogue of Swiss Soldier Stamps is announced - Die

schweizerischen Soldatenmarken 2. Weltkrieg 1939-1945 by Markus Wittwer, in German *
for CHF 85.-. In the same issue is the start of a series of articles by Reinhard
Stutz; the first is five pages on the history of these stamps during the First _World
War, fully illustrated in colour. (*600 pages in full colour.)
- that figure 2 shows the smallest Swiss cross I have come across (Minster VS 6.X.39),
with an unclear 'II' in the lower segment (for Postal District II, Lausanne). In July
1914 the PO ordered that all future cancellers were to have, instead of the bars, the
Swiss cross in the upper segment and the relative Postal District number (PK) in the
lower segment, and that all existing caiicellers were to be modified accordingly. The
First World War intervened, so that some cancels had to wait 40 years, or more, for
modification. Has anyone a late date of this cancel; with bars?
- that the latest Rolli auction in Luzern, 26-28th February 2004 had quite a number
of PJ 1912 vignettes, some singles, some in collections. Two illustrations from collections showed back-dated cancellations, ie, the 'cross' or the 'PK' number could
be seen. For Lot 750 the back-dating was not mentioned, in Lot 960 it was. It has
become an open secret that the Rolli family have decided to sell their very successful auction business.
- that according to the Zumstein-Pen catalogue, from the 2nd to the 14th June 1951
the ESPA exhibition was held in Lugano; see figure 3 for cachet No. A 540, used in
MPO 3. After a lot of searching, Giovanni Balimann had the answer; this was an exhibition for bakery machines and their products, Esposizione Panetteria. Perhaps in the
next edition of this useful work the many peculiar abbrevations could be explained.
- that the auction house in Biel, Giorgino, started a few years ago a new style of
auction catalogues with all-colour illustrations next to the descriptions. Now for
their auction for 26 & 27th March 2004 they have produced a hard-cover, beautifully
-bound catalogue, impossible to throw away! Will the others now follow?
- that some more examples of the new computerized PP system, with 2-D matrix, have
appeared. Figure 4 shows a mark from the SP upper right, with the address showing
through a window. Figure 5 shows through the window, the 'Mffrz 04' is curious as a
date is not required on PP items. With such a letter one has no idea of the sender,
does it contain a refund cheque from the internal revenue, or just a lot of rubbish
for the WPB; one has to look carefully (see also p7 January 2004).
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Helvetia Philatelic Society

ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR 2001-2002

Balance Sheet as at 31st August 2002
2001
E

Income and Expenditure Account - Year to 31st August 2002
E

E

153.56
2,789.61

546.03
100.00
125.31

363.00
4.00

3,714.51

367.00

ASSETS
Balances at Bank . GirObank
Current Account
Deposit Account
. Portman Building Soc.
Current Account)
Deposit/Flexible Acct.
Cash held by Committee members
Cash/cheques held by Treasurer
Amounts due to Society
Advertising
Subscriptions outstanding

E

2000-1
E

E

220.61

583.12
100.00
360.03

3,694.34

229.00
4.00

233.00

2,497.00
146.24
55.61

- Subscriptions
- Interest Portman Building Society
Girobank

399.79
1.108.84

- Exchange Packet
- Library Fees, Donations and Sales

156.58

Programme Cards 2002/03

560.00
100.00
81.12
-28.00

156.58

4,083.92

1,602.78
16.50
0.00
146.05
35.55
10.00
711.24
0.00

114.16
0.00
0.00

Subscriptions paid in advance
Postage & other expenses to be paid
Sales and lost packet
Library Fund

206.07
059.951

General Fund
Balance at 31st August 2001
Transfer to Library fund
Add mess of income over expenditure
for year to 31st August 2002

46.12

4,119.89
faag_1
0

3,075.32

- Hire of Rooms

713.12

53.75
0.00
144.22
33.00
15.00
30.30
55.84

- Postages
- Stationery and printing
- Programme leaflets
- Subscriptions to Philatelic Journal/Society
- Competition Expenses
- Auction and Material purchase
- Sundries

3 071 57

972.04
Excess of Income over Expenditure

E

M. J. Kuriger
Hon. Treasurer
4111 March 2004

have examined the meads and accoutds of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society and astanasi ant able to escortMn the statements submitted to
me by the Hon. Trenuntr and dated 4111 March 2304 represent a bue
and fair New of the accourds for the year.ended 311t AuguM2002.
J Brindley
Hon. fuelitor filh March 2004

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
ACCOUNTS FOR YEAR 2002-2003

Balance Sheet as at 31st August 2003
2002

Income and Expenditure Account - Year to 31st August 2003
E

E

E

ASSETS
Balances at Bank
354.35
2,296.84

156.58

994.28
1,745.18

- Newsletter

Helvetia Philatelic Society

229.00
4.00

710.00
185.00
110.78
111.501

London
Northern
Salisbury
Meeting contributions

4 083 92

M. J. Kreiger
Hon. Treasurer
4th March 2004

583.12
100.00
380.03

339.52
46.00

3 235 24

3.75 3 923.64

4 302 12

E

285.80

4,207.28

UABILMES

4.119.89

2,404.00
243.60
42.20

EXPENDITURE

4 302 12

176.16
0.00
0.00
6.07

E

INCOME

354.35
2,296.84

Payments in advance
76.39
144.22

April 2004

3,894.34

2001-2

. Girobank
Current Account
Deposit Account
. Portman Building Soc.
Current Account
Deposit/Flexible Acct.
Cash held by Committee members
Cash/cheques held by Treasurer

E

E

INCOME

389.24
1,816.00

1,039.73
100.00
333.09

2,404.00
243.60
42.20

339.52

3,678.05

46.00

233.00

Amounts due to Society
Advertising
Subscriptions outstanding

119.00
6.00

125.00

156.58

Payments in advance
Programme Cards 2003/04

125.00

125.00

2,305.00

- Subscriptions
- Interest Portman Building Society
Girobank

214.91
19.16

- Exchange Packet

234.07
241.70
17.84

- Library Fees, Donations and Sales

2,798.61

3,075.32
EXPENDITURE
710.00
185.00
110.78
(11.50)

3 928 06

4,083.92

1,745.18

- Hire of Rooms

994.28

781.00
200.00
0.00
18.701

London
Northem
Salisbury
Meeting contributions

972.30
1,710.48

- Newsletter

LIABILITIES
Subscriptions paid in advance incl AHPS
Postage & other expenses to be paid
Suspense account
Ubrary Fund

114.16
0.00

0.00
46.12

General Fund
Balance at 31st August 2002
Transfer to Library fund
Add excess of income over expenditure
for year to 31st August 2003

3 923.64

53.75
0.00
144.22
33.00
15.00
30.30
55.84

249.16
0.00
46.12
0.00

46.12

3,923.64
0.00
1290.861

3,089.47

3 071 57

nmosi nn

3.632.78

3.75
Excess of Income over Expenditure

3,928.06

4,083.92

117.37
95.00
156.58
34.00
3.74
0.00
0.00

- Postage and other expenses
- Stationery and printing
- Programme leaflets
- Subscriptions to Philatelic Joumal/Society
- Competition Expenses
- Auction and Material purchase
- Sundries

M. J. Kuriger
Hon. Treasurer
4th March 2004

have examined the recasts and accounts of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society and as far as I am able to ascertain the statements submitted to
rne by the Hos Treasurer and dated 40, March 2004 represent a hue
and fair New of the accounts for the year ended 31st August 2003.
J Brindley
Hon. Auditor eh March 2004
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REVENUE NOTES from Fred Pickard - As a result of the note on this subject on page 10
of the February Newsletter Peter Vonwiller asked Fred: "What was the purpose of the
punch holes in the stamps shown here, part of a set of 15 values issued by Canton
St. Gallen in 1893."
,
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•„ ,
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4

Almost certainly they were sold to revenue collectors at the turn of the 19th-20th
century, the hole being punched to-prevent any fraudulent use on documents. Furthermore the letters "...SIERT.." can be seen on the Sc and 15c values, being part of the
word "KASSIERT" as being from the cashier's office. Filing punch holes are also found
on revenue stamps but the hole is larger and the position is mostly nearer the edge.
Other methods used to invalidate these types of stamps are as follows:horizontal or
vertical lines across the stamp; sometimes an official handstamp is used which bears
no relation to the type normally used in conjunction with the stamp on a document.
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There are two reasons for invalidation, generally the tax bands change and the
stamps can not be used for the new rates, or a new design is introduced. Canton Vaud
used an overprint in words coupled with an arabesque design to invalidate the 1873
'Timbre de commerce' issue making an interesting spelling mistake in the word
'Finances' using 'o' instead of 'e'.
Stamps with the handstamp 'Specimen' framed or unframed are not invalidated. Rather
they were marked for records or informing departments of a new design.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
May 8th Midlands Group at WORPEX 2004 - see the details on page 29 of the April issue.
May 12th London Group - Display by the Chairman at 6.30 pm in the Leatham Room of the
Union Jack Club, Sandell Street, London SEl. All members welcome.
June 5th Wessex Group - Airmails, Dennis Cairns; a Surprise Packet, Eric Lienhard;
members' displays, five sheets on letters D, E & F. From 10.30 am in the Clovelly
Hotel, Salisbury. This is next to the station where there is a large carpark.
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M Rutherfoord

CHANGE OF ADDRESS POSTCARDS

A new design appeared in 2002 showing seeds blowing away from the flower, which
could be sent free to friends and others. Then at the beginning of 2003 the SP
decided that this was a service which could be charged for, partly justified by
claiming that these cards were being misused for party invitations, and for change
of telephone numbers. So the card shown in figure 2 was introduced, showing a new
house key, and space for an A or B post stamp. Apparently five cards are given out
free when a forwarding arrangement for mail is made; for 12 months this costs CHF 15.If a letter arrives after this period it is returned to sender; figure 3 shows an
example in French, made with a rubber stamp, the correct label is shown in figure 4.
All the cards are issued in strips of five.
What these five free cards look like I have not been able to find out, but soon my
daughter will be moving house, so I hope to snatch these away in time. All these
change of address contracts are now concentrated in Luzern, but I doubt if they would
answer a letter from a mere philatelist.
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My daughter has now moved, so I can report on the situation. She could have as
many of figure 2 as she wanted; these require a stamp, therefore they do not qualify
as 'Postal Stationery', being without an impressed value.
Five cards were given to her in a packet containing many leaflets, souvenirs, and
ten 10c stamps, a well-designed collection. See figures 5 to 9 for these colourprinted cards, all separate, size A6, 148 x 105 mm, giving the new address. There
might be more than five, but I doubt it as they come in sets. As they are marked
"No stamp required" in three languages these also do not qualify as postal stationery.
Figure 10 shows the common address side, with a prominent yellow bar at the top left
across the "Die Post La Poste La Posta".
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Pricing errors in the SG 2004 catalogue - F G Hall writes:"I was led to believe that
I was the second person to bring these Swiss errors to Gibbons attention when I telephoned them shortly before Christmas. The first reaction was 'impossible - this just
cannot happen' but after quoting to them some instances they admitted that it had
happened! 'We shall have to put out an amendment' they said, and promised to see what
could have occurred. In the February issue of Gibbons Stamp Monthly Magazine a full
page of amendments was included, but as far as I can gather if you want one you must
write and ask for it, whereas I would have thought they would send one to all whom
the catalogues had been sent."

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvw.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com

i
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LONDON MEETING, Wednesday 14th April 2004 - Annual Competitions
It was very gratifying to receive two competition entries from outside London this
year. However, in all, there were just two submissions in each category but the high
quality compensated for the low number. The eight members present had a formidable
task to judge them.
The Helvetia Silver Cup was presented to Geoffrey Allen for a beautifully presented
entry on the postal history and architectural monuments, folk customs, and signs of
the zodiac definitives. Each stamp was informatively but concisely described within
a very clear layout. The runner-up stock book was won by Ken Reeves from South Wales
for the perforated Sitting Helvetia issues 1862-1882, including some mixed and on
Tublibriefe as well as on plain envelopes.
Marking was particularly tight for the Moore Trophy which was won by Derrick Slate
with an outstanding presentation on the development of Swiss Perf ins, shown on a
fine range of covers and postal stationery items. Ken Reeves was the very close
runner-up for the Development of Swiss Air Mail between 1911 and 1929; extremely well
presented with an excellent assortment of covers and postal history material, including pioneer flights from and within Switzerland. A formal presentation of his stock
book awards will be arranged.
The final part of the meeting was a discussion on the following season's programme,
led by Bob Johnson, for which a format was decided. It was hoped to be able to arrange Saturday afternoon meetings in November 2004 and May 2005, if they could be
CPM
accommodated in the present venue.
ROLF ROLLI writes from Luzern to say:
"I am regularly reading M Rutherfoord's
'Did You Know'. In the March issue he
reports about strange consequences of
the new Swiss postage per 1.1.04 and
the lack of sufficient 10 and 15Rp.
stamps. Enclosed photocopy of a 'taxe
perçue' cancel which the Liestal postmaster apparently found in the very
back of a drawer and was happy to use
at this occasion, 6 weeks after the
increases."
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AUKTICIN LUZERN
Seidenhofstrasse 10
CH-6003 Luzern

ECONOMAT CANCELS -Rolf Rölli disagrees. I
"Here, Max Wehrli was definitely wrong
(which hardly ever happens) with his
assumption. An 'Economat' is the stock room of stationery, stamps and other office
supplies in large centres of firms (Post, Nestle or hotels etc.) from where they
distribute the material to their sub-offices (in the case of Lausanne in the whole
of their postal region). The word 'Economat'is not translated for use in the German
part of Switzerland. It definitely had nothing to do with PO Employees' Savings Funds."
—
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M Rutherfoord

ANOTHER UNCONVENTIONAL R-LETTER

Seldom is the 1945 block for '100 Years Basel Dove' shown in a collection of Pro Juventute stamps and covers, but it should, because the total proceeds went to this charity,
as indicated at the top in the scroll surrounding the pair of 10c stamps. Check your
catalogue. The registered letter shown in figure 1, with the cut-out pair of the 10c
stamps, was cancelled on the 17th of April 1945 (FD+3) in a private franking machine,
in red, quite correctly. Registration cost 20c, and the minimum Printed Matter rate
was 5c, correct, on a cover with the cachet of the main event. Clearly philatelic, but
very nice. The R-label has the red border and 'R' of the period. This cover is shown
in the latest Giorgino auction catalogue.
This franking machine has the PTT registration number 388 under the value mark and
in the lower segment of the date/place die. I could find in my very sparse records
two covers for this user (see figures 2 & 3). This firm dealt in textiles (one of the
biggest), so from the address of the addressee it could have been a philatelic business letter. In figure 2 the cds handstamp is in black and the oval mark in red, as
usual. In figure 3 all is in red; note how the town/date die follows the design of the
old pre-1914 cds (and later modified) of figure 2. The 19c was an error, and a lc
impression was made along the left-hand edge of the cover to make the 20c needed!
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AN AIRSHIP CARD WITHOUT A BACKGROUND

from Colin Griffiths

In view of the sender and the recipient, this card can only be described as philatelic.
It does, however, raise a few questions. It seems that the airships built during WW I
by the German Zeppelin factory at Friedrichshaf en, were taken as part of the 'reparations' demanded by the Allies. The United States did not receive any of the airships
and commissioned a new, more modern craft, from the Zeppelin Company. There is some
confusion over the numbering as some accounts call the airship 'LZ 126' and state
that the United States renumbered it 'ZR-3' on delivery.
.
This cara naa p een pre pareu in auvant.c
for what must have been a wellpublicized philatelic event. More
than 18 000 items of mail were taken
on the delivery flight which arrived
at Lakehurst, New Jersey on the 15th
of October. The card was posted in
Luzern 2 on the 30th of August. It
received a Friedrichshafen cancel on
the 9th of September and "has the
correct back stamp".
Perhaps some member of the Sekula
family could tell us more about
their various 'enterprises'?
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The Northern Group's current programme of meetings came to a close on Saturday, 3rd April with the
A.G.M. and the annual competition. Quite often such meetings deter some members from attending
but on this occasion there was yet another example of how Leeds is attracting visitors from far and
wide. Last month we were privileged to entertain David Durham of the IIPS in America whilst this
month one of his philatelic colleagues in the U.S.A. and whose name is familiar to many in this
country, Charles La Blonde, came along to join in the afternoon's activities. Matters pertaining to the
A.G.M. took the usual course, the current chairman, Cedric Dry, thanking all for what had been
achieved throughout the season, before Ian Gilchrist took up that office for the 2004-05 season.
Over the last three years, particularly, one of the most refreshing aspects of the Northern Group's
programme has been to invite HPS members from the London area to travel north and present their
displays. This season, John Mitchell showed his splendid collection of the 1900 UPU material, whilst
another southern member will be coming to Leeds during the programme now being planned for next
season. We feel sure that this trend will continue in the years ahead and for this progressive step
thanks must be offered to Tony Hoyle. Since he became National President of the Society, this has
been something close to his heart, giving us the opportunity to put faces to those who, previously, had
simply been names. As secretary I feel that there is now a much easier flow of communication
between myself and a number of national officers, this being directly related to what I have just
written. In discussing such invitations, members unanimously agreed to an additional local levy on top
of the annual subscription in order to meet the expenses of visiting speakers. Of course, it has not
simply been one-way traffic, for in addition to Northern Group members giving local displays.
invitations have also been accepted to visit groups in other pans of the country. Having said that, I
would in no way wish to detract from the splendid displays put on here in Leeds by our own members
giving us the opportunity to add a little more to our knowledge of Swiss philately. One of the more
encouraging aspects of these displays has been the willingness of all members present to contribute on
those occasions when the programme has indicated that this should be so. Whilst numbers who attend
may not be astronomical, it is a fact that in the last four years average attendance has increased by
some 27 1/2%. aided of course by the occasional visitor.
Members who live outside this area may not be aware that the Yorkshire Philatelic Association has
had, since 1976, a "Register of Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists" to record and recognise the
achievements of local collectors and their services to philately. In that year two members of HPS were
invited to sign the register, Laurie Moore and John Highsted. In the years that followed to 1991, six
other members of our Society, including Tony Hoyle, were honoured in this way. Now in 2004
another member of the Northern Group, David Whitworth, has been invited to add his signature to the
register. Congratulations, David!
After the A.G.M. came the competition with the usual five categories, all members selecting the best in
each group. These were:- (Philatelic), "Sitting Helvetias, 1st Perf. Issue", D.Whitworth; (Postal
History), "The Consular Service of Switzerland", I.Gilchrist; (Postal Stationery), "Postcards, 18701907 ,, D.Hope; (Thematic), "Expansion of the Confederation, 14th-16th Centuries', D.Hope:
(Aerophilatelic), "The Africa Flights of Walter Mittelholzer", D.Cairns. After that what else could we
do but invite our American guest to undertake the final judging for the two trophies. This he willingly
and bravely agreed to do! His decision was that the major trophy, the "Highsted Cup" go to the
aerophilatelic entry, whilst the "Moore Bowl" was presented for the Sitting Helvetia display. Following
that very busy afternoon it was then left to the new chairman, Ian Gilchrist to thank Charles La Blonde
for his co-operation and the pleasure of his company and to wish all present a pleasant summer break
D. C
before the new season commences on Saturday, 4th September.
FOR SALE - Collection of WW I Soldier Stamps. Good basic, not much duplication, in
all 253 stamps, 13 cards and covers, 2 sheets of 20, 1 sheet of 14 (all descriptions).
Catalogue in 1990 at CHF 1790-. Offers over £500- to Eric Lienhard 01245 26 36 13.
THAT cancels for FDCs are getting more and more exotic - sent by Michael Rutherfoord.
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CATALOGUE PRICES page 27 of the April Newsletter. Edward Quinten writes to say: "about
Gibbons prices; it could be a printer's error, or Gibbons sent the wrong information
to the printer. I gave up using Gibbons about 40 years ago. I use the Amateur Collector
for most things and Zumstein for in-depth study. Both give far better details than SG.
I know two GB collectors who do not use SG but prefer Scott or Michel for their GB
collections." (Who can explain why Z 114 is CHF 35- for a fine used copy in the Swiss
n p aipr's cataloeue and in the Amateur Collector it is US g 1.25?)
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Did you know?
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M Rutherfoord

- that the SP has, it seems, at last realized that if POs and counters are closed then
the queues of patient customers get longer and longer at those counters still open.
Now, in the bigger places, more and more customers can prove that the SP optimum, ie,
maximum wait of 7 minutes is a joke. So Saturday opening, till 4 pm, is now extended
to 39 POs in 29 towns; but also Sunday opening for 10 POs, in addition to ZUrich Sihlpost which has been open on Sunday for years. In fact at one time it never closed on
Saturday at all.
- that another surprise from the SP came to me via a friend with his ear to the internet ; on Wednesday the 7th of April five unstamped letters would be accepted at any
PO counter, ie, not via a letter box, and sent free to any address in Switzerland by
A-post, to make sure that everyone's Easter Greetings would arrive in time; figure 1
shows the self-adhesive label. The left-hand half is yellow, and the slogan, in German,
reads 'Someone was quicker than the hare' (Easter Bunny), and no doubt something similar in French and Italian, but I had no time to organize that as well. Were they trying
to prove that they really could deliver on time, or were they publicizing the new 2D
Matrix code?
- that there are still about 1000 Frama ATM machines in service after more than half
were scrapped, as they were bringing in less money than the maintenance costs. The
newest type, which issues slightly smaller pre-printed colour labels, were made without a 5c value step so could not issue an 85c label for the new B-post letter rate
(the old type were OK). So all in a hurry 200-odd machines had to be modified, mechically and electronically. This has now been completed as proved by figure 2.
- that in the latest issue of Focus on stamps a new stamp will be issued on the 6th
of May 2004 for the new Zeppelin NT (= New Technology) coming from Friedrichshaf en.
It visited the St. Gallen 2000 philatelic exhibition, by the way. However, the accompanying article makes a curious statement -that before WW II intercontinentalair
travel could be carried out only be Zeppelin airships. Is it possible that the author
has never heard of passenger-carrying Imperial Airways, KLM, Alitalia, PAA and TWA,
let alone the collectors of such flown covers? Figure 3 shows the FD cancel with a
rather close approach to the Cathedral of Bern, and its spire.
- that another stamp (a pair in fact) is being issued for an international office,
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and, naturally, not for use by collectors:
the FD is the 6th of May. No doubt they need the money, but this restriction, dating
from 1918, is now out of date - not that we need more stamps. There are 37 pages in
the useful Zumstein annual catalogue devoted to this subject, as far as I can see
with never a warning that they are restricted to 'Timbres de service' which they never
were! (If you know how to arrange it then these 'stamps' can be used for postage. Ed.)
- that once more the fake cancel crops up on a PJ vignette (valid from 14 to 31st of
December 1912), this time from a German auction catalogue, see figure 4, The cancel
is for Basel 21, Riehenstrasse as the 'R' is quite clear in the lower arc. This office
opened on the 1st of September 1913. But, additionally, the original canceller was
modified about 1920 to show the 'cross' in the upper segment and a 'V' for the Basel
Postal District in the lower. The date on this vignette is 12.XII.25; at least that
is not faked - but the combination is!
- that long expected, but seen just recently for the first time, an internet 'signet'
used for the normal address of a film development firm, see figure 5.
A-PRIORITY
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TWO PTT (official?) POSTCARDS
I have not seen these before
but think they must be more
common than they appear to be..
Only the word 'Franco' to show
it is an official form. They
appear to be confirmation of
seats booked on postcoaches.

May 2004

from Martin Mantell.
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This card, No.2, issued in
November 1930 in a quantity
of 10 000. The other card,
P2, issued in July 1948 in
a quantity of 20 000. This
also exists as a postal
stationery card with a 10c
imprint issued in 1949 with
some connection to postbuses.
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As cards of different printing
dates have been used on the same
day and to two different people
could the cards have reached
them before they left home?
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Martin would appreciate any
guidance in finding more about
these cards. He feels that
other designs must exist. Ed.
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M Rutherfoord

THE SWISS "HAMMER" CANCELLERS

This type of canceller is well known in most countries of Europe and North America,
and is still extensively used in Germany today (figure 1). It allows a good strike
to be made with less effort than with the conventional hand canceller. Altnough used
for a number of years in Bern HPO as a trial to be compared with the 'flexible de
Coppet cancellers, also on trial at that time (the 'Razor Blades'). The latter won
in the end. Why the name was forgotten so soon is because the impression on the card
or cover does not indicate directly that a 'hammer' was used. Figure 2 shows a
Danish example, a nasty weapon!
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Figure

3

However, we now have the link between the almost German type of indication of the
time, and the 'hammer'. Figure 3 shows an index card of the PTT Museum, which gave
the first clue. Note that at the top is written Ausgestellt then crossed out when no
longer exhibited, at some time in the 1920s or 30s I would guess, or even on the outbreak of WWI as indicated by the date. The Museum first opened on 20.6.07. Then, more
than a year later, I was allowed to look for something else in the Museum storeroom
and came across the pair of 'hammers' used in Bern a century ago, complete with their
cancellerbeads.tfigures 4 & 5). The first used had . na_stars in the lower arc, Type_A,
but second did have them, Type B. Note also the time indication, only one figure, to
line up with Swiss practice. German cancellers used two, for example 7-8N. 'a.m.' times
are shown with a 'V' for Vormittag, and 'p.m.' with an 'N' for Nachmittag. Roughly I
have found a proportion of about 1 to 3 'V' compared to 'N'. The manufacturer was
possibly located in Bavaria. I suspect that damage to the 'starless' canceller shown
in figure 6, from late in 1903, caused it to be withdrawn early. This card is typical
with the dispatch cancel a 'hammer' type, but the arrival (after a 4-day trip to
Zandvoort and back) again in Bern is with the usual cancel on the 6th September. I
don't think I have ever seen a 'hammer' cancel used to indicate arrival.
Figure 7 shows a remarkable cover found by Frank Molenaar in Belgium, genuinely
used backstamp, Bern Brf. Distr. 11.XI.11-11. This is an extension to the previous
'last' day by about 3 months. Over-franked by 1.38 francs!
Who will find the next one to be recorded?
For this article I have used information from: Karl Gebert, Emil Lehmann, Max H Wehrli,
J A Cordingley, Eric Lienhard, Elaine Wiltshire, Felix Ganz, J Doorenbos, Frank
Molenaar, and Jean-Claude Lavanchy of the Museum for Communication in Bern.
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 and Tables 1 & 2 can be found over the page.
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SWISS HAMMER CANCELLERS continued
Tab l e 1:

Type
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Tab l e 2:
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'starless' cancel.

(Under the Bern 'arrival'
cancel is "36 Bundesgasse,
Bern", written in when he
had left the Hotel Beau
Site in Zandvoort.)
The Editor needs more copy
for the rest of the year.
It is YOUR Newsletter, so
'no copy' could mean that
there is 'NO NEWSLETTER'.
What are you going to do
about it?

(Now that you have "read, marked,

learnt and inwardly digested them"
it is time to check all the cards,
covers and stamps for 1902-1911
in your collection. Ed.)
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LONDON GROUP MEETING, May 12th - The Swiss Army to 1920
The London meeting enjoyed the presentation by our Chairman Claude Mistely. Offered
in two parts; first the history, and secondly the stamps, stationery etc. A veritable
kaleidoscope of material was seen to support and illustrate the subject.
Focussing on the gradual development of the nation state, and described in military
terms, it began with the influx of the Helvetians onwards. Their outward expansion
soon attracted the attention of the Romans, resulting in Ceasar's legions occupying
the land and remaining for nearly four centuries. Subsequent movements by the Alemans,
Burgundians and the Langobards took place. Mention was made of the Holy Roman Empire
and Charlemagne and followed by the Habsburgs. During this period much national feeling developed and the League came into being in 1291.
Claude kept his talk moving at a fair pace and we arrived at the brief attempt of
the Helvetic Republic of 1798-1803 by Napoleon. The Congress of Vienna 1815 saw the
appearance of various items of military mail. Arising from the Franco-Prussian war
was the internment of the part of the French army in 1871 and the introduction of
the hastily-printed Gratis label. Of special interest was an official letter to a
Swiss male requesting payment of 35 francs for exemption from military service.
The shooting festival clubs were dealt with, and most unusually was seen a cover
bearing both postage and special charity stamps: special dispensation was given by
the postal authorities for the cancel to be applied to both stamps and labels.
Soldier stamps formed the second part of the evening. Beginning with a splendid
cover franked with the very first soldier stamp designed by Fred Bierri of the 4th
Company, Battalion 38 on the envelope overprinted for its own use. Continuing we saw
a splendid array of stamps, covers and varieties from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Divisions.
The display closed with a frame of military aviation items of great fascination.
Our President, Tony Hoyle, giving the vote of thanks, remarked upon the wide range
of material and the research undertaken. He was especially pleased to inaugurate the
use of a Certificate, No. 1, for the display, and hoped that other members would
F P
step forward to offer their material and knowledge for our benefit.
NEW LABELS FOR FOREIGN PARCELS

M Rutherfoord

With the introduction of the A & B post system for international mail in Europe in
the 1990s, with Switzerland leading the way, other countries decided that it was not
sufficient to declare all mail as B, unless marked A, and that 'Priority' & 'Economy'
were better terms internationally.
The first Swiss labels to meet the new situation are shown in figures 1 & 2; they
are printed in strips of five (57 x 34 mm) on white, gummed, paper in deep blue and
light green respectively and theseparation is by fine rouletting. , Form Nos 237.10 &
.18, Jan. 1996 is the only printing date I have found. LP stands for 'Logistic Post'.
Note that for the first time (?) English has been placed above the French words,
which is considered the international postal language.
Now a new style has appeared, figures 3 & 4, dated 1.2003 for SPI (Swiss Post Inter-in-sheets of tern- (57-- x- -34- mm) , in the same- colours
national Form -Nes-2-19-.27.1
and self-adhesive. All labels are now self-adhesive, which means they have to be cut
out carefully for collection purposes, from any used document.

Figure 1

Figure 2
(Reduced to 70%
of original.)

319.27.1 (205199) 1.2003 SPI

Fiaure 3

319.27.2 (205200) 1.2003 SPI

Figure 14
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NEW-STYLE "RETOUR" LABELS

M Rutherfoord

In the May 2003 Newsletter on page 39, I showed a pair of new labels and now I have
been shown a further two, but with printing details of all four types. What I have
not seen (top secret!) is the list of which old labels are now superseded by which
new ones. I have been told that the plain 'Retour' in orange was the first to be
introduced, and was to have been used alone, see figure 1, printed last September.
However, it soon became clear that more information was needed, so the rule today
(tomorrow?) is for this orange label always to be complemented by one of three
explanatory labels, figures 2, 3 & 4.
All these labels are self-adhesive, printed in sheets of 25 on white paper with a
label size 34 x 22.5 mm; Form No. 238... as before. Watch this space.
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Form No. 238.22, print date 3.03

for PostMail (PM).

from Martin Mantell

A FEW MORE "bits & pieces"
First - yet more postage
due covers.
This one has 'Feldpost'
cancellations on three
of the 5 x lc stamps.
this is not something I
have come across before,
and as far as I know the
army POs did not have
postage due stamps to
affix to letters.
My suspicion is that
it is'philatelic'.
Unless anybody else
knows differently.
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More "bits & pieces"
from Martin
The second item is a 7ic
postcard which has had
(difficult to make out)
a 5c (overprint) Z 38,
and a 3c, Z30, postage
due affixed in Saar in
May 1920, which was in
the 'single rate' period.
7ic was the postcard
rate and 15c was letter
rate. Was this charged
as a letter? Is there
a regulation about it?
If so, when did it apply
and for how long?
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This unfranked cover
from the Swiss PTT to
Manchester PO in 1950
has been sent Airmail,
Registered & Express.
I am not too surprised
that it does not have
any franking on it,
but I am suprised that
it does not have either
'official' or, especially,
any kind of 'PP', either
printed or in the postmark - is this normal?
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NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Alan Roberts of Bishops Stortford.
M Rutherfoord
IDO, another synthetic language
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across the cover shown below, posted in Lausanne on 15th October 1925, probably from
the headquarters of Ido-Informerio. Note that they had the good idea of offering
bundles of 50 such publicity covers for '50 centimi'.
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REGIONAL MEETING WORCESTER 8TH MAY.
This, the Society's second regional meeting to be held in conjunction with WORPEX, was
thoroughly enjoyed by thirteen members, two wives and a visitor to the Show who decided to learn
something of Swiss philately; he went away suitably impressed!
Our Packet Secretary Don Symonds got proceedings going by telling us that his interest in Customs
cancels had started with the acquisition of just three stamps. The material on display proved he has
moved on somewhat since then! Displayed were basic cancellations with no indications as to the
when or the where of use followed by items which provided just this information. We had a real
"eye opener" to what is for most of us a little-known subject. A very interesting insight indeed into
postage stamps used as fiscal items.
Ray Clegg, to whom thanks are due for arranging for the Society to hold this meeting, despite
hobbling on crutches entertained with a varied, interesting and attractively presented display of
illustrated postcards all relating to Swiss railways. The art of the post card producer certainly did
full justice to the engineers who created an incredible railway system.
John Cordingley, in his inevitable way presented what he described as "a lot of rubbish". The first
section, devoted to cards sent via Airmail, had the subject's devotees really agog as a consequence
of the quality and variety on display. Members who have at any time endeavoured to collect a
definitive set showing the correct use of the various values on piece know just how difficult a task
it is. John had succeeded with the Helvetia and Sword issue. Parcel labels (tags) are items that were
at one time hardly collected and today are not easily come by. Again we could only be astonished at
what John set before us. And all the items had been diligently researched and written up. If this
display is rubbish, well!
Our Chairman Claude Mistely, following a résumé of the history of Swiss National Day, gave the
final presentation with a display of Bundesfeier cards with postage stamp imprints. In addition to
the normal range of cards there were varieties and interesting usages. A fitting display to round off
an afternoon where, those of fortunate enough to be present had enjoyed a wide range of unusual
and interesting items attractively presented. A true cornucopia of Swiss philatelic excellence.
P.U.V.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin iastarnos.com
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M Rutherfoord

- that every stamp collector, and philatelists too, uses his knowledge of the alphabet to look up lists of countries, post towns, motives for thematic collections and
other things, but not if he has a computer where he types in the looked-for name. A
newspaper article and a conversation between two children heard on a bus, have confirmed this to me. The schools it seems no longer consider the alphabet a necessary
tool in our over-civilized world.
- that when one enters a larger Swiss PO these days, one has to take the next numbered
ticket out of a (gratis, so far) vending machine. For those for whom waiting the
average 15 minutes, or longer at month's end, is too long for a stamp or a simple
answer, there is now a girl with a mobile desk to provide immediate service. I might
add that seats are there for as many patient customers as possible, till their number
comes up on the screen.
- that last week I had the chance to show a geologist the picture of Martin's Loch
(see DYK January 2004, page 4) by Escher. He thinks it is somehow foreshortened, as
the floor of the hole is exactly on the 'join' between the upper African and the lower
Alpen plate. He visited the site, and considers it not a difficult climb.
- that Markus Seitz has sent me an-important cover (figure 1), an example of the
latest trial with the new PC stamp. Based on the German StampIT system, used by about
10 000 computer owners in Germany, the Swiss 'Webstamp' will be tried out here by
about 50 firms, and then introduced definitively on 1st July 2004; FD was 7th April
2004. The ulitmate DIY stamp!
- that in the SBZ for April there is, among other very interesting articles, the
first of a series on 'Stamp Paper', an historical survey by an expert, Fabian KRser.
- that last month on page 39, figure 4 showed a PJ vignette cancelled on 12 December
1912, but the text said that this label was first used on 14 December; who spotted
that error? However, I checked the Zumstein Catalogues, no reason is given for the
FD as Saturday 14th, but also Thursday 12th is in brackets. My guess is that the POs
received their supplies (in the language of the area) on the 12th, and a few started
using them ahead of the official FD. Now in the Rapp catalogue, for 11-13 May, two
postcards are shown, one from Lode 12.XII.12 -9 with six green French Labels crudely
stuck on; genuine I would say. The other is cancelled Biel (Bienne) 1 ( a correet
cancel of the period) on the 12.X11.12.XII on a set of the three languages, very
neatly arranged. I can imagine that, in a bi-lingual town, both French and German
labels would be available, but how did an Italian one get that far from home, ahead
of the FD? (figure 2). Has anyone an example of an earlier date than 14th Dec 1912?
- that the FIFA triangular stamp for 1.- CHF issued on 9.3.04 was sold out very
quickly, as with the new sales policy not many stamps are sent in advance to the
3000-odd POs. This is to encourage collectors to make a standing order, and to decrease stocks. On sale only until the end of June 2004. I would like to know how the
printer, Enschede, did the perforating: see Focus on stamps for the layout of the
sheet of eighteen stamps.
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Did You Know - continued from the previous page

- that a new label has appeared, self-adhesive, green in colour (figure 3) applied
to those items which get 'screwed up' in the PO machinery. The same machinery which
damages so many stamps, even if well stuck down.
- that the FD cancel for Liechtenstein is plain, neat and effective (figure 4).
- that looking through some old wrappers I noticed something new on the yellow labels
stuck on parcels with a customs fee to be paid to the postman. In the older version
(figure 5) the Swiss cross is embedded in a red square, with the newer version having
a stylized cross in a group of red dots representing the map of Switzerland (fig. 6).
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150th Strubel Anniversary Celebration
To commemorate the 1854-1862 Strubel issue, the Swiss Society for Postal History is
organizing a special 100-frame exhibition in Luzern's old town hall during September 24-26. In

addition to the best collections of these complex stamps, the exhibits will include the original
printing press, as well as more recent basic stamp subjects to attract new collectors.
Complementing a display of the Franco-German War "Gratis" label will be a miniature version
of Luzern's famous 360-degree Bourbacld panorama showing French soldiers entering
Switzerland for internment.
This special philatelic event will include 10 dealers, a special souvenir sheet, and a Friday
evening lakeside dinner. The miniature sheet will include two stamps showing a Strubel and an
old coin that provided the image of Helvetia for the Strubel. Purchasers will have to use scissors
to cut out the two stamps for postage, as did purchasers of the original Strubels.
Publication of the long-anticipated Strubel book has been postponed until 2005 because
the Strubel Study Group is still working hard to incorporate the overabundance of information it
has collected.
Prospective attendees can get more anniversary information from Rolf Willi at R. & B.
Seidenhofstrasse 10, CH-6003 Luzern, Switzerland.
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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IT IS "WHAT YOU KNOW" THAT COUNTS! A First Day Cover from Dennis Cairns
The newly formed Deutsche Lufthansa (DLH) had inaugurated the service HamburgHannoVer-Frankfurt-Mannheim-Stuttgart-Zarich on the 12th April, 1926, with a connecting flight between Hamburg and Copenhagen which commenced one week late . On the
15th May, the Swiss PTT authorized mail to be carried on this service and this cover,
with no special markings, is one of only 69 postal items flown from Virich to the
Danish capital on that day but then redirected to London. The Copenhagen back-stamped
receiving mark is reproduced, while another Danish cds of the same date has been
applied over the stamps, presumably on the redirection of the letter.
r
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This is a good
examp le of YOU
knowing more
than a dealer!
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The cover formed part of the display given at Salisbury and reported below.
WESSEX GROUP MEETING Salisbury, Wiltshire, 5th June 2004
The 20 members and 5 visitors who attended the meeting did not go away disappointed.
We were entertained with two superb displays by our invited guests Dennis Cairns
and Eric Lienhard. Werner Gattiker was there as usual with his stock of material
covering all aspects of Swiss Philately.
Dennis entitled his display 'The development of the Swiss Airmail Service, 19101940'. Everyone present was given a synopsis of what was being shown and this follows
this report. I cannot say more than Dennis has written except once again to thank
him for coming 'South' and joining us for the day.
For the afternoon session Eric called his display 'The cutting edge of postmarks'
(Razorblades and others). Eric started by showing examples of all the 47 types of
Razorblade cancels, all were shown as being dispatched with 21 as arrivals. One
interesting International Red Cross enquiry, card was dispatched with a Geneva slogan
cancel dated 30.V1.1919 the enquiry was unsuccessful, the enquirer could not be found
again and the card went back to Geneva to receive a '6.02' Geneva arrival 10.X11.19.
We then had hammer cancels as shown in the Newsletter. Nine cancels considered as
trial postmarks similar to Razorblades, Ste Croix (both types), 1900 UPU Bern, Basel
1901 Ausstellung & Vevey 1901 Exposition were shown, Basel & Vevey on the official
exhibition cards. Elzevier cancels (serifed), several of the TPO cancels and 29 of
the 31 town cancels were shown. 0>
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Finally Eric produced a range of material for the 'Landesausstellung' for 1896,
1914, 1939, 1964 and 2002. For 1896 we had postcards, publicity labels and the
exhibition cancel shown. 1914, a representative selection of all aspects of this
exhibition was shown; cancellations included the so-called 'comet' cancel, Postal
stationery cards and envelopes with positive and negative logos, publicity labels
both official and private. Of the Seiden Grieder/Bally vignettes there are 16 different designs and all exist in seven different colours. Eric told us that a cousin
of his Mother was awarded a silver medal in the professional photographer section.
1939 was represented with a selection of stamps, postal stationery, postmarks and
photographic cards. Eric related some memories of a visit to this exhibition as a
young boy and produced two handbooks of the exhibition, available for viewing.
1964 was covered with a handbook, cards and postmarks. 2002 just 2 items shown.
This had been another great day for the Wessex Group and much appreciated by all
who attended. Claude Mistely thanked our two speakers for showing such wonderful
material and for travelling so far to be with us. Finally some members expressed a
wish that all our meetings should be a whole day affair to make the journey worth
while, and so from October 2004 we will start at 11 am and go through to 3 pm. D S
Synopsis of the display given by Dennis Cairns at the above meeting.

--_----------

Helvetia Philatelic Society.
Wessex Group Meeting. Saturday. 5th June. 2004.
The Development of the Swiss Airmail Service. 1910 to 1940.
Sheets 1- 12. The first 10 years relate mainly to aeronautical gatherings where,

particularly in 1913, numerous short distance flights were undertaken on which mail was carried in
a semi-official capacity. It was also a period, before the outbreak of World War I, when the Swiss
military authorities set about developing an infant Flying Corps aided by propaganda material
aimed at the general public and which was then established in August, 1914. These various efforts
came to fruition in June, 1919, when the first regular Swiss airmail service, operated by the Army
Air Corps, was introduced. This was a short-lived service terminating at the end of October.
Sheet 13 and those that follow concentrate, but not exclusively, on the development and
expansion of international air routes. However, with the intention of introducing to the public the
idea of flight as a new form of transport throughout the 1920s numerous special "flight days" both
at national and international levels were organised. Some of these were privately arranged, others
included a few examples
by the military and yet more to commemorate a special occasion. I have
•
of these on which mail was carried; e.g. 30th September, 1923, Milltárflugtag, Chur, 31st May,
1925, International Air Meeting, Geneva and the 14th July, 1929, official opening of Bern
Airfield.
Three very small Swiss carriers were formed immediately after World War I but within a
year they had amalgamated to form Ad-Astra Aero, based in Zurich. One of the leading lights in
this new company was Walter Mittelholzer who was not only an accomplished pilot but also a
pioneer of aerial photography. Because I have had a special interest in this gentleman for many
years, included in this display are numerous covers carried on the flights undertaken by
Mittelholzer, particularly to Africa during the late 1920s and early 1930s.
Carrying of passengers was slow to materialise, simply because on a commercial basis, air
services were confined to the hours of daylight and never during the winter months! Therefore it
was still quicker to use the rail services within Europe. Note the two covers, Geneva - Prague and
St. Gallen - Nice, dated 1st October, 1925 and 27th October, 1926 respectively with the purple
cachets indicating that the service was not operating. In 1925, BALAIR, was formed under the
directorship of Balthazar Zimmerman. This company, a rival to Ad-Astra Aero, eventually led to
the formation of SWISSAIR in 1931 through pressure from the Federal Government.
By the early 1930s, probably the main carriers for intercontinental mail (and passengers)
were British Imperial Airways, Dutch KLM, German Lufthansa and French
Europe
within
Aéropostale and I have included a number of covers with markings indicating some of the
destinations to which these carriers were operating.
Following World War I, much flight pioneering on a regular basis to Switzerland was
undertaken by the British firm Handley Page, initially via Paris. (Note, two covers, 21st March,
1923 and 29th June, 1923 between Zürich and London). Imperial Airways was formed on the 1st
April, 1924, when Handley Page and three other British carriers joined forces. (See cover, Bern to
London of that date). During those early years in countries adjacent to Switzerland, other air
carriers had been established. Ad-Astra Aero worked with such firms under the titles Trans
Europa Union and Compagnie Internationale de Navigation Aérienne. This enabled regular
services, albeit limited to the hours of daylight, to places in Germany, Austria, Hungary, Roumania
and Poland. See the card, 1st August, 1924, Zurich to Vienna, noting the various transit marks. tnow
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With improved navigational aids and better aircraft, the introduction of express flights

(Eillinie) to be followed by night flights were introduced by Swissair during 1933 and the
following year, although night flying of mail was already in operation by a few other carriers.

(Note the two covers, Geneva-London, 26th July, 1933 and Lausanne-Liepaja, 28th September,
1934.) Where the Swiss carrier was concerned the purchase, from the U.S.A., of the Lockheed
"Orion" in 1932, to be followed some three years later by the Douglas "DC-2" was of great
significance, enabling longer distance non-stop flights at greater speeds to be undertaken; (cover,

Basel-London, 1st April, 1935).
As yet, however, although experimental flights had been undertaken, there was no regular
service by Swiss carriers to Italy. Consequently, mail destined for Indian destinations for example,
was carried by Imperial Airways after being forwarded by rail to Brindisi, via Chiasso (cover,
Davos-Luclaiow, 29th December, 1936). Although regular flights to South American destinations
had been operated by German and French carriers since the early 1930s, made easier because of
the relatively short ocean crossing, the breakthrough on the North Atlantic was not achieved until
May, 1939, when American Pan-Am introduced a service to New York via the Azores. This was
followed, in August, with the introduction of Imperial Airways flying-boat service from
Southampton to the North American city. Sadly, because of the outbreak of World War II, this
was a very short-lived service. It was in June of that same year that the airport at Locarno, south
of the Alps, was opened. From here were made the flights indicated on the last two covers, to
Rome and Barcelona.
The schematic map indicates just how limited were the air services in and out of
Switzerland at the outbreak of the Second World War. This display has touched on this limitation
within one small country in the thirty years up to that conflict. Now, over sixty years on, with the
sophisticated air transport systems that exist throughout the world and which we take for granted,
we forget just how much is owed to those early pioneers, of whatever country, who initiated such
a service.
D. Cairns.
Some background information on the cover bearing five lc postage due stamps and
a Fieldpost cancel - page 44, June Newsletter
Claude Mistely
The Fieldpost cancel illustrated was specially produced for use at a special bureau
of Fieldpost 9, opened for 2 days only at the Tonhalle in atrich for a Soldiers'
Charity Festival on the 18th & 19th March 1916. Three special military charity stamps
were issued, 20c blue, 50c violet and lfr gold (Sulser Verschiedenes Nos. 27-29).
These were valid for use on cards and envelopes posted at the Festival, subject to a
Swiss postage stamp of the appropriate value being affixed. The figure below shows
a card with a 20c Charity stamp on the left and a 5c Tell Boy in the usual place on
the right, both cancelled with the special Fieldpost cancel. A total of 2915 of the
charity stamps were sold, mainly the 20c & 50c values. Proceeds from the Festival
and sale of the charity stamps went to the provision of soldiers' rest huts in
areas of military activity.
As the Festival Fieldpost bureau also sold postage stamps it could presumably act
as an ordinary post office accepting normal mail, but there are probably very few
genuine such items, The cover shown in June is undoubtedly philatelic as it is
addressed to the Director of the Tonhalle, probably one of several he sent to himself.
I suspect that the five lc postage dues were used for normal postage. At that time
the lc & 500c values could be used for postage as there were no definitive values
in those denominations. The intention was to obtain an unusual franking with the
special postmark and it is of some value as a curiosity. It was evidently done over
the counter; two stamps are not cancelled and I think it is unlikely that this cover
went through the post.r-,-.
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THE RECENT SWISS DESIGN CLASSICS issue
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Allan Young writes to say that this issue
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puzzles him. There are three stamps: the 15c
Rex potato peeler 1947, the 85c Station
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However, I have received from Switzerland
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an aluminium chair designed for the 1938
tArwowvitiam,
4
Swiss National Exhibition by Hans Coray
How has this extra 100c been issued without
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A
publicity? Is it in 3/2004, that I did not
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get yet? Does that explain it?
4
-- - - ----- ----------- --ANOTHER QUERY about Swiss Post's new issue
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ordering system. What is the difference
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between a single stamp, and a stamp from a
sheet - same price? (This is not a riddle!)
CORRECTION to the STOP PRESS on page 48 of the June Newsletter. Harlan Stone writes:
"Only the Strubel stamp will be imperforate. The coin stamp will be round and
roulette perforated."
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A TPO MYSTERY query on the front of the January Newsletter this year by Phil Vaughan.
Michael Rutherfoord asks if there was ever a sensible answer to this. Thinking about
it he can only suggest that if route 19 is Luzern-Basel-Luzern as he suggests, one
could probably see that train 4 was a morning train from Basel to Luzern (time shown
on backstamp?) then the postal clerk in the TPO on that Friday made a mistake and
used the incorrect "Vordermeggen" straightline cancel (which had got into the wrong
place by accident) instead of some other place. Or, perhaps, he thought that for
once he would use this strange cancel, as it was also within the 10km radius of
Luzern for 5c, instead of the correct cancel, giving the place where the letter had
been posted, perhaps the name of which he had forgotten, or its straightline cancel
had been lost?

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

htt

s.com

Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England
E Mail adminniastamos corn
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WHY DO AUCTION FIRMS GET IT WRONG? The matter was raised by Martin Mantell on page 70
of the September issue of the Newsletter in 2002. Now read on Bob Medland writes, "Martin Mantell voiced understandable concern over the loss of
usefully accumulated information in collections when covers are sold by auction houses,
that is, when they are sold they often dispose of the mounting sheets on which the
background information is written. A suggestion is that a copy of the information
be inserted in the cover. I have acquired more than one cover that contained such
information, in some cases it has added considerably to the value of the cover. The
1966 postage due cover with a coil stamp had an explanation inside from which I was
able to make the following synopsis."
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Case Po stale
ZURICH
1 1982 INTERNAL ENVELOPE + POSTAGE DUE

-

( Buis se )

c0

Paris to Zurich. Machine-franked with FFr 0.40, 12/5/66, insufficient for international mail.
. Pencilled '35 indicated payment due in SFr.
, 2.357 and Z.358RP applied and hand-stamped Type A 'T in circle'.
Use of phosphor
coil stamps for postage due was extremely rare. This arose from a shortage of normal stocks of 35c stamps in a central 21. rich
post office 9th – 20th May 1966 necessitating use of supplies for the coil-stamp vending machine. Apparently only known 49 examples. NEI the
recipient bank's arrival date mark confirms the period of use

John Cordingley asks 'What will happen to your collection?' & 'A Random Thought.'

There must have been instances of collections just disappearing on the demise of their owner. A relation
who is not interested in stamps or postal history does a clearance and a lot of old paper is destroyed.
After all unless the value of a collection is realised perhaps the easiest and fastest option is to bin it!
However for the collection that has grown over a considerable period there must be items of considerable
•merit and value to other collectors. Aren'tive just custodians for_what_we_have acquired?
There are some obvious provisions that can be made - a codicil to a will is a possibility. A note at the
front of albums and stock books is another. In this case an indication of the value and significance of the
contents might be useful, so my family tell me. I started to do this several years ago but found it difficult
to maintain. The main snag is the ever-changing contents and subsequent value as the collection grows
and extends into different albums and stock books. And how do you value your material especially if it is
postal history? For insurance purposes I am supposed to keep receipts of my purchases but find this
impossible. I often wish that I had written behind the mounted cover details of where I had bought it and
the price paid. But I never have. If I make a claim I was told that the valuation is reckoned to be 60% of
Gibbon s'prices,certainly not what was paid - the mind boggles.
So there seem to be some conundrums here:
- do I care what happens to my collection and what action do I take if I do?
- do I bother to insure and if I so how do I value what I have?
It's obviously more attractive to a dealer to sell a cover from a collection just as a cover rather than on a
written-up page. The cost and effort of transporting the cover make this so. Unfortunately as far as the
collector is concerned a great deal can be lost as a result, all the careful research has gone. To have the
beginnings of a display is always time saving and useful.
There are dealers who recognise this and an unusual postal history collection was recently offered as a
series of sheets by Colin Harding of Hampton Court. I was fortunate enough to get an item and the writeup consisted of a translation from the German of a receipt, an excellent beginning for my efforts. On the
basis of drip-feed, I wonder if members would suggest to dealers how much more attractive and valuable
are covers on sheets rather than in bags.
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1943 Centenary of Swiss Stamps, page 30 April 2002, query from John Cordingley.
John asked how to distinguish between the 'rubber' and 'metal' cancellations. Bob
Medland offers: "From the reproductions in the Newsletter, the steel example appears
to have a greater distance between the parts of the text and the surround. From the
'R' of ZURICH it is less than 2mm on the rubber cancel and clearly more than 2mm on
the steel version. Maybe this is due to the compression of the rubber on impact of
the striking - hence may not be consistent either across the cancel or from one cancel
to another - but it may be the only way of differentiating them."
Postal Stationery card, Tic, with due charged - page 45, June 2004. Martin Mantell
has an explanation from a fellow local collector: "the two lines of text are on the
address portion of the card and that is in violation of normal regulations, consequentially it is treated as a letter and the tax added accordingly." Martin asked
Werner Gattiker who suggested: "the second line of this text is over the stamp impression, technically this amounts to 'defacing the stamp' and thus renders it invalid,
consequently the postage dues are to pay the single (postcard) rate for an unfranked
postcard". Bob Medland suggests: "The instructions on the card indicate that the lefthand side of the card is for the sender's address and the text although I imagine
that there was (still is?) a regulation stipulating that the right-hand side must
not be used other than for the address, on pain of incurring a surcharge, as in this
case." It is up to someone out there to confirm or deny any of these!

Jessel clog

Odd as Different

I wonder if other collectors have noticed.
You are particularly interested in a
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particular stamp, an issue, a specific
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postal usage and several dealers have
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what you are looking for. Because there
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you decide to pick up just the odd one.
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look nobody has anything of interest at
-all. And all of a sudden you can go for
months without being able to
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collection. This situation doesn't just
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exist in philately and a friend of mine
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refers to it as the 'drought and flood'
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syndrome. My collecting interests seem
to fit this all too easily.
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Surprise surprise then when a small
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auction lot produces this item of postal
history.
Looks interesting enough - a pair of the
1940 Pro Patria 30+10c with a SAMEDEN cds dated March 29, two 20+5c of the same
issue and too much to hope that they would be the paler red colour; and on the
address side a 40c Landscape. It's a bit unusual to have stamps on both sides. Total
postage amount 1.40f. On the front there is a clear declaration of 7.5kg, so the item
falls into the 5- 7.5kg weight band for postage and at this time I think this was 1.20f.
It would appear then that there was a surplus of 20c postage. However, the luggage tag
has green Tactage payé' labels on both sides. I assume then that the 'handling charge'
to which the labels refer is the 20c extra. Curious and curiouser, although the label
looks very genuine in all respects it hasn't been tied to any item because the Pro Patria
stamps cover the tie-holes. Is this the reason for the 'handling charge'?
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APROPOS OF NOTHING but - what would happen to the Newsletter if the Editor stepped
under a bus? Is there anyone who could take over? Could you do the job? Get in touch
with the Hon. Secretary (or the Editor) before 'it' happens!

Did
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you know?

M Rutherfoord

- that semi-miracles can happen; the SP are opening a new PO in ZUrich, 8068, in a
previously mainly industrial area, which has now been developed as a business suburb,
namely Zffrich-West (see figure 1). This is more of a depot than a regular PO as it
is open only 3 hours a day, Mon. - Fri. 11 to 12, then 15.30 to 17.30; letters, parcels,
Registered and Express, but no in- or out-payments. After two attempts I found the
well-hidden counter 'Postannahmestelle 8068 ZUrich-West' with 'Managed by Mail Source'.
This seems to be a private organization for collecting bulk mailings.
- that Giovanni Balimann has found the first (?) uncut self-adhesive stamp, the whole
booklet page must have been uncut in error (see figure 2). Unperforated normal stamps
have very high prices. Who is going to offer him CHF 1000 for his find?
- that for those who study Kocher stamped labels (perforated, gummed, private advertising labels with an official printed stamp) there is a related type about which less
is known. This has a similar-sized, multi-coloured, perforated gummed label with a
white space for any suitable stamp, which can be stuck on as desired (see figure 3).
In OPUS 3 2003 there is a three-page article in French by Louis Vuille of Yverdon,
in colour, with many illustrations, and a list of the 35-odd firms which created
such advertising labels, covering the period from about 1905 to WWI. A b & w copy
has been sent to the Society Librarian. In a recent auction catalogue (Forster,
Delmont) there are seven lots with Kocher-stamped labels; three on piece with average
starting price of CHF 566-, , and four used singles at CHF 212.-. The only 'Calactina'
label with a stuck-on 10c stamp on cover cancelled 13.V.08 is rated a mere CHF 100.-.
Is this a rarity or fashion?
- that the well-known and popular Swiss comedian 'Emil' has designed a stamp (see
figure 4), covered in detail in Focus on stamps, which has not been acclaimed as
Switzerland's best by the 'experts'. However, it fills a hole in my (dormant) 'Electricity' thematic collection, namely an electric doorbell, not shown by any other
country, as far as I know. The official FDC was cancelled in Lachen (see figure 5),
almost at the head of the Lake of Wrich. This word means 'Laugh' in German, but is
probably derived from 'Laken' old German for 'Lake'.
- that on Sunday the 3rd of June 1956 3rd-class railway travel was abolished all over
Europe (?). This meant that 1st-class disappeared and the other two were uprated.
Many years ago I found that I could walk into an old parked coach standing in the
station of Les Diablerets, at the end of the line from Aigle, via La Spey - a wonderful trip. There were about 30 3rd-class wooden seats, six 2nd-class, and only one
richly-upholstered armchair, fixed, in the 1st class compartment, ie, for the CEO,
as we say today. Air travel is now experiencing the same restructuring.
- that following my disclosure of the new PC DIY stamps (figure 1 page 47, June 2004)
I can now add the labels which can be made the same way (see figure 6). This one,
reduced by 20%, is for a 'B' letter to France costing CHF 1.20. The '75' at the start
of the postcode represents the 'Department', as also seen on all French motor car
registration plates, at the end.
- that for at least 150 years French was the international language of the post Only
a few years ago was this 'agreement' broken by the use of 'Economy' instead of
'Economique', and 'Priority' instead of 'Prioritaire' for internal and foreign correspondence by, theoretically, all countries. Watch out for signs of it.
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AMBULANT

Jesseldog

So I have seen AMBULANT cancellations
on stamps and letters but this is the first I
have seen on any thing else. It is an
'economy' type address label that must
have been removed from a packet.
Addressed to Bromley, Kent,a hand stamp
gives an Elgg sender. The AMBULANT
cds is dated May 19 1948 and cancelled
1.20f of postage. I think May19 was a
Wednesday. I was under the impression
that AMBULANT cds were only applied
to cards and letters - wrong! So what is the
story for this piece and how come the
postage rate of 1.20f?
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Jesse1dog

A useful idea?

Over a period of years it's inevitable that as an active
member of Helvetia or your local Society you show or
display a large number of pages. In order to try to keep
track of this so as not to show the same sheet to the same
group more than once I have devised a small label.
I wonder if this is a useful idea for other members.
The label is reproduced 12 to a page, cut round the outline
and lightly stuck to the back of the displayed page.

Jesseldog

Page Displayed:
Venue
Worpex

I would be happy to provide members with a sheet of labels
to their requirements if they contact the editor
- a sheet that could be photocopied.
(Postage/ telephone costs only.)
THREE CANCELLATION QUERIES

from Bob Medland

This 20c is cancelled with what appears to be a temporary or an
emergency cancel (Group 94A) ' - - . AARGAU' used in July 1894. What
is the missing part of the PO name? A small .percentage of temporary
cancellers included the canton after the PO name but none is listed
for Aargau. If the listing is incomplete is this because the issue
and return of the cancellers was not recorded?
The lfr took my attention for the fine 'scratch lines' across the
face of Helvetia, then I noticed the cancel, large diameter, 27mm,
similar to Groups 172-174. Geneve Rue du Stand, 8.1.07 and with the
word 'LETT' in the lower arc, not bars or PK number. AW lists cance
1843-1907 so was this an early use of a new type?
Sitting Helvetia 2c with a blue straight-line cancel '..ANSHOFE..',
over which is a thimble cancel of Kreuzlingen, Canton Thurgau and
an unclear date. Not unusual as non-accountable office straightline cancels were often over-cancelled by the 'parent' PO. I have
checked Karl Gebert's list of POs and not found a match. Could it
be a railway cancel ? I have pored over my map of the area and no
name fits these letters. Can you help?
,
BEFORE THE EDITOR "STEPS UNDER A BUS" (see page 54) could he have
more items for your Newsletter. If YOU do not make an effort then
who do you think will? Incidentally a new 'proof reader' will be
required as 'spell checks' can't think like a human brain!
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LAST DAY - FIRST DAY & OLD ONE - NEW ONE or "The Sentry Caught Sleeping"
Michael Rutherfoord writes: I am sorry to say the least. The note by Allan Young in
the July Newsletter on page 52 was a surprise. I thought I had sent in the prepared
article on this strange affair to the Editor for the May -issue, but it got lost on my
desk. I apologize. The Focus on stamps might be out before you read this, but the story
is as follows: On Saturday 27th March I heard the first rumours, then on Monday 29th I
received a copy of the internet message of 26th announcing that the Corbusier armchair
(date of issue 30.12.03) would be withdrawn from sale on the evening of Tuesday 30th,
and with a picture of the new Landistuhl stamp. (The chair was shown on page 7 of Focus
on stamps 1/04, and further Swiss Design subjects are mentioned, which could form part
of a series.) It was also announced that on Friday 31st March the new stamp would be
available at all POs in the same booklet form, with 10 stamps, and also with 50 stamps,
as before. This is the modern way to spread the news, the internet is given the task
of informing the world. Some Swiss newspapers get the message this way and perhaps will
print a short resume. Focus was at the printers, so that method could not be used.
Zumstein was quick off the mark, in the May issue of the BBZ were pictures and a satirical article, and a special FDC was offered showing both chairs. Official FDCs have
not yet appeared. According to the April issue of Phila News FDCs will be delivered
in September 2004. Until the 15th September collectors' covers can be sent in for
cancelling with the same style of FD cancel as used for the other values of the Swiss
Design set.
But why the fuss? The Philatelic Bureau
let it be known that they had cleared
010404.
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up that in Switzerland there would be
1
_no difficulty with the registered design
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of the armchair, but the Corbusier
Foundation in Paris took legal action
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stamps. The world-wide publicity given
free by the SP was not considered!
I do not know when Enschedé started
printing the new stamp, but the changeover went smoothly. The old armchair
will remain valid. A curious situation
none the less.
For those who wish to be kept up to date
on philatelic matters can ask to have
an electronic newsletter sent regularly
by e-mail: just register at: www.swiss
post.ch/philanewsletter - it is free.
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um einen Frankan bei den „Design- mark*
Emma des neuen Wedes mit dim Vorgenger

The answer to Allan Young's other query on the same page must lie in the mind of the
translator from German to English. Swiss Post's new issue ordering system on p3 of
'Focus' 2/04: in the top left of the page is Zeppelin, single stamp CHF 1.80; but
turn to page 5 and at the bottom left are stamps from sheet, Zeppelin CHF 1.80!
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Some Initial Notes on the Do-X

August 2004
Jesseldog

Claude Domier was born in Germany in 1884 and completed his education in 1907 at Munich's technical
college. Three years later he began working at the Friedrichshafen Zeppelin airship factory as a stress
analyst, where he specialised in the use of light
alloys. In 1911 he designed the first all-metal
aeroplane, and Zeppelin permitted him to
establish a separate division of the company,
the Domier aircraft works. It built both
wooden and metal fighters for Germany in
World War I. Subsequently Domier took over
control of this aircraft factory.
_
In the early 1920s aircraft had such limited
that manufacturers believed that
range,
---77$:
_
seaplanes must be used for regular all year
round transoceanic routes. In an attempt to
•
capture and develop this traffic the giant
Domier Do-X was conceived; perhaps the most
dramatic flying boat ever built. In the
Friedrichshafen airship hangar a full size wood mock-up was produced but the plane was built at Altenrhein
on the Swiss side of the Bodensee. This was to comply with the Treaty of Versailles which placed
restrictions on aircraft manufacture in Germany; nevertheless the project was financed by the German
transport ministry. Building began on December 19,1927 and the Do-X was 'launched' on July 12,1929
when the first water trials took place. The first flight took place the next day.
The plane had an all-metal hull with wings fabric covered over a metal framework. There were three decks
containing sleeping quarters, a bar, writing rooms, bathrooms, a kitchen and a dining room salon nearly 60
feet long. The main floor provided passenger accommodation with several cabins having a total of 32
double and 2 single seats all in keeping with the standards of luxurious transatlantic liners. The cockpit,
captain's cabin, navigational office, engine control room and radio office were on the upper deck along with
quarters for the 14 man crew. The lower deck held fuel, stores and space for baggage.
When completed, the Do-X was the largest, heaviest and most powerful aircraft in the world with a
wingspan of over 157 ft, a length over 134 feet and a height of 33 feet. Powered by twelve 525 hp Siemens
Jupiter engines mounted in tandem on the wing, the plane was designed to carry 66 passengers over long
distances or 100 on short trips. However the Jupiter engines were only able to lift the 48 ton plane to an
altitude of 1,400 feet.
On October 29,1929 the Wall Street Crash occurred and the world was thrown into an economic depression
- hardly the time for innovative travel. The Do-X took off on a proving flight on November 17, 1929
carrying 169 people, 150 passengers, 10 crew and 9 stowaways, easily breaking the world record for the
number of people aboard a flight - a record that was only commercially equalled in the 1960s. The plane
taxied for 50 seconds before it flew for 40 minutes at a top speed of 105 mph and a maximum height of 650
feet. At certain stages passengers were asked to crowd together on one side to help the flying boat turn!
Development continued and in 1930 after 103 flights the plane was refitted with water-cooled 610 hp
Curtiss Conqueror engines and on the August 4, 1930 flight the plane reached 1,650 feet. This modification
did nothing to remedy the plane's fuel consumption with the engines using about 400 gallons an hour.
Domier planed a publicity flight across the Atlantic to generate interest and sales. The trip was to be
plagued with mechanical malfunctions, logistic problems, and accidents. On November 5, 1930 the DoX left Friedrichshafen with 80 passengers and a crew of 14 on her first and only transatlantic flight. The
flight took a round-about route -Amsterdam, Calshot, La Rochelle and Bordeaux, Santander and La Corucia,
and then to Lisbon arriving there on November 27. Unfortunately, a fire in Lisbon destroyed the fabric on
the left wing delaying the flight for two months while repairs were made! Winter weather conditions then
led to a decision to fly an easier southern route across the Atlantic. The Do-X left Lisbon on January 31,
1931 encountering further problems in Africa. Repairs and weight reductions were required in Bolarna
(Portuguese Guinea) before the flight across the Atlantic. Cabin furnishings were removed to be shipped
across by steamer and reinstalled in Natal, Brazil. The Do-X arrived in Rio de Janeiro on June 20, 1931.
Fully fuelled for the flight, the plane had a take off weight of 55 tons and was so heavy that, even though it
was designed to cruise at an altitude of 10,000 feet, it completed much of the crossing service, just above
the ocean's surface to obtain maximum lift. The trip time was significantly reduced as a result and the
aircraft's performance that much better. Finally on August 27, 1931, after flying through Port of Spain and
Cuba, the Do-X reached New York City. The engines tended to overheat on the journey and, after its
arrival in New York in 1931 it is reported that the Do-X was refitted with new water-cooled engines.
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The Do-X spent the winter at Glenn Curtiss Airport at North Beach, Queens. The final leg of the trip began
on May 19, 1932 from New York to Newfoundland, on to the Azores, Portugal, Calshot, and finally to
Berlin on May 24. The total distance of the 'round' trip was 28 000 miles. The flight had been billed as a
prelude to regular transatlantic passenger service, but it proved to be trouble-plagued and slow. It was
clear that the huge craft could not provide efficient passenger service between Europe and the United
States. Domier had hoped for an order for the flying boat from Pan American Airways.
Subsequent European flights were accompanied by delays for repairs when the plane was badly damaged
landing heavily at Passau. The final Do-X mail-carrying flight was on September 5, 1933 and in 1934 the
German Aviation Ministry took it out of service. The possibility was considered of using the plane for longrange reconnaissance and torpedo carrying but this was quickly discarded. The Do-X was retired to the
Berlin Air Museum in 1934 and destroyed by an allied air raid in 1943. However l a few remaining pieces of
the plane are on display in the Domier museum in Meersburg.
Two other Do-X planes (with twelve 525 hp Fiat engines , the Do X2 called 'Umberto Maddalena' and Do
X3 the 'Alessandro Guidoni' , were completed for the Mediterranean traffic of the Italian air company
SANA and delivered to Italy in August 1931 and May 1932 respectively. Both planes were considered
unsuitable for commercial flight and they were taken over by the Italian Air Force. They were quickly
withdrawn from service in 1934. No information is available about their fate.
The builders of the aircraft had chosen the letter X as its designation to indicate that the plane was an
unknown quantity. It was ahead of its time, and the technology of the 1920s was not sufficiently advanced
for a flying boat as large as the Do-X. It was an ambitious effort and a milestone in the development of
large scale passenger aircraft. Development took place at the same time as the building of the Zeppelin
airships which were not seen as rivals for the same traffic. Flying boats are still used and are an integral
part of aviation where there were few landing strips and airports. During WW2 the Domier factories made
several flying boats for a variety of purposes, from transatlantic mail carriers to bombers.
After WW2 Claude Domier lived with his family in Zug where he died in December1969. A Domier
monument has been erected on the Altenrhein airfield and the inauguration took place on Thursday,
6 August 1998.
[These notes and illustrations have come from a variety of sources:
DO X Luftpost Katalog 1929 - 1933 - Ginter Harms;
Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch;
Time Life - The Airline Builders; and numerous internet sites.]

Mail carried on Do-X flights is probably all
philatelic!
Illustrated is a card carried on early Nov. 1929
demonstration flight over the Bodensee, the
first occasion when mail was officially
accepted to be carried. With red and black and
black_ cachets both lettered Siidfunk an,Bord
Do X' the card is addressed to , Sieger.
('Stidfunk' is the name of a Stuttgart based radio
station.). Swiss stamped cards have a
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RORSCHACH cds dated 17.XI.29 - 14.
German and Austrian mail also exists. There is
some debate as to whether these cards were
carried on the plane and 'dropped' at
Rorschach although this seems to be the
accepted viewpoint.
There is a considerable variety in the mail carried on the 1930/1 TransAtlantic
flight.
Some mail was written by crew and passengers whilst on board the plane and
subsequently 'dropped'. Very few Swiss stamped items exist and are
cancelled with similar to those shown!
Mail from several countries was accepted for the flight.
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This cover sent was posted in
I ROMANSHORN on Nov 12 with correct
letter rate of 7.50f and accepted on Nov
13 at FRIEDRICHSHAFEN for the flight
leg to LISSABON.
Addressed to DAVOS - PLATZ the item
should have been put off in LISBON.
This item was water damaged after a fire
broke out on the plane. Dried out, it was
'
returned to the plane, stamps cancelled
with the purple DORMER FLUGSCIFF
cds dated 30 Jan 31 and carried on the
•[
1, rearranged flight down the African coast
and eventually to NATAL in Brazil where
t • it received the diamond cachet of the
• Condor Syndicate (on reverse). The item
was then sent on to RIO DE JANEIRO
arriving on June 20. All mail was taken
off and the item was given a receiving cds
dated 22 IV 31 (on reverse). This was the
- wrong date and should have been 22 VI 31.
ir

: or" p RtmT 110
VOO

UFA-AMERICAN)

22 1V 31

ELMS UNIDOS

The cover was then sent to its original address in DAVOS - PLATZ where on arrival July 14 it had a cds.
By then the addressee had moved to PERU to which the item was redirected to be given on August 10,1931
a LIMA machine cancellation as receiving mark.
Because of the various delays t especially the fire in Lisbon pail for the TransAtlantic flight was accepted
over several weeks. It is reported but unconfirmed that all mail on the Do-X was returned to
Friedrichshafen whilst repairs were being made. All mail bound for New York was forwarded by boat over
a 2-day period from Rio de Janeiro.
On 14 Nov. 1932 the Do-X flew from Zurich to Altenrhein and mail
cancelled with Swiss stamps was carried. A special cachet was
applied.
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1933 was the last time that Swiss stamped mail was carried on
the Do-X. On August 26 at PASSAU Capt. Horst Merz
misjudged the landing angle, and crashed the plane. As a result
of the damage sustained an intended PASSAU - ZURICH was
cancelled. The mail was carefully stored at Passau PO and flown
on a September 5 flight from Passau to the Bodensee. Mail had a
special cachet applied the the effect.
'Held up because of damage to the Do-X' .

Mail had a receiving cds Staad b RORSCHACH 5.1X.33.
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Book Review

Jesseldog

BAHNPOSTSTEMPEL UND STRECKENARCHIV DER SCHMALSPUREISENBAHNEN - Schweiz - CH
Ausgabe 4/2004 J. Schmidt

-is an A5 four-punched collection of about 80 pages published by the author in Bielefeld,
Germany, and you will have gathered from the title that the text is in German! Obviously
supplied as banded pages to reduce costs and postage, this is a companion set to ones for
Germany and Austria. The indexed pages list Swiss railway travelling post offices - by area
to include gauge widths of railway, alphabetically to include date in use, general postmark
types, area maps, and detailed individual railway postmark usage.
The pages seem to be 'computer generated' on good quality paper. All the cancellation
illustrations are reduced in size and many seem a bit fuzzy - that might be my eyesight! The
maps are all black line drawn and need a magnifying glass to read the place names, however
they are not un.useful.
For me the most useful section concerned individual railways although on quick inspection a
lot of the cancellation illustrations seemed familiar.
Reference to Alfred MUller's Die schweizerischen
Bahnpoststempel' printed in 1977 and the standard
Andres & Emmenegger seemed to confirm this, but
at least appropriate marks are collected together
and some more modern ones ind.uded.
So do I suggest you add a copy to your bookshelf?
If you are madly interested in railway cancellations
the answer is probably yes. If you haven't got a
copy of Muller then more certainly so because the
cost is quite reasonable, €9 + €2.60 postage and
packing. And yes, this is the cost, cash in euros. I
buy these at the local post office but can only order
notes (€5, €10, €20 etc). I happened to have a €2
coin and some current German stamps that could
be used towards the postage. Sandwiched between
card the coin went AIRMAIL without difficulty.
However, having got the set of pages I am not sure
how to use them because I haven't got an
appropriate 4-ring binder - I could repunch the
pages but ....
I have not approached the author about the
German and Austrian additions to this handbook
but members might find this a useful avenue to
explore.
Juris Schmidt, 33613 BIELEFELD, Altenbrede 4a,Germany
M Rutherfoord

REDIRECTED MAIL - Tests with a New Automatic System in Zffrich

When a cover is read electronically the complete address is stored, and instantly it
is checked for correctness, and compared with new instructions. If the recipient has
a PO Box Number, which was not known to the writer, this is automatically printed on.
If the addressee has moved, the new address is also printed on (not yet seen), and if
on holiday, for say 2 weeks, the temporary address can also be printed on.Unbelievable what can be done electronically during a few seconds, with the letter moving
at a speed of 3.5 metres per second!
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DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA (DLH) FDC on the front of the July Newsletter
Bob Johnson writes to say that: with my Danish 'hat' I can add a little to the
knowledge of the Danish cancel on the cover. KJOBENHAVEN 1 OMB. 17.5.26 is in fact
a delivery cancel. OMB stands for OMBAERING which means Delivery, and the preceding
'1' stands for '1st delivery'.

LONDON MEETINGS

A NEW VENUE

The address will be found on the enclosed Programme sheet.
Details of how to find it will appear in next month's Newsletter

FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY
I am preparing 12 packets for posting in late August. Any members who have not
notified an absence, will they please do so.
The levy will remain in force for the next season, so please add 15p to your purchases.
Members are reminded to phone ahead before posting to the next on the list. Please
look back on the list to see if you can get any member previously missed.
I hope the season is as good as last year and that you all find some interesting items.
Don Symonds

WANTED. T.P.O. covers/cards of Route 15 with train
numbers between 211 and 227 also train numbers
between 241 and 254, used between 1st May 1907
and 30th April 1910. Anyone who can help contact
D. Houtris, 62 Thirleby Road, Edgware HA8 OEZ with
price required. These are just some of the
covers/cards I need to help with my study of T.P.O.s.
Any help would be greatly appreciated.
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I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England
E Mail adminicistamps.com

01
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DID N (:)1LJ KNOW?
r

M Rutherfoord

- that last year Liechtenstein brought out a plain B-post 70c postcard with a curious
feature - surrounding the printed-on stamp are perforations, strange, but stranger
still they are not printed-on but are real holes (figure 1). Does a FL expert know why?
- that on the 7th August the SBB/CFF will stop all TPO activity on its routes, as
towards the end only newspapers have been sorted on trains, ready for early delivery
the next day. This is now being handled by a complete reorganization of newspaper distribution, where destination sorting will be done by the printers. The only two private TP0s, the MGB and the RhB, will continue to sort and cancel letters as before,
but not for long I guess.
- that the largest stamp printing group in the world has now been formed by Walsall (GB)
which includes Courvoisier (CH), and Cartor (F), called International Security Printers
(ISP). All are well known to collectors of Swiss stamps. Walsall was, they say, the
first to print self-adhesive stamps in 1964.
- that in 2003 the SP sorted and delivered 2917 ml addressed letters, but 38 mi less
than in 2002, which caused a serious loss of revenue. Inland parcels has remained at
about 110 mi, still the highest in the world, per capita. The 2722 post offices are run
by about 45 000 persons. Even though the number of POs has fallen from 3400 in 20014
Switzerland still has the greatest coverage in the world. Also of interest are the
figures for A and B delivery times. According to an independent study in 2003 the
A-post was delivered the next day at 97.9% (1999 - 96.6) and B-post 98.2% (98.2) after
2-3 days, depending on location. But 2% late deliveries is 60 000 letters, as 3 mi
are handled on average every day. No country achieves a better result.
- that on p36 of the May Newsletter Rolf Milli thinks that the postmaster in Liestal
has used a rather rare mark. I am sorry to disappoint him. Every PO in Switzerland
has at least one such rubber stamp, and uses it probably every day, to collect missing
postage from senders' letters. From January 2001 the sender, if known, and not the
recipient, has to pay the 50c fine. Various types of 'Taxe Perpe' stamps have been
shown in the Newsletter.
- that at the end of June 2004 the SP brought out two new SwissPostCards. One is the
same size as before, A5, only the layout of the 'stamp' area is different. Now the
primitive 'cancel' has in the top arc 'SwissPostCard', then the correct date, and in
the lower arc 'CH-3030 Bern' see p95 December 2003 and figure 2. In addition a new A6
card (nearly) is available, with the selected picture on the back and more space for
the electronic message on the front (figure 3). Prices remain the same.
- that there are still a few firms which use the black impressions from business franking
machines to cancel machine-applied stamps from rolls of 10 000. Figure 4 shows one
which must have been printed by some other method, it is too sharp and clear for any
sort of rotary device. I believe a new stamp will be available soon for this type of
franking bulk advertising material (figure 4).
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New type of card from today.
Douglas
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Michael Rutherfoord
Hurdaeckerstrasse 40
8049 Zuerich
SWITZERLAND
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STANLEY
GIBBONS

Peter Hobbs
Six Tyning End
Widcombe Hill
Bath
BA2 6AN

Stanley Gibbons Publications
Parkside, Christchurch Road
Ringwood, Hampshire
BH24 3SH England
Telephone: 01425 472363
Telefax: 01425 470247
email: sales(Tstanleygibbons.co.uk
http://www.stanleygibbons.com

30th June 2004

Dear Mr Hobbs
Don Symonds, who is chairman of my local society, Femdown and West Moors, has
drawn my attention to some of the comments made in the Helvetia Newsletter regarding
the pricing problems in the Switzerland listing in 'Stamps of the World'.
I will not pretend to understand exactly how these errors occurred, but I can say that they
arose in the first year of our using a new computer system which enables us to amend a
stamp's price only once, that amendment appearing in all catalogues in which that stamp
is listed — in this case the recent 'Italy and Switzerland Catalogue' and 'Stamps of the
World'. Unfortunately, although all was well when 'Stamps of the World' received its
first proof-read, something went wrong after that which we were not aware of until after
publication.
A complete set of price amendments appeared in the next possible issue of 'Gibbons
Stamp Monthly' and, of course, anyone who asked for one was sent a copy of these. Most
of our catalogues are not sold directly by us, but via wholesalers or overseas distributors,
so it would not have been possible to supply all purchasers of the catalogue with a list of
the corrections. I accept that it would have been possible to send them to our own
customers and I must accept the blame for not having organised this. I am, however, still
fairly new to the Catalogue editorship and can only say that, should the situation occur
again — which I sincerely hope it will not — I shall arrange this next time.
While I am writing, I am aware that there is room for improvement to all our catalogues
and wish to do everything possible to make them the catalogue of choice for all
collectors. If any member of the Society would like to offer any specific suggestions as to
how we could improve the Switzerland listings, therefore, I would be very happy to hear
from them. Might I also say that, with my Gibbons Stamp Monthly editor's hat on, if
anyone could provide any articles on Switzerland stamps for a general audience, again I
would like to hear from them; due credit to the Society would, of course, be given.
'• rs
g , .1
C

tal •

A division of Stanley Gibbons Limited
Philatelists and publishers since 1856
Registered Office 399 Strand London WC2R OLX
Registered in England number 348043

The Hon. Editor is sure that members who read my requests for articles for our
Newsletter will also take up the offer by Hugh Jefferies. To have your articles
published in Gibbons Stamp Monthly would help raise the profile of our Society and,
who knows, start you on a second career in journalism.
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LONDON MEETINGS
THE NEW VENUE AND HOW TO GET THERE
Room B326 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London W2 1FT
Paddington Main Line Station can be reached by Underground on the Bakerloo, Circle and District
(Edgware Road Branch) lines. Note that the Hammersmith and City Line station at Paddington is
separate and situated at the far side of the Main Line station. If coming by this route it is better to
change at Edgware Road and take a Circle or District line train to Paddington.
At Paddington Underground station, leave by the Main Line station exit, which leads into the main
concourse. Go to Platform Number 1 and walk along it for about 150 yards. There is an exit on
your left to Eastbourne Terrace and, immediately past this, a staircase going down boxed in by
railings. Behind this, still on the left and just in front of a sign indicating the entrance to the First
Class Lounge, is a clear glass oval window above a wooden door inscribed in black letters
"Macmillan House". On going through the door advise the receptionist that you are attending the
meeting in Room B326 on the third floor. Providing that it is working you will be directed to the
lift.
Bus routes 7,15,23,27,205,436 and 705 serve the station. Note that route 705 does not run after 8.00
p.m. Coming by bus it is better to get off in Praed Street and walk down the covered station service
road at the side of Eastbourne Terrace. At the bottom of the stope there is a large entrance on the
right with a sign giving several indications including "Macmillan House". Go straight through to
Platform Number 1 alongside the boxed in stairs. Turn left, and left again and then through the door
as mentioned above.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
Northern Group meetings in Leeds Inst. for the Blind & Deaf, Saturdays at 2 p.m.
September 4th . - New Acquisitions - All members.
October 2nd - Faults in Standing Helvetias - D Coleman.
London Group in Macmillan House, Paddington Station, Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
October 13th - Letter 'V' - All members.
Wessex Group meeting at the Clovelly Hotel, Salisbury, Saturday 11 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.
October 23rd - Postal Rates & Cancellations - Fred Hoadley, Bob Medland et al.
Worcester Group meeting at Worpex 2005, Saturday, times later. May 14th 2005.
Members are invited to bring their own short displays to the meeting to put up
during the interval. Start thinking about what you can take now.

I HELV PM, SOC NEWSL 57 th year
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QUERY from Charles LaBlonde passed on by Michael Rutherfoord
He asks "what is a 10c printed-on stamp doing on an Official, ie, Free cover?"
After discussing this with a few friends we think that it is for Registered letters,
ie, their free postage was for ordinary letters only. This government department
operated during the WW I from 1914 till, say, 1919, to run the Swiss economy, the
production of all goods, and rationing, as far as I know. The stamp is the red 10c,
Z No. 126 II of September 1914, valid until 31.12.42, and has the "Ganzsachen" No.
PrU (at 2.-fr unused). See page 304 of the 2002 "Ganzsachen" Catalogue. However,
on 1.1.18 the registration fee was raised to 15c, so these covers were no longer
usable. (Could a 5c stamp have been added? Ed.)
,
Schweiz. Tolkswirtschaftsdepartemest I Dipaitentent Suisse de i'llcosoinie pablkile
Dithlso de rEesseads Industrial's do 'sorra
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ALLAN YOUNG'S QUERY on page 52 of the July Newsletter.
Werner Gattiker, of Leo Baresch Philatelists writes to say: " Re Allan Young's query
about the Swiss Post Order Form. It took me the best part of 18 months, plus complaints to the Philatelic Office, until I fathomed out the difference between the
'Single Stamp' and 'Single Stamp from Sheet'. It only becomes obvious when you order
more than one. An order for '6 single stamps' Will arrive as six individual stamps
packed in six individual bags, while an order for '6 stamps from sheet' will Or
should - it does not always work) arrive as a block of 6." (Swiss logic? Ed.)

John Cordingley

What is the story?

Here is something I had not seen before - a redirected telegram. I wonder what story lies behind this
odd item. The official Télégramme
,----envelope printed for the Bureau de Genève
i
gf- lih, 1 .0-/t
.- ,t,) fivt..,
has a GENEVE RUE DU RHONE cds
-/T'
e 4'
.
1
dated 30.1X.1905 and the blue Bureau des
03. ft : a,:
T
(7 7„eat.-fri.- /
Telegraphes GENÈVE octagonal

z-

Fail za1114114 OtAteley cancellation. Addressed to ANNA
/CORNING at Cooks, the telegram was
a
,51--z,
- 4et t,"7 t,e2,, ,672
redirected to Tho Cook & Son, MILAN.
,
A large T postage due mark was
,
accompanied with a blue crayoned 15- the
...
„,
.
amount in Swiss centimes deemed to be
,g •.-. ,
iwnio 4ti. factsmv
payable. The front also has a pencilled T
4
and 2/25 subsequently crossed through in
a
fi7.. .c- "
blue crayon. The back bears two rather
indistinct cancellations. There is a
receiving cds of MILANO TELEGRAPH
dated 1.10.05 and an oval cancellation
I)
THOMAS COOK & SON MILAN, MAIL
.
,

.,_ '4.,

e

,,..-

...e.,,

dated fl. (1 (-)5

So I wonder if Anna Corning received her telegram and what were the contents?
Have other members redirected telegrams, whether internally in Switzerland or abroad?
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from Ken Reeves

MORE ON CANCELLATIONS and their differences

I have recently purchased a second glider flight card of the 1st glider post from the
Jungfraujoch. Both were posted at Meiringen 17.IX.35.12 after the glider flown by
Schreiber landed there, and forwarded to their destinations. There were 5500 items on
this flight but it seems that the PO at Meiringen had two different cancellers it
could use to deal with this sudden 'arrival'. One canceller has three stars and the
other two fleurons, why the difference? Also two different 'bridges' on them.
The interesting background to this flight would make an article for the Newsletter
as it seems seven gliders were taken up to the Jungfraujoch, but how? One took off
on the 16th and a change in the weather delayed five more until the 17th, hence the
boxed cancel on these cards. A final flight on the 18th only made it as far as the
village of Unterseen near Interlaken. Can any member help with the whole story?
_
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ANOTHER DODGY PJ

M Rutherfoord

VIGNETTE COVER/CARD

This is another fine-looking card from the same auction as mentioned on p48 of the
July 2004 Newsletter, but checking the details has taken me a little longer. It was
cancelled on the 18.XII.12 -2 and sent to Basel. There, apparently, the three vignettes
were cancelled on the 19th of December. The catalogue description says that this was
known to have happened in other places. So, now looking at the possible, but questionable aspects of the card:
1) All three language vignettes available - on 18/19th more likely than on 14th (FD).
2) Vignettes cancelled in Basel, not in Colombier (Neuchatel).
3) Basel 14 did not have postmen to deliver letters, although the street given could
have been in their area (Fil.S.B.Bhof.) Schw.Bundesbahn Bahnhof. This was shown
in the 1912 train timetable, Postal Edition. Perhaps the recipient took the card
to this PO to have the vignettes cancelled to order. This was allowable as the
vignettes were not postage stamps.
4) The time is shown in a way I have never seen, '-1-'. This is possible, but unlikely
that a counter clerk would make this mistake. Correct would be '-1', for 1 pm, or
-lunchtime.
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STATION 'ROTHSTOCK' from A H Clayton
In the note about Station Rothstock on
the Jungfraubahn (Newsletter, p65 Sept.
1999) three different cachets were
illustrated, two showing a height of
2550m above sea level and the other
2324m. I found this card recently with
a fourth type of cachet, showing a
height of 2530m. The date shows this
cachet was in use in 1899, the first
year of the Rothstock Station being
open, in fact only 19 days after the
opening on 2nd August. Thus, four
different cachets with three different
heights were in use in the short period
of 3 years.
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IF YOU HAVE NOT YET USED THE SOCIETY LIBRARY - it consists of over 400 books plus
journals and magazine articles, and the listing is on the Society website at:
www.swiss-stamps.org.uk . A 'hard copy' is also available from the Hon. Librarian
for El- including postage and packing.
Books may be borrowed for up to 4 weeks, with a borrowing fee of a 1st Class
stamp for each volume, plus postage each way. Rooks must be packed carefully to
prevent damage in transit, especially valuable items. All items must be put in a
plastic bag before the main packaging, and your address must be on the back of the
parcel. There must be no reference to the "Helvetia Philatelic Society" on the
outside of any envelope or parcel. The outward postage cost must be returned to the
Hon. Librarian with the borrowing fee in the form of current British postage stamps.
(If a cheque is necessary it must be made payable to Mx D Slate, not the Society.)
FURTHER ANSWERS TO THE FOUR QUERIES BY Bob Johnson on pages 66 & 67 of the September
Newsletter in 2003. (The Franco query was answered on p84 in 2003)
Michael Rutherfoord writes to say that cancels and marks in blue usually signified
use by a Postal District Office or other office, and usually not to obliterate a
postage stamp. So I can visualize use of the straight line 'BELLINZONA' in the office
of the Gotthardbahn, probably in Bellinzona, and then the card was handed in at the
PO and received the normal black cds. Interesting. There must have been an office of
the Gotthardbahn north of the Alps too.
I agree about the Type No. 9 Official postcard, it looks more like being before the
Type 8. The- 'cancellation', also on Figure 3b, is a modified returned 'Agency Abroad',
which one I am not yet sure. Probably used by the book-keeper's office. These interesting official postcards were listed in the 1984 edition of the "Ganzsachen Catalogue",
as you say, but not in the latest, why I do not know. It is my intention to look up
the original article by R Wirlimann of 1966, and in the PTT Archives. The result, in
English, would be published in the Newsletter.
Any examples Members have should please be photocopied and sent to the Editor. This
will be of great help, especially towards illustrating all main types, if not all.
FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY Don Symonds. The late Ernie Jones' extensive collection
of Swiss material was auctioned by Cavendish on the 24th July and of the 59 lots
offered 38 achieved or exceeded the estimate. The highlight of those sold was a
collection of Bundesfeier Cards 1910-1960 which had an estimate of £400 but reached
£760 before the hammer fell. Other lots which sold well included two lots of TP0s,
two lots of Officials, and a lot of PJ frankings - all went well in excess of the
estimate. There , was also a very fine collection of Lake Steamers 1862-1970 (98 items)
which more than doubled its estimate of £160. The Strubel issues 1854-1862, the
Sitting Helvetia 1862-1881, and the Standing Helvetia 1882-1907 all failed to reach
the estimate, so some one got a bargain.
On behalf of the Society Packet I entered bids for two lots and was successful in
getting one just below estimate. I will, once it arrives, have to decide how best
to price and offer to those who receive the packet, so now is the time to sign up,
or we could have a postal auction sometime in the Autumn.
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GULLER RECORD BOOKS - an update from Michael Rutherfoord
Recently I had the chance to visit the little factory
in HUttikon again, and was shown the latest record
<4m N RFJ ef'so
-OA
pages. The six volumes published by the Consilium
1r
C.
Philateliae Helvetica in 1999 showed the cancellers
• I1iL(493 ,
-x)
&tan,
made by Wider of his rigid type up till 1991. At
0'
g
the end of Volume III was No. 32937 for Hrafnseyri
J4g::::374Zr
4 ,........A;
in Iceland; now the last such canceller made was in
41/NJ W%
1999, No.32945 for Stadur, again in Iceland, right.
'
•
For the flexible de Coppet type the story is about
z iyy
the same. The last shown in Volume rv were made in
32
1992 for the Swiss. Customs. On the same page were four cancellers delivered in 1992
to Botswana.-The latest deliveries of this type are again for the Swiss Customs,
who remain practically the only customer, see below.
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Confirmation of PD query?

John Cordingley

Geoff Hubbard had an extensive collection of postage due material which on his death went to many
collectors. Among afew items thatI was fortunate to obtain was the card illustrated.
,
.
From Geoffs write-up comes
thefollowing:,
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is cancelled with cds Liege 11.11.1914".
' ....,
The card has 3 'T' strikes, 2-over the
ft
1
4-thi fif dif.a.i'td;-, 4: 7-c,t-c.)
offending written portion, and one partially.........._
beneath the PD stamp
I assume that the regulations that are referred to are UPU ones that lead to the 1907 postal stationery cards
with the divided address side - but it's dangerous to assume anything.
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on 054, July 2004
M Rutherfoord
Irfo
The limiting factor was the size of the slot through which letters could be posted
direct into the TPO, or larger if one caught an open door and a friendly clerk.
Looking up the rates for 1.3.48, a foreign letter could be sent if it weighed less
than 2 kg, but a largish envelope is well within the capacity of the TP0s. Foreign
rate for 20g was 40c, with 25c for each additional 20g. So the simple answer would
be a letter of say 90g = 40 + (4 x 25) = 1.40fr, ie, 20c too much, but this looks
like the work of a philatelist; it looks nice - not common.
The gummed label was standard at the time - tie-on labels got torn off parcels and were often used for bulky envelopes. As the postmark is remarkably clear the label
might have been handed in separately and then stuck on by the TPO clerk, with a 20c
tip to the PTT!
Note that the sender was from a Strumpfklinik - 'Stocking repairs' - this could
mean for medical elastic hose, which if damaged was worthwhile to have repaired.
Perhaps by an 'au pair' girl living out in the wilds of Kent?
ANSWER TO THE "AMBULANT" QUESTION
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AN ANSWER TO THE "LETT" CANCELLATION QUERY on p56 of the July Newsletter from Michael
Rutherfoord who says: There are at least two such 'Geneve LETT' cancellers made by
GUller containing these letters, ie, they are not modified. I found the first example
dated 19.X.92.-7, sent to Belgium for 5c, which applied for a newspaper wrapper to 50g
from 1875 to 1921. The postcard went to Paris on -6.II.96.X-. This rigid canceller was
delivered by Gfiller at the end of June 1892, actually three of them, Nos 9907/8/9.
The second one was one of the first made by GUller to the de Coppet patent, it was
the thirteenth he made in 1903. As can be seen from the example here dated 7.VII.04. -7
it became damaged after about a year of service. This wrapper also went to France,
with a backstamp 'Courcelles 9 Juillet 1904'. (Why 'LETT' and 'LET'? Ed.)
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ANOTHER INTERESTING POSTAGE DUE QUERY

Bob Medland has this "T25c" handstamp in
violet on cover from Gornsdorf, Germany
in 1916. Large 'T' in blue crayon and
'25' in mauve crayon. Did Bern apply the
"T25c" rubber handstamp? If not who?
The cover seems to have evaded the censor,
was it 'philatelic? The 25c due is not
tied correctly to the cover but was the
postal clerk trying to tidy up his first
strike? (Could the 25c due have ' moved'
if the cover got wet? Was the "T25c"
put on by the accounts department of the
recipient? Ed.)
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BOOKS FOR SALE - offers plus postage to
Colin Griffiths, 19 Parsonage Road, Long
Ashton, Bristol BS41 9LL.
1. Album Weeds (Earee) 1971 reprint of
letter 'S' 78 pages of Swiss - 300g.
2. Burrus 1964 Auction Catalogue inc the
prices realized - 45g.
3. Soldier Stamps,
a) Locher 1939-42 + Supplement 1942/45
,300g.
b) Sulser 1990 - 800g.
4. Zumstein Swiss Specialised Catalogue
1992 - 2.5kg.

THAT IS IT. There are no items, long
or short for the October Issue. I am
not going to write as well as edit
and prepare the Newsletter. You can
have repeats, more white spaces and
larger illustrations, but YOUR Newsletter NEEDS YOU to provide News,
Queries, Small Ads and the rest.
I was not joking on pages 54 & 56
in July. To put it very bluntly what will you do when I die?
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M Rutherfoord

- that since the 1st of January 2004 the SwissPostAuto has run the public bus system
in the French town of Dole (Department Jura, where Louis Pasteur was born in 1822).
With new buses and innovative ideas the firm 'CarPostalFrance' is set to expand. Blue,
white and yellow are the colours used.
- that FedEx of Memphis, Tennessee, has 643 large aircraft for transporting Express
and other parcels and packets across the globe. I think that must be many more aircraft
than BA and Swiss have altogether. I wonder what percentage of items transported are
according to UPU rules? Which raises the philosophical question, who is winning - the
UPU which has the object of transporting the mails across the world at lowest cost to
the postal administrations, as against the private firms (FedEx, DHL, UPS, TNT and
others) which charge as much as the market will accept.
- that following the creation of the Matterhorn-Gotthard Bahn (MGB) as noted in the
September 2003 DYK, the SBB/CFF has now combined their only narrow-gauge railway from
Luzern to Interlaken over the BrUnig pass, with the Luzern-Stans-Engelberg (LSE) railway (in which they had shares) to form the new 'Zentralbahn'. This will lead, in time,
to fulfilment of the old project of a direct connection from Montreux to Luzern,
which could be called the 'Lakes Express' (six of them). The BLS have withdrawn their
objections to the necessary small-gauge connection from Interlaken to Zweisimmen, and
the Montreux-Oberland Bahn.
-that the new auction firm in Luzern used a neat way of introducing the new staff,
and owners, see figure 1. This shows Beatrice and Rolf RUM, seated with their
daughter Christina Bamford on the left, and behind Roland Bitchier and Peter Suter.
The first auction by the new team is planned for the 10-12th of February 2005.
- that in the Rapp auction of 10-14 May 2004 one of the most interesting items is
shown in figure 2, which went for CHF 54 000 net. The wonderful clear date of 13th
August 1845 they stated to be one of the earliest known dates. According to the
informative book 'Basler Taube' by Jean-Paul Bach and Felix Winterstein, 1995, there
are only two dates known which are earlier - 7 Jul 1845 (a letter found in the Basel
Town Archives) and on'a cut-out 9 Aug 1845. The theoretical first day was 1 July 1845.
This book belongs in every philatelist's library, 148 pages packed with information,
20 full-colour pages, with detailed captions in four languages. There is also an
introductory text in English.
- that another 'Economat' cancel has been found, by accident, on an 'Inventar 1958'
A5 card from Bellinzona Postal District HQ, figure 3. This confirms the solution
given by Rolf Mali on page 36 of the May 2004 Newsletter. Two cancels were made by
GUller and delivered on 13.11.57, but taken out of service on 15.3.68. Giovanni
Balimann looked on the internet to check the use of the word in Italian; he found
that it is still in use in the Austrian/Italian Tyrol, written in German as
Aconomat', meaning a system or office for the economic handling of material, es-pecially office supplies—or-stock control. Confirmed by our Editor through his research
in the Larousse encyclopedia. In about 50 years of office experience in Germanspeaking Switzerland I cannot remember ever having heard the word.
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SWISS CANCELS WITH DOUBLE HOUR REELS

end
In the Newsletter of January 1991 I wrote about this feature, and asked at the
s
numeral
arabic
the
in
dash
a
had
never
only)
174A
Type
(of
why it was that the XII
reel position.
is
Since than quite a lot has been discovered about this curiosity. First the. VIII
went
I
also never followed by a dash, second other 'funnies' appeared, such as '-1-'.
old
to the PTT Museum in Bern and was allowed to look through their collection of
period
the
from
been
have
to
had
would
they
kept
been
had
any
handstamps; nothing. If
before 1919, when the 24-hour system was introduced, ie, before modification.
t
Type 174A was the first cancel made by de Coppet after he received the contrac
lass
first-c
(for
reels
hour
with
ers
cancell
e
flexibl
Swiss
from the PTT for all new
).
offices) anclfor TPOs on the 16th of April 1903 (see Newsletters April/May.1993
similar
The
cancel.
s,
fleuron
with
bridge,
closed
It is defined as a double-circle,
same
Type 173A&B, but without hour reels for second-class offices, was issued at the
s,
time, but were the usual Miller rigid style. The common factor are the two fleuron
in various forms, at the sides.
My first observation was that often the last I of VIII and XII was lower or higher.
p.m.)
This led me to layout "A". (Roman figures reel = a.m. - arabic figures reel =
”B”

stAff

11

III
Iv
V

VI
VII
IX
XI

11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12

14

In this way the last I of VIII and XII is taken from
the arabic reel. I had also found a cancellation with
the XIi having an arabic 1 at the end, see "A".
However, the two reels were unbalanced and unlikely.
This was the state I described to MX Frank Molenaar
whom I met at the recent GABRA; he had the brilliant
idea of having a -1 in the Roman reel very thin, and
both reels with twelve positions, as shown in the
de Coppet patent, see"B": This must be the answer.
He had noticed that very often the 0 of 10, for
example was often also lower or higher.

II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
IX
X
XI
-1

(Now look at all the examples
which you have of this type
and see if you can add anything
to the research, please. Ed.)
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In accordance with the Society's rules notice is hereby given that the fifty-eighth
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on
Wednesday, 10 th November 2004 at 6.30 p.m. prompt in
Room B326 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London
AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 12 th November 2003 and published in
the December 2003 edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter
3. Matters arising from the Minutes
4. Minutes of the Special General Meeting held on 101 March 2004 and published in the
April 2004 edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter.
5. Matters arising from the Minutes
6. Chairman's Address
7. Hon. Secretary's Report
8. Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts
9. Appointment of Auditor
10.Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
11.Librarian's Report
12.Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2004/2005
13 Motions and Resolutions
14. Any Other Business
NOMINATIONS Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the
Committee i.e. Chairman, Vice-chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer and (not
-exceeding) 4he-Cern-imittee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in
writing to reach him not later than Monday, 8 th November 2004.

RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual
General Meeting must give notice in writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary
not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.
Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary.
Claude Mistely Chairman.
All members who can, are asked to attend this meeting

when they will have the opportunity to make clear their views regarding
the running of the Society whilst putting forward suggestions for the future.
There will be an auction immediately following the AGM. Members should ensure that lots
have an identifying reference and submit a list in duplicate with individual short selling
descriptions for the benefit of the auctioneer.
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IT'S THE DATES THAT MATTER!

Two covers, one dated 1936 and the other 1937 and both to Brazil. They both look typical of items sent to
South America during the 1930s. Their interest is in the route taken and their mode of transport. The clue
to these lies in the postmark dates and various confirming
•ri
cancellations on the back of the envelopes.
6 6
The smaller cover was sent from BERN on October 20 1936.
The top left corner clearly shows a weight of 5g and a
directive of 'via Basel 2'. The postal rate from December 1
1935 until April 1 1937 was 30c for foreign letter rate plus
1.60f Airmail fee - the two Airmail stamps make up this
amount.
The reverse has a very readable oval
route mark for the FRANKFURTBASEL TPO dated October 21.
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The front has a red German standard staging cachet used on airmail flown to South
America. These cachets had either a lower case letter or a star in the right hand side
of the outer ring. The letter shows where the cachet was applied and as a result the
sort of service provided. This envelope has an 'e' which was used by the
Frankfurt/Main office from April 23 1936.
The reverse of the cover has a `CORREIO AEREO' receiving cds dated October 24, and a RIO de
JANEIRO cds dated October 25. So what happened to the cover between STUTTGART and RIO?

At this time there were two main service operators flying Swiss originating mail to South America, AIR

FRANCE and DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA (DLH). In general the AIR FRANCE covers bear no indication
that they were taken by this operator - the clues lie in the dates of posting and arrival, and the absence of
the red cachet. This cover was carried by DLH. The South American service was weekly, departing on
Thursday from Frankfurt (Main) via Marseilles, Seville, Las Palmas and Bathurst to Natal in Brazil. The
DLH flights to South America were being supplemented by the Zeppelins of DZR, a company in which
DLH had a major interest. A combined airplane-airship service was used from late June 1936 until the end
of November of that year. LZ 129 Hindenburg left Frankfurt on October 21 on the 16th South American
flight of that year by DZR. This cover missed that departure but was put on the DLH flight that left on
October 22. It arrived in Bathurst on October 23 just after midnight ahead of LZ 129 which arrived at
2.20am. All mail was transferred to LZ 129 and taken to Rio de Janeiro with mail drops at Natal, and
Pernambuco. This flight was the first of six consecutive weeks of transatlantic flights by the airships.
Transfers had taken place in Seville until 18th July, the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War,but then changed
to Lisbon and then Las Palmas, before this first transfer at Bathurst. So this simple commercial cover turns
out to be a Hindenburg Zeppelin flight cover!
The second pcover was sent from PONTRESINA to
PARANA i Brazil on September 4 1937. There are blue
crayon marks indicating Brazil, that it weighs 5g and an
instruction 'Basel'. The postage of 2.30f is made up of
30c for foreign letter rate and the 2f Airmail fee as
introduced on June 1. The reverse bears a FRANKFURTBASEL TPO oval dated September 7 and a PARANA
receiving cds dated September 13. So how did this cover
get to Brazil?
The regular DLH South American service left Frankfurt
on September 9 at 5.15 in the morning. The mail arrived L'ilt464:4
in Bathurst the next morning at 5.54. Records show that
it arrived in Natal on September 11 at 2.59 in the morning
and in Rio at 4.00 in the afternoon on the same day.
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From September 1934, a 10-ton Dornier Wal flying boat had been flying the Atlantic Service. This aircraft
had the range to fly non-stop between Bathurst and Brazil. In 1937 the 'Ostmark', a specially constructed
support ship was stationed off the coast of The Gambia, and its main function was to catapult the heavy
flying boat into the air to begin its non-stop flight to Natal. For the return flight, the flying boats were
catapulted by a second seaplane tender, the 'Westfalen' which was stationed off the coast of Brazil, near
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the island of Fernando de Noronha. To assist in
bringing the flying boats on board, both vessels
were equipped with a mat attached to the stern of
the ship. On landing at sea the flying boat taxied
onto the mat and then mat and plane were lifted
aboard by crane. Why use this arrangement?
Difficulty was encountered in take-off from the
Gambia River at Bathurst due to variable wind,
high humidity, calm flat water and strong tides
resulting in very poor aerodynamic lift for the
flying boats. Flying boats lying at there for only a
very short time became covered with mussels so
increasing weight and also impairing take-off
ability. The support ship system overcame these
difficulties.
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Flying boat D-AGAT named `Boreas', a DornierWal (10-ton), was catapulted off the 'Ostmark' on
September 10 at 7.37 in the morning and took the
cover as part of its load. So this is a genuine
'catapult' cover. Nothing on the cover suggests
this. There are no fancy cachets as there were on
the catapult covers that were serviced from the
passenger liners SS Bremen and SS Europa on the
North American route Cherbourg to New York.
Mail from Brazil to Switzerland is equally
interesting because it travelled in the reverse
direction to the routes described.

The third cover was posted in SAO PAULO, Brazil on May 9 1935 and addressed to ZURICH. Again there
are few cancellations to indicate its routing other than the fine CONDOR ZEPPELIN LUFTHANSA black
cachet. This was typical for all mail
.
from South America handled by DLH
and DZR. Between the rings at the
.
•
.
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:.7i itepi;: it & ____..__ _ ...
to STUTTGART arriving there the
I44 4411
3 N",4(1„.4: 9/ivimtc.
next day May 14. Unfortunately there
^%.,= . gc*
are no receiving cancellations or
further route marks on the cover - a
fairly
typical situation for much
rcommercial mail.
DE

Mail between Switzerland and South America in the period 1934 and 1939 provides a great deal of interest
to the aerophilatelist and the postal historian. If DLH records were not available a great deal of the
fascination of this material would have been lost, but it all depends on the dates.
Recommended reading: "DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA SOUTH AMERICAN AIRMAIL SERVICE 1934-1939" by James W Graue & John Duggan
Notes and photographs from a variety of sources.
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Bob Johnson

STRAIGHT-LINE CANCELS
,

October 2004

Bob Johnson has recently bought an auction lot including some straight-line cancels
which do not appear in Karl Gebert's list in the Poststellenchronik Schweiz 3849-

3999. Four of them are cancels which include the name of the canton in brackets but
he thinks this cannot be the reason for their exclusion because there are other
similar cancels including the canton name, as well as cancels of the same name. One
shows Zofingen (Alte Winkel). He has written to Karl Gebert to ask whether they are
worthy of inclusion,
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The fifth one is 'Paketannahmestelle / 4600 Olten Wilerweg'. There are two
entries for 'Wilerweg' already, but they are numbered (as suffixes) 65 or 101.
It may be that this one is not included in the list because it only came into use
with the postcode (the list says that Postcodes are not included) or it was issued
after 1999.
I will let the Editor know of the reply I get. But it occurs to me that our members
may find other straight-line cancels not in the 'Chronik' and, perhaps, we could let
the author know - information via the Editor.
(The writer of the card from Engstlenalp, in 1910 had reached there by mule-path
over the Joch Pass. She remarks "Most people here are German." Another interesting
bit of 'social history' apart from the cancellation. What have you? Ed.)
Thanks to those members who put pen to paper and sent items for your Newsletter.
I have also received several lots of notes from the estates of past members. These
need a - "Deputy Editor, Honorary" to go through them and make articles for the
Newsletter. In some cases the information needs to be updated after 50 years l We
do not have an 'Editorial Committee' to vet articles so I must rely on the members
to check their facts; I can correct spelling mistakes that the so-called "spellchecker" misses, and if I miss them we have the 'proof-reader' (honorary). Ed.
(post term ‘tnum keep sending items, please./
,
D R Brinkley of Hartlepool has sent this photocopy of
an adhesive label, perforated 11, with a pre-paid handstamp No. 504 (30c). It is also marked "Vblksredht Zdridh" and was used in Zdrich 39 Selnau on the
17.VI.50. Does anyone know who used them, and why
bother with the label?

)

,

STILL ON THE SUBJECT OF LABELS - from Edward Quinton. He asks if anyone knows how
many companies or people had stamped labels similar to the 'Kocher''ones, and those
of Eugen Sekula (2001, March p 20). He recently saw another similar to the former.
Names of any other 'producers' would be of interest. (Also illustrations. Ed.)
CHATEAU BANQUET, SECHERON - 1999, (June p41 & July p51). Colin Griffiths reports that
he has not found out much but the fourth Baronet (still Sir Robert Peel) married the
daughter of the Swiss Baron De Grafferied. There may be a link, more to check . . .
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from your Programme card

Northern Group meetings in Leeds Inst. for the Blind & Deaf, Saturdays at 2 p.m.
October 2nd - Faults in Standing Helvetias - D Coleman.
November 6th - Chairman's Display - Ian Gilchrist.
London Group in Macmillan House, Paddington Station, Wednesdays at 6.30 p.m.
October 13th - Letter "V" - All members.
November 10th - AGM and Auction - Details on the front page of this issue.
Wessex Group meeting at the Clovelly Hotel, Salisbury, Saturday 11 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.
October 23rd - Postal Rates & cancellations - Fred Hoadley, Bob Medland et al.
Worcester Group meeting at Worpex 2005, Saturday, times later. May 14th 2005.
Members are invited to bring their own short displays to the meeting to put up
during the interval. Start thinking about what you can take now.
SWISS RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS

Bob Kerr

I am a relatively new collector of Swiss railway cancellations (my main emphasis
being box cancellations) and I have a couple of questions concerning covers which I have recently
acquired.
As a result of the kind assistance of other members I am in possession of a copy of the Beilage
zur Karte der schweizerischen Transportunternehmungen vom LX.1950 and this has been an
invaluable source of reference. For various possible reasons no doubt, the abbreviations of some of the
companies in question have changed over the years and I was wondering whether anyone could help
me out in interpreting these modifications as I am having to rely on conjecture. Hitherto I have
encountered six such instances but I guess that there are likely to be many others:
FORMERLY
STATION
ADLISWIL
SiTB
SCHOFTLAND WTB
BATTERKINDEN SZB
DGV
BECICENRIED
StEB
ENGELBERG
SZB
JEGENSTORF
Concerning the actual station codes I note that more recent covers often have an
extended version involving an extra digit being placed both before the code itself and after it, usually —
although not always — separated by a space. Invariably in my experience this first additional digit is 0,
but the second one can be anything from Q up to at least 8 (I think that I have also seen a 9) and it is
certainly by no means always identical to the final digit of the code. To take two concrete examples we
find SBB/STAMMHErM 0 6024 4 and SBB/SCHOBELBACH-BUTTIKON 0 3222 7. What is the
significance of the final digit? It does not appear to refer to different departments such as Einnehmerei
and Gepfickexpedition, or at least it does not always replace the inclusion of the name of the
department (SBB/STAAD/EINNEHMEREI/O 6312 3). I should also mention in passing the following
occurrence from October 1971: SBB/SISSACH/0026.8 — what purpose is served by .8, is it to be seen
as a precursor of the above-mentioned examples?
Most of my several hundred covers relate to German-speaking Switzerland, but I do also
possess some from elsewhere. I know the meaning of French VOYAGEURS but what is the
equivalent on covers from German-speaking Switzerland (I have failed to find a literal one in my
material). A contact in Switzerland was able to help me out with the precise functions of departments
such as Einnehmerei etc. but had never encountered VER1CAUF P. Does this mean something to
anyone?
NOW
SZU ?
WSB ?
BBS ?
SGV ?
LSE?
RBS ?

WAS THIS A MIXED FRANKING OR WHAT?
Neville Nelder asks: what is the
significance of the 'cut' German
3pf stamp on this card?
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Does anyone know the meaning of the
cds with 'IB'inscribed in the centre
and the unusual way of putting the
date 1899. What do the letters 'F.B.'
below the ld due indicate?
The card left Appenzell on the 4th
of July 1899 and was in London by
3 p.m. on the 6th - good going!
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Northern Grow Report. Following the torrential downpours and flooding of August when it could
have been difficult for some of us even to have got to Leeds, the Group's first meeting of this new
season was held on a day of high temperatures and glorious sunshine. Unfortunately, for very
valid reasons, a few of the regular &enders sent apologies for absence, but those who could make
it were welcomed by the new chairman, Ian Gilchrist. As is usually the case for the first meeting,
the display centred around members' new acquisitions, no matter how small or large and each one
present was able to make a contribution. It would be impossible for me to attempt a description of
all that was displayed for, as one person remarked, "It's a right mixed bag" - and it was! At one end
of the postal spectrum were a number of 18th century letters with Cantonal markings, then a couple
of "Verbano" ship letters of a slightly later date. This same member, who also has an interest in
postal markings of Great Britain, produced a letter from Switzerland to London but which had been
redirected bearing what, we were assured, was a very rare circular redirection mark peculiar to the
capital. A superb display of some forty-five sheets traced the postal background around the
Brienzer-Rothom from its very early days to the present time. This same person, who openly
confesses to collecting anything Swiss, then gave us an insight into the development of travel
tickets, first devised by the Lancastrian, Thomas Edmondson for the developing railway network in
the U.K. in the early 19th century but eventually adopted by the Swiss. Your correspondent was
greatly impressed by a small collection of airmail covers, bought as a job lot by another member
who admitted to knowing very little about them. They included a commercially used cover flown on
Mittelholzer's First Africa Flight as far as Naples before being forwarded to Stresa on Lago
Maggiore; an item from Solothurn carried on the 1st Swiss flight of the Graf Zeppelin in September,
1929; a censored cover to the U.K. of the 16th May, 1945, franked with the 50c. "PAX" issue and a
1929 Bundesfeier card with the 40c. "winged" airmail. After he had told us what he had paid for
about twelve items, we were able to assure him that he had got a bargain! The last of this "mixed
bag" included a flight cover between Bern and Geneva, correctly franked but postmarked
"13.VI11.1919" when all records show that the first official flight between these cities was on
"1.1X.1919"! There were two items emanating from the Swiss Consular Service, one at the time of
the Crimean War relating to the Swiss Brigade within the British army, the other of 1917 being a
cover to a Swiss address with the label 'Par Cycliste'. Such a mixture of items naturally gave rise
to numerous questions, some of which could be answered whilst others, perhaps might find a place
in a future H.P.S. Newsletter. But on one point there was unanimous agreement; the collecting and
displaying of philatelic items is what best satisfies the individual collector and not the purists. It was
a most satisfactory afternoon fully enjoyed by those who attended.
D.C.

The Honorary Secretary apologises that the incorrect time was
DON shown on the programme circulated with the August edition of
the Newsletter. As in the past, Wednesday meetings will
MEETINGS commence at 6.30 p.m.

LON

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
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M Rutherfoord

DID YOU KNOW?

- that the new 2005 Zumstein Catalogue (with golden covers) celebrates 100 years of
serving stamp collectors and philatelists, with a special present. Included in the
price of CHF 22.- (exc p&p) is a CD-ROM of the catalogue! Enough to make one rush
out and buy a computer!
- that the SP will sell the new self-stick 50c 'Zip Fastener' stamp (FD 7.9.04) only
in rolls of 2000, or as singles each in its own little envelope. Previous issues of
these stamps to be applied to bulk advertising mail were sold in rolls of 10 000 or
as strips of 11, because they were also available in sheets 10 stamps wide. The new
self-stick ones, printed by Enschede, are not printed in sheets but in continuous
bands, see Focus on stamps.
- that in PhiJa News for August and September 2004 some numbers are given of stamps
sold: For the Blind, Z1080, 2.3mi; Water, Z 1081, 2,4mi; Alinghi 90c, Z1084, 4.6mi;
and then the withdrawn Corbusier 100c, Z1109, 28mi. This shows the popularity of the
self-stick! (Not with the Editor who uses 'stamp lift'.)
- that the SVPS has published an updated version of their popular catalogue of the
'K' Publicity Cancels, but in the form of a CD disc for CHF 40.-. A milestone in
philatelic literature, the first was the Poststellen-Ch±dhic by Karl Gebert a few
years ago. This new version has all possible lists and combination-, possibilities,
and you can put in your own lists of cancels held and still wanted, as well as
other things. If you want one send CHF 40.- to me 'HurdUckerstr. 40, 8049 ZUrich.
- that Rolf Willi sent me a most extraordinary packet, figures 1 & 2. The first is
a standard white counter label giving date and weight, but no price of postage.
The second has a dark yellow background, otherwise it looks like a normal parcel
label. The text at the top was rather inexplicable 'Valid only for basic service':
However, he had included the instructions inside; figure 3 shows the French version.
It is addressed to 'Small & Middle-sized firms' and included on the page are nine
self-stick labels (figure 2) which can be used for parcels up to 30kg, for free basic
service Priority post. No other service such as Fragile-, Registered, Foreign, COD,
or Express can be given. This is the sort of thing that is. not published anywhere
that is available to collectors, so we are all grateful to Rolf for this news.
- that following a short article by me in the BBZ a reader sent me one of those rare
covers (see the May DYK p39) which could be sent free on 7.4.04, maximum of five
per person. This one in French, Italian still not seen, figure 4. To add to this
most curious episode, and unsuccessful, I have been shown the rubber stamp sent to
all 3000 POs, for the same service, undated, figure 5.
- that here are three recent cancels: figure 6 to celebrate 50 issues of Phila News
issued with everything in D, F & j; figure 7 for the celebration in Luzern for 150
years of Strubel stamps, the Swiss-German for Helvetia's unkempt hair; figure 8 for
the planned opening of the high-speed section of the upgraded line from ZUrich to
Bern for speeds over 200km/h. Control will be via GPS when the German firm sorts the
electronics. Just under 60 minutes ZH - BE & BE - ZH so 80% of trains running in
Switzerland will have new timetables - You have been warned!
00 BE
Bon de fidélité pour les PME

6000 Luzern 1
I A POSTFnp
PIF POST
la.P.22.1A

24.08.2004 16:50
PostPac Economy < 2 kg

kg

0.204

Deposez 9 coils gratults avec ces codes S banes au gulches de sone office de poste.
Les corn deposes avant la cloture du délai de depot le matin vu avant 12 heures au
guichet seront distribués le prochain Our ouvrable comm, Pos-tPac Priority, tout let
autres seront distribués le surlendemain comme PostPac Economy. VaMite: ces
codes banes s'appliquent uniquement aux colis standard a destination de la Suisse
(taille maximale 100 x 60 x 60 cm, 30 kg), prestations complémentaires exclues. lit
peuvent etre utilises crici la fin decembre 2004.
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M Rutherfoord

SWISS CANCELS WITH DOUBLE HOUR REELS
continuation of the article on p 72, September 2004

Not only the XII has no dash, but also the VIII, as the last 'I' is in the Arabic
reel, which is much thinner than the Roman reel, see figure 6 where no time at all
is indicated, only the two dashes, clearly showing the different lengths. The problem
was that de Coppet had little room for the seven reels, five for the date and two
for the time, inside the inner circle. His solution was ingenious and neat, see
figures 1 & 2. The combination of Roman and Arabic numerals should never happen, only
record bOOks show them like this.
Fleurons.were never used on TPO cancellers, where instead of time reels number
reels were inserted for the applicable train numbers, usually four, see figure 3.
In 1911 the PP bulk payment cancellers were introduced and these had the same
restricted date bridge; fleurons were also used here, see figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the modification decreedin July 1914, the top and bottom bars were
re4Oved and a swiss Cross inserted above and the Postal District Number (PK) below.
Usually the tleurons, if not damaged, remained. No cancels with fleurons were made
by Miler after this date.
At the same time Ofiller continued to make his rigid cancellers, without time reels,
as they were cheAper but with fleurons, sufficient for the smaller POs, and for
parcel counters, see figures 7 & 8. In 1914 this type also had the bars removed,
Sometimes as late as in the 1940s or 1950s, and the cross and PK added. All the
combinations of old and new are to be found, which will be covered in a future
article in the Newsletter.
For an example of the curious '-1-' see the canceller used on the three PJ vignettes shown in the item at the bottom of p 67 in the September Newsletter.
On the same page Ken Reeves asks about the open-bridge cancellers at Meiringen
with three stars and two fleurons. Both two and three stars were used on post-1914
cancellers. Two different cancellers, one usually older than the other, were common
in POs as a reserve in case one was damaged.
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Figures 7 & 8 AW 173A (B similar)
Peter Vonwiller

The recent purchase of a 19th cent, registered item from St.Gallen prompted me to
take a closer look at the various methods employed by the Swiss Post Office down the
years to distinguish Registered Mail. The following observations are based entirely
on covers originating from the town of St.Gallen and I would be interested to learn
from other members what their collections reveal on a nation-wide basis, particularly
with regard to dates of usage of the various types of markings.
- 1828. A straight-line strike 'CHARGEE' (Yes two Es).
- 1863. 'Charge' within a box with rounded corners.
- 1866- . 1888. Boxed 'CHARGE' with a 'G' & 'N' beneath allowing the weight and
registration number to be added by hand.
'R'. This is used in conjunction with the boxed 'CHARGE'.
large
A
1888.
A gummed vignette with imprinted details of town of use and a
date.
to
1896
registration number.
Our Editor will, I am sure, be happy to include any information provided by members
in a future issue of the Newsletter.
Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
t....
f,r)
D.
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Following the publication in the October Newsletter of the Notice convening this meeting the
following motions have been received to date and will be considered under item 13 of the agenda.
(1) "That the Annual General Meeting of the Society shall always take place on a Saturday or
Sunday."
(2) "That in every alternate year commencing in 2005 the AGM shall not be held within a radius of
100 miles of Paddington Station"

In the event of the first motion being passed then the second motion will be withdrawn.
(3) "That the Annual General Meeting of the Society should be held in rotation
between London, Leeds, Salisbury and any other location where members can easily
congregate."
(4)"That the Financial Year of the Society should be changed to 1st of January to
the 31st of December to coincide with the membership year, as of January 1st 2006."
Views on any of these motions, or further motions, should be expressed ASAP to the
Hon. Secretary by telephone, e-mail or post at:
+44 (0) 1494 78 24 72 or peter.vonwiller@BTinternet.com or
13 Pulpit Close, CHESHAM, HP5 2RZ
Members are particularly encouraged to attend the AGM and debate the foregoing.

CONGRATULATIONS to our member Geoff Holden of Perth (Australia) who was awarded a
Vermeil for his exhibit of Standing Helvetia at the Swan River Exhibition in
Freemantle.
NEW MEMBER The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Frank Parsons of Sidcup.
FROM THE PACKET SECRETARY - pro tempore Don Symonds will not be sending out any
packet material. Please be patient.
THE SOCIETY LIBRARY receives a number of philatelic magazines in English, German
and French. If you would like to see any of these please contact Bob Johnson or
Derrick Slate. The magazines include 'Tell' from the American Helvetia Philatelic
Society; the 'Berner Briefmarken Zeitung' G/Fr; 'der poststempelsammler' from the
Swiss cancellations society G/Fr; 'Philatelic Literature Review' from the American
Philatelic Research Library; 'ArGe Schweiz' from the German/Swiss collectors; the
'Jungfraupost' of the Dutch society of Swiss collectors in Dutch; the 'Oanzsachensammler' of the society of collectors of postal stationery in Switzerland.

THE EDITOR is grateful for the items for your Newsletter that were
here when he returned from a few days away. Please send more!
1

HE
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SWISS RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS - the query on page 77 last month
There was only one way to publish this information from Alan Green and that was
like this. It would have been too prone to mistakes if I re-typed it. Ed.

The following Swiss railway abbreviations and some notes may be of help to Eipb Kerr and
others:
SZU Sihttal-Zurich-Uetliberg was formed by merging the BZUe (Bahngesellschaft
Uetliberg) and the SiTB (Sihltalbahn) on 1.1.1973.
SiTB formed on 3.8.1892.
BZUe created from the UeB (Uetlibergbahn founded 12.5.1875) on 28.2.1922.
WSB Wynental-und Suhrentalbahn formed 1.1.1957 by merging the 750V DC metre gauge
lines of the WTB (Wynentalbahn formed in 5.3.1904) and the AS (Aarau-Schoftland opened
19.11.1901). The oldest locomotive operated by the WSB is a 1915 electric shunting engine
which is usually based at Suhr. A 1901 railcar has been restored and is used for private hire
special saloon trains.
SZB is the Solothum-Zollikofen-Bem railway which was formed by merging the F3ZB (BernZollikofen-Bahn opened 13.7.1912) and the ESB (Elektrische Schmalspurbahn Solothum-Bem
opened 10.4.1916) on 1.1.1922.
RBS (Regionalverkehr Bern-Solothum) is the result of merging the SZB and the VBW
(Vereinigte Bern Worb Bahnen) in 1985. The VBW was created by the merger of the BWB
(Bem-Worb-Bahn formed on 1.7.1907 which was originally the BMGWB opened on
21.10.1898) and the WT (Worblentalbahn2 opened 25.8.1913) on 1.1.1927.
LSE (Luzem-Stans-Engelberg) 15kV 16 .5Hz ac metre gauge line, 24 • 8 km in length using the
Riggenbach rack system having a maximum gradient of 25:96. The SIEB (StansstadEngelberg-Bahn) opened on 5.10.1898. From 1893 an electric tramway connected a jetty at
Stansstad on the Vierwaldstättersee to Stans but this service ceased in 1903. Following many
years of pressure the Confederation authorised an extension of the line to Hergiswil in 1955.
Financial difficulties were overcome making the construction of the Lopertunnel II and the
Acheregg bridge to proceed. Connection with the Brunig line on 19.12.1964 allowed the newly
formed LSE to run over the whole line.
BBS eludes me but Batterkinden is served by the RBS and also by Rufbus Bucheggberg.
Further mergers of the private railways in Switzerland are proceeding, or are planned for the
near future, due to financial constraints and desires to increase operating efficiency. More sets
of initials to confuse us all?
SGV are the initials of the Schiffsverbindungen, the shipping line operating the vessels on the
Vierwaldstättersee.
VDGV was the abbreviation of the Vereinigten Dampfschiffahrts-Gessellshaft des
Vierwaldstättersees until 1872 when the "Amalgamated" was deleted giving DGV. In 1960 it
was decided to drop the D because more motor ships were being operated and the initials
became SGV.

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admingigstamps.com
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WHAT WERE THESE TWO COVERS DOING IN 1934 with extra Swiss stamps?
Stuart R MacKenzie sent these
two airmail covers, from Greece
(Express) and China (Registered)
addressed to Sulzer Brothers
in Winterthur. Each had an
additional Swiss 40c Helvetia
with Sword added and cancelled
(two types). Why?
The answer came from Michael
Rutherfoord when the Editor
and Proofreader met him in
Bern.

FRERES s. A.

"At the time Sulzer was suffering from the world-wide
depression, so to speed up
the processing of orders and
enquiries, they arranged with
the PO in Winterthur (and gave
them a supply of 40c stamps)
that any foreign letter was
to be handled as an 'Express'
and delivered to the main
office, only half a kilometre away!
In the BBZ there was an
article on this a few years
ago. Most of the letters I
have seen were from South
America. A strange incident.
Note the confusing use of a
Swiss 'Express' label."

BOB MEDLAND's POSTAGE DUE QUERY page 70, September Newsletter - Martin Mantell
suggests that UPU regulations state that foreign letters cannot (!) be taxed in the
the receiving country unless they have been marked with an internationally recognized mark as deficient - usually the letter 'T' (Taxe) as in this case. These
rules also state that the cover should have the amount of the deficiency indicated
in 'gold cents' or an indication of what the correct should have been, near the
stamps (so that the receiving country can calculate the amount to be paid).
The 'Gold Franc' (and cents) - ii the theoretical currency that post offices use to
settle accounts between themselves. It is a theoreticäl exchange rate that nobody
outside the National postal organizations really understands!
So to Bob's cover: The crayon 'T' was first applied by the PO clerk (general sorter)
who noticed the deficiency; the cover (along with any others) would then be passed
to a supervisor who would calculate the deficiency in 'gold cents' and he applied
the 'T25c' to indicate this; on arrival in Switzerland it would be converted from
'gold cents', which at this time was still 25c and indicated it by a large handwritten '25'. Such handwritten figures are common on Swiss postage due covers.
As for the misalignment of stamps and postmark, I think it is unusual but simple!
An over-wetting of the stamps, slapped on the cover and immediately cancelled. For
a few seconds the stamp will be 'slippy' before 'sticky' and the force of the strike
moved the stamps.
NEVILLE NELDER'S POSTAGE DUE QUERY page 77, October Newsletter - Stuart MacKenzie
says that it would be interesting to see the address, so "Mrs C C McCoy, c/o Mr J
Kilmissie (?), Woodleigh Villa, Kings Lynn, Norfolk, England." The Swiss had marked
5ct next to the 'T'. He goes on to say that the surcharge 1d/F.B. stands for the
Foreign Branch, a very common mark; what is more interesting is the IB mark, it is
evident that the card was passed to the Internal Branch for onward delivery - not
collation. Has any member any other comments on these two covers?
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LAST PART OF AN ANSWER to Bob Medland's queries page 56, July Newsletter
Thanks again to Michael Rutherfoord!
a) Temporary cancel " - - AARGAU", dated 9.VII.94 (19 & 29 possible, figure 1)
b) Straightline cancel "MISHOFE" on a 2c grey of 1862, with Kreuzlingen cds, figure 2
None of my philatelic friends in the Zurich region could solve either problem, so I
asked Bob for enlarged colour copies, and these I sent to Pierre Guinand to check his
extensive records. Almost by return of post he could answer both:
a) "STEIN - - AARGAU" used from 9.11II to 1.VIII.94. Catalogue No. 4230.
b) "EMMISHOFEN" AW No. 30/E/35.
Looking into the history of these two places, in a superficial way, by checking
their data in 'Winkler', the AW books and Gebert's PO Chronik, I found some interesting
aspects which may help, and perhaps encourage, a deeper look by someone.
a) The two dashes are apparently unique, so the place could be found straight away
by Guinand in his catalogue. Aargau was added as there is also a 'Stein' in Cantons
Appenzell AR and St.Gallen. Winkler notes that Stein had a PO before 1803, as it was
an important staging post where the mail from Basel split to the north for Germany
(over the Rhine was the important monastery of SHckingen), to the east to Schaffhausen and SE Germany, and then to the SE to Brugg, Zurich and Eastern Switzerland.
According to Gebert a straightline cancel was in use in 1809, and in use until the
first Mier cancel, No. 176, was made in January 1869, figure 3. Note the 'VI' for
PR Aarau. This canceller became damaged, or worn out, so that a new one had to be
ordered from Mier, No. 10 668, delivered at the end of August 1894. During bilis
interval of about 3 weeks the temporary canceller shown in figure 1 was used.
b) A straightline (SL) cancel usually indicates a depot, which collected letters to
be taken by the postman on his round back to the parent office, where a date stamp
was applied. Here we have then the main clue, the cds of Kreuzlingen, so that is
where the search can start, with the help of a large-scale map, as the depots are
usually small and insignificant. Anyone familiar with the Kreuzlingen area would
recognize the 'HOFE' as that of the old village of 'Hemmishofen', only about 1.2km
to the main Kreuzlingen PO, which was incorporated into Kreuzlingen in the 1920s.
Lying to the west it is now the main customs area on the motorway into Germany.
The cancelling date is not known, but must have been after the day of issue, i.X.62,
of the 2c grey Sitting Helvetia, perforated, Z 28, stamp.
Winkler records that a SL cancel, his No.3784, 4 x 36mm, was in use from 1846 to
1850, first in black then in blue. However, his book is on pre-philatelic cancels
only, by Canton, so ignores any use after 1850 at the latest. This SL cancel has the
illustration No. 1947, and is shown in figure 5. The AW Type 30/E/35 has no exact
illustration, but mentions use in black in 1847, with a size of 4.5 x 35.25mm.
However, the size and lettering of Bob's example line up with neither of the above
types, so it seems he has found a new type, with an estimated size of 4.5 x 40-41mm.
The main proof to me is that the width of the letters H and 0 are wider, and the
period of use is extended into the 1860s.
Based mainly on the last item Karl Gebert has modified his listing so that the
first cds is now Jan 1870 when a dwarf cancel, GUller No. 646, was used, figure 6.
Winkler also mentions the use of a mysterious cds, of the fraction type, with no
year, 23mm, from 1849 to 1850, but without an illustration, only mentioning that it
is similar to that of Diessenhofen, figure 7. This usage is not confirmed in the AW
Type 123. Has anyone seen this cancel used in Emmishofen? Small villages produced
very few letters, making study very difficult.
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STRAIGHT-LINE CANCELS query by Bob Johnson, page 76, October Newsletter
Bob has received a reply from Karl Gebert drawing his attention to the note on page 18
of the Chronik that Canton names are not given unless it is one of several places
with the same name. Also ENGSTLENALP is a private cancellation (gum not metal). The
ZOFINGEN (Alte Winkel) is a cancel showing the view on the other side of the card
rather than a postal cancellation; in the dictionary WINKEL is translated as 'angle,
corner or nook' so he supposes it is the old quarter of Zofingen. Lampenberg (Baselland) is new to him and he is going to explore the reason. In the case of OLTEN
Wilerweg he has sent a photocopy of the page in the current edition of the Chronik
(page 117 - A4 ) in what I suppose is an update on the original I have in A5 (my
page is 183) which quotes a choice of Olten Wilerweg 65, Olten Wilerweg, but the
other one in the original of Olten Wilerweg 101 is missing now. The updated version
(September 2004) is only available on a 31" disk for PC and costs in Switzerland
CHF 15.00, in Europe EUR 10.00, with overseas being US $ 15.00 including airmail
postage, or pay in to Postcheck Account 70.5939-8. By this method (with any PC text
program) single pages can be printed out, and additions made according to the fortnightly Swiss PO 'PhilaNews' directly.
For those of us who are not 'into computers', unless we know someone with a PC (or
Mac), we are left high and dry to obtain up-to-date details.
D R Brinkley's query on labels, page 76 last month answered by Michael Rutherfoord
The subject of adhesive labels for office franking machines, which were in use right
from the beginning in 1924, is extensively handled by Durst in his catalogues. The
number given is that of the specific machine. 'Volksrecht' was a leading newspaper
in ZUrich at the time. The label was used on parcels and large envelopes. See some
earlier Newsletter articles - November 1995 & March 2002 - and the following three
illustrations. The first three types of value marks are shown; all impressions were
in red ink.i
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"KOCHER!" TYPE LABELS query by Edward Quinton, page 76 last month. You are referred
to the Did You Know column on page 55 of the July 2004 Newsletter where item three
and figure 3 give further information. The Society Librarian has a copy of the list.
A RATHER SPECIAL FD CARD from (and to) Michael Rutherfoord
There is a Wooden stamp FD cancelled,
but with a total postage of CHF 9.50.
What is going on here?
And there is something else a bit
peculiar.
Answers to the Editor.
The article in "Focus" 3/04, pages
14 to 19 is most interesting, but
will not answer the above questions.

Rohstoff Schweizer Holz.
Une matière premiere, le boa suisse.
II legno svizzero, una materia prima.

.
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'Focus on stamps
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The Editor was told at the Salisbury
meeting that the SP will no longer
send 'Focus' to people who do not
buy new issues from the SP.
Can other members confirm this?
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Herrn
Michael Rutherfoord
Hurdackerstr. 40
8049 Zurich
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Northern Group Meeting,, 2nd October. Members having recovered from illness or completed
their holidays, saw an increase in attendance for this second meeting of the new season. The
chairman, Ian Gilchrist, gave a colourful account of an exhibition he had recently attended in
Luzem commemorating the 150th anniversary of the "Strubel" issues (SBZ for September,
refers). But the main topic for the afternoon was presented by another of our members, Professor
David Colman, with the title "Faults in the Standing Helvetias". Now at one time or another I feel
sure that almost every philatelist, armed with a magnifying glass, will have peered at a display to
find the minute errors described by the presenter. Should you specialize in that particular issue
then your chances of spotting a minute flaw are much greater than for one who knows little or
nothing about that issue. The odds against finding what one is supposed to be looking for are
increased greatly when there may be half a dozen members each with a magnifying glass jostling
around a single sheet. Well, that at any rate has been my experience!
All that changed on Saturday with a display of just eighteen sheets covering all the values and
colours of the Standing Helvetia issues but accompanied by a computorised power-point
presentation highlighting the various categories of error to be found in these stamps. One has only
to look at the catalogues specializing in Swiss stamps to realise just how varied and numerous are
the flaws within this issue. So, we were able to see on the large screen before us and without
recourse to the magnifying glass, retouches - major and minor, paper problems such as creasing,
plate defects and plate wear and other errors, some of which which are not even in the catalogues.
These enlarged photographs were complemented by diagrams illustrating how the plates were
made. So what were the reasons for so many errors? Basically, as the speaker explained, the
Standing Helvetias were the definitive stamps for some twenty five years with many of the original
plates being in use for much of that time. Consequently, the wear and tear on such plates
producing large numbers of stamps contributed to many flaws. For example, with the 20c.
yellow/orange issue, some 124 million were produced! Quite a lengthy discussion followed the
presentation, one member remarking that he had learned more about this issue in half an hour than
he had ever done before, a sentiment echoed by others. Before presenting David Colman with a
certificate of appreciation, Tony Hoyle complimented him on the depth of his research and the time
devoted in putting together a presentation using modem information technology to best advantage.
D.C.
Forthcoming Northern Group Meetings are:
November 6th - Chairman's Display by Ian Gilchrist.
December 4th - Cantons Bern and Fribourg by all members.

London Meeting, Wednesday 13 October 2004 - The Letter "V"
It was disappointing that only six members braved the elements for
the first meeting in our new venue, Macmillan House in Paddington
Station. However, the three displays shown proved that members
had lost none of their ingenuity in their vindication of the
letter "V". The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, led with a display
of cards and stamps featuring the Winegrowers'Festival, Vindonissia,
the former Roman Army Headquarters in Helvetia (now Windisch in
the present day), the Sitter viaducts, the Via Mala Gorge, the
Vevey Exhibition, tne Vaud Festival, Alexander Vinet and voting,
finishing with a display of fiscals from Cantons Vaud and Valais
including some documents. John Mitchell showed more cantonal and
municipal revenue stamps including some cancelled blocks. The
concluding display by the Chairman provided an assortment of
subjects including some views (the 1914 High Values), lake
vessels (the 1978 Lemanex sheet), a van (1986 Postal Transport),
a vase (1978 Pro Patria), a vow (1982 Europa), victory in the 2003
Americas Cup, a virtuous Sitting Helvetia, some villainy (a
forged overprint on the 1919 Air Mail) and something valuable (a
set of the Artaria essays). Proposing the vote of thanks, Derek
Dowling praised the quality and ingenuity of the displays and
paid special tribute to the Vice-Chairman's ability in always
being able to produce a selection of splendid cards to cover
whatever subjects came up on members' display evenings. He also
praised the quality of the revenue items that were shown.
The next meeting will be the Annual General Meeting on Wednesday
CPM
10 November at 6.30 pm in Macmillan House.
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DID YOU KNOW

M Putherfoord
•
-.that in the euphoria of Zumstein's centenary I read more into their advertising
text than I should have, namely the CD-ROM mentioned is only an introduction. The
full contents cost CHF 95.-, but 30% discount is given in exchange for your old one.
A feature is that you can insert your own pictures.
- that the SP, following UK and German practice, has introduced Frankieren Post,
whereby they cancel large quantities of business mail with their Pitney Bowes 'Paragon' high-speed machines, in blue, figure 1. There are 14 such Service Centres, as
shown on the map of the November 2003 Newsletter, page 83. The number below the cross,
'50' in figure 1, stands for '5000', the postal district number (PLZ) for Aarau. All
the others will be coded in the same way. A text in French Service d'affranchisement
Poste will be used in Genve (12), Lausanne (10), Fribourg (17) and Sion (19); in
Italian in Bellinzona (65), and the rest in German. This service is only available
to those who have a long-term contract with SP.
- that I have been sorting my small collection of the eleven 'Tourism' postcards
issued by the SP during the last 5 years. Together with the descriptions in Focus on
stamps they give an interesting and fascinating coverage of touristic high points.
As the series has now finished, as mentioned in the 1/2004 issue of 'Focus', I considered what is missing? Lago Maggiore, with Locarno and Ascona and others is surely
important, and to complete the pair, the Walensee. Would the total of 13 have been
considered unlucky? Instead of sterile FD cancels it would have been better to have
used appropriate 'K' cancels. Figures 2 & 3 show a card and suitable cancel for the
Castle of Oberhofen on the Lake of Thun.

- that the number of non-philatelic tourists who stumble on these attractive cards
will be low. At a cost of CHF 1.50 each at first, and in 2004 reduced to 1.40, they
were a good buy, as with the impressed Tax Percue they were valid for postage up to
CHF 1.80 to the USA, for instance (2.80 for a normal ppc & postage). This is perhaps
the reason why the Taxe Percue is no longer used on the official postcards.
- that those of you who are interested in palimpsest research will be excited by a
CHF 2.50 stamp to be issued by Liechtenstein on the 22nd of November 2004, together
with an illuminating maximum card. This strange topic is exactly defined in the OED
(something new for me too).
- that the Swiss Post International (SPI) is expanding to more and more countries.
Although the UK was one of the first I have only recently seen the new impression
used on mail collected in bulk in the UK and then delivered in Switzerland, figure 4.
None of this is according to UPU rules, but apparently cheaper.
- that the 'Strubel-Handbook 2005' can now be subscribed to, up till
The price is CHF 260.-, and if ordered before this date will include
Price list, which in 2005 will cost an additional CHF 75.-. The main
the illustrations in colour, over 500 pages, and a mass of detail, in
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A much neglected part of Swiss Postal History and Social History -

On a recent holiday to the South Coast I met a man with a box of P.P.C.
priced at 20p each'. Here are a selection of cachets found ranging from
1 900 to the 1920s. Stuart R. MacKenzie
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Chairman's Display- was the presentation at the Northern Group's November meeting, although

before he got down to displaying what he had put together, Ian Gilchrist had another tale to tell
which he doesn't mind me relating in this report. Salient points are highlighted in bold print.

As we know, Ian deals far and wide in Swiss philatelic material and in August of this year he sent,
by recorded delivery, a packet containing Swiss covers from a Harrogate post office to another
address also in Harrogate. Recorded mail, however, goes first to Leeds for sorting before being
returned to Harrogate. A few days later Ian learnt that the packet had been delivered in a damaged
condition and over half the covers were missing. Each item was in a plastic protector with a
description of the item and Ian's P.O. Box address. Over the following weeks, nine covers were
returned to him but on the 1st November he received a letter from the Swiss Post Office in St.
Gallen returning one of the missing items. This item which was a wrwper with a 5c. franking was
postmarked St.. Gdieri 1st June 1909 had been sent by the British Post Office to the address on
the wrapper in Argentina. The postal authority in that country then returned the item to St. Gallen
who, in turn, sent it back to Harrogate. On one side of the plastic protector can be seen the British
Postothce-autornatic sorting-codes, whist-en the other-side is-a -return -label from-Argenian
' a,- dated11th October 2004, stating that the address is non-existent!
Surely truth is stranger than fiction!
Founded letter

Die Schweizerische Post
PostMail

Briefzentrum St-Gallen

Dear sir

Postfach
9001 St_Galkm

Because a mistake, the old 5 c. collector-letter (wrapper to Argentina) from 1909 is arrived at an
innocent post office. From there he has been sended to the written address in Argentina. From there
he has come back to Switzerland with the motiv "address no existent".
Freundliche Grüsse

-

-

Die Schweizerische Post
PostMail
Briefzentrum
9001 St.Gallen

ersis

got
Hubert Stieg..

n14.1.004.130.

STW 1909 fic wrapper to argentine
CAT It'll:

SCOTT

'

INSC.00IDOI.e.r1

CAT OTHER.

(Does this item
•

now have what is
called 'added
value'? Ed.)
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MEETING REPORTS
Wessex Group meeting in Salisbury on the 23rd of October, from Don Symonds
The Wessex Group were entertained by Fred Hoadley and Bob Medland with a display
entitled 'Postage Rates & Cancellations'. Fred introduced the joint presentation as
a study of the period 1854-1882, covering Sitting Helvetia (imperforate and perforate)
issues, why they were issued, what they were used for, and displaying examples of the
vast array of cancellations that can be found both on stamps and covers of this period.
Starting with the Strubels, an introductory page described the background to the
design, together with paper, silk thread and printing processes. This was followed
by examples of each of the seven values, with most of the printings represerted. The
purpose for each denomination was also explained. Then came a similar display
of the Sitting Helvetia (perf.) issues. Again, an introductory page explained the
reasons for changing to the new design, the introduction of the first 'control mark'
to safeguard against forgery, and the printing process. Examples of the eleven values
were shown, each with an explanation of the purpose for their release.
The second half of Fred's display concentrated on the Postal Rates of this period.
Commencing with Inland Rates, the first period (1852-62) showed examples of covers
posted to each of the three distance zones (rayons). This was followed by similar
examples of the second period (1862-76) when the metric weight system was introduced
and a distinction between franked and unfranked established. Various types of mail
were represented, including ordinary mail, printed matter, Registered, and Nachnahme.
the third rate period (1876-84) was also briefly covered.
Completing the display, examples of covers and cards to foreign lands, a subject
that, since preparing the display, Fred admits he has become hooked on! Two Foreign
Rate periods were represented (1852-75 and 1875 onwards) with the earlier period
being particularly interesting, due to the variety of additional markings found on
mail, such as 'PD', French entry marks and early TPO cancellations.
(to be continued.)
Northern Group meeting in Leeds on the 6th of November, from Dennis Cairns

So to the display itself which, our chairman assured us, had taken forty years to compile, for every
item mounted on 180 sheets bore a postmark or other strike relating to the town of Thun or the lake
on which it stands. Indeed the title of the display was spelled out on four sheets one for each of the
four letters of the town and made up of various stamps each of which had a clear Thun
cancellation. The town's earlier spelling of "THOUNE" was on a number of pre-stamp covers of the
early 19th century, including a black reverse cancel of 1842 and the route mark "R. de THOUNE".
These items were followed by covers having a mixed franking of Rayons, then the StrubeIs,
progressing to all the different values of the Sitting Helvetias to illustrate their correct use on covers,
postcards and other labels. All in pristine condition and all postmarked "THUN". We were
surprised to learn from TPO markings, just how many rail services passed through the town. A
number of air covers of the WWII period illustrated the complexities of routing to the final
destination, one such item of 1940 from Thun to New Zealand going first to Montreal and then Los
Angeles! A small collection of items between 1870 and WWI, centred around the military school,
munitions depot and internment camp at Thun. The camp held French soldiers who were involved
in the Franco-Prussian War of 1871, one cover carrying the lilac coloured "Gratis" label, as well as
other items from internees during WWI. These and similar pieces were completely new to most of
us. There was a broad range of postal stationery with Thun connections and, finally, a "Trip around
Thunersee", with splendid early picture postcards and postal items either with a SPO cancel, the
earliest being a double oval inscribed "THUNERSEE BEATUS", dated 1917 or later dated items
displaying the ship's cachet. Indeed, this was a remarkable display, illustrating yet another way in
which a philatelic subject can be approached giving pleasure both to the presenter and to those who
are privileged to see it. On behalf of all who attended the meeting, thanks were expressed to the
D.C.
chairman by Neville Nelder, our occasional long distance HPS member from Stroud.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
London Group, December 4th - The Alps - Mountains and Passes, all members
a SATURDAY, at 1.30 p.m., will you be there?
Northern Group, December 4th - Cantons Bern and Fribourg, all members.
January 8th - Cantonal Forgeries, Cedric Dry.
NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mrs Rosalind Ragg of Chipping Campden.
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MINUTES OF THE FIFTY EIGHTH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
held on 10th November 2004 at 6.30 p.m.
in Room B326 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London with thirteen members present.
Mr. Claude Mistely chaired the meeting.
1. Apologies were received from Derek Brinkley, A.H.T Clayton, Ray Harris, Peter Hobbs, Tony Hoyle,
R.J. Jeal, Bob Johnson, Martin Kuriger, Charles LaBlonde, Don Symonds and Alan Young.
th
2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday, 12 November 2003. It
was proposed by Mr. Neville Nelder, seconded by Mr. Derek Doling and unanimously agreed that these,
as published in the "Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter" dated December 2003, should be taken as
read.

3. There were no Matters arising.
th

4. The Minutes of the Special General Meeting held on 10 March 2004. It was proposed by Mr. Fred
Pickard, seconded by Mr. Michael Atherton and unanimously agreed that these, as published in the
"Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter" dated April 2004, should be taken as read.
5. There were no Matters arising
6. The Chairman Mr. Claude Mistely in his address commented that all Groups had enjoyed interesting
and varied programmes and highlighted the fact that London displays included those by the Society's
President and Hon. Secretary. Regrettably attendance at London meetings was continuing to fall. Steps,
as previously advised, had been taken to reduce the costs of London meetings. In expressing his thanks to
the Society's Officers for their work during the past year the Chairman advised that The Hon. Treasurer
Mr. Martin Kuriger and the Packet Secretary Mr. Don Symonds had both advised of their wish to stand
down once successors could be found. The article, which would be appearing in the December edition of
the Newsletter calling for volunteers to fill these two posts plus that of Associate Editor, was read to the
meeting. The Society would reach its Diamond Jubilee in two years time and members were asked to
advise their views as to the nature of the celebrations that they considered appropriate. In conclusion the
Chairman sounded a cautionary note with regard to an ageing and declining membership.
7. The Honorary Secretary Mr. Peter Vonwiller in presenting his report said that in addition to dealing
with routine matters of membership administration he had liased with the Chairman with regard to the
Working Party that had met in Worcester. It was as a result of these deliberations, aimed in part at
effecting economies of cost, that a new venue for London meetings had been found and a revised pattern
of meetings established. This should ensure a fairer spend of the Society's revenue between London and
Country members. Salisbury and Worcester meetings were now established events in the Society's
calendar. The possibility of establishing a Southern Area Group was still being considered. Further
activities remained on hold at present. New members numbered six (50% compared with the previous
year) and taking into account those members passing on or resigning we ended the year with a slightly
reduced membership. Once again we were indebted to Werner Gattiker for his efforts in recruiting
members. Flyers were available for members to distribute in an effort to increase membership. With an
ageing membership this was a matter of priority and, not for the first time, the Secretary in concluding his
report reminded the meeting that complacency could easily lead to the demise of The Society and it was
incumbent on the membership to build for the future. As collectors we were but stewards of our
inheritance and we needed to ensure that there would be a new generation to which that inheritance could
be passed.
8. The Honorary Treasurer. In the absence of Mr. Martin Kuriger on business abroad Mr. John
Brindley (Auditor) presented the Accounts and Treasurer's report. This was to the effect that there had
been an excess of income over expenditure of 1279.59. This was mainly due to the increased
subscriptions and the "one off' sum of 179.00 having been received on closing a National Savings
account originally held by the old Sussex Group. (Mr. Brindley also drew attention to the fact that the
As the Proofreader found a blank space here, due to an error by the Art Department
with the Paste-up, the Typesetter was asked to fill the gap with the SEASONS CREETINGS
of all the Staff from Honorary Editor down to the Office Cat, who now demands his
lunch, before this goes to the Post Room who will send the Copy to the Printer.

surplus on the Exchange Packet had being particularly high.) The situation should be further improved
during the Society's current Financial Year with overseas increased subscriptions coming into effect in
January 2005 coupled with reduced costs of both London meetings and the new format Programme
leaflet. Newsletter distribution costs had been stabilised and thanks were due to Doug Houtris and
Charles LaBlonde. Interest on the Exchange Packet Account was being shown separately in order to
make an accurate comparison against the previous year. As a result of spending an increasing amount of
time abroad the duties of Honorary Treasurer were becoming increasingly difficult and it was therefore
necessary to find a replacement. (The Auditor drew the meeting's attention to the fact that due to the
Honorary Treasurer's current situation an examination of the Society's books and records had not been
possible.) The adoption of the Accounts and report was proposed by Mr. John Mitchell, seconded by Mr.
Fred Pickard and carried unanimously.
9. Auditor/Examiner to the Society's Accounts. It had been proposed by Mr. Kuriger that Mr. John
Brindley continue as Auditor.This was seconded by Mr. Derek Doling and approved unanimously.
10. The Honorary Packet Secretary. In Mr. Don Symonds' absence the Secretary presented his report.
The Trading surplus for the year had reached in excess of £500 more than twice the amount of the
previous year. The Packet Accounts had subsequently been forwarded to the Treasurer in good time for
incorporation into the Society's Annual Accounts. All packets had reached their destinations, a vast
improvement over previous years. It seems therefore that our Insurers insistence of members phoning
ahead had proved worthwhile. One claim was made, due to stamps having suffered from damp and this
was met in full. Provided that we have another claim free year the need for the 15p levy should no longer
be necessary. Subscribing members should have seen 7/8 packets covering a wide variety of material and
both sellers and purchasers of Soldier stamps were particularly well catered for. Thanks were due to Ray
Harris for examining the Packet Accounts and to those members who participated throughout the year.
The Chairman expressed the thanks of all participating members for the excellent and painstaking work
carried out over recent years by Don Symonds — he would be sadly missed in his role as Packet
Secretary.
11. The Librarian Mr. Derrick Slate in his report stated that the Society's Library currently contained
over 450 books, leaflets, relevant articles etc. During the past year ten members had borrowed thirtyseven books plus a number of magazine articles. This was in line with the previous year. Additions to the
Library included Matthias Vogt's "Customs Cancellations" (acquired by Don Symonds), Louis Vuille's
"Perforated Gummed Labels With A White Space For A Suitable Stamp" and Max Hertsch's two volume
"Timbres-Poste Suisse". Amis Goldingham had kindly donated these latter items. It seems that his
mother's family originally acquired them using the Silva points collected ex chocolate and grocery
purchases!
12. Election of Officers and Committee Members for 2004/2005. It was proposed by Mr. Derek
Doling and seconded by Mr. Alan Roberts that these be elected en-bloc. Agreed unanimously.
13. Four Motions/Resolutions had been received as follows and these were keenly debated. The
Northern Group had acted similarly at their recent meeting in Leeds and their views subsequently
conveyed. Similarly absent members' views given to the Honorary Secretary prior to the meeting were
made known.
(a) Submitted by Mr. Derek Brinkley of Hartlepool "That the Annual General Meeting of the Society
shall always take place on a Saturday or Sunday." This, subject to an amendment proposed by Mr
Alan Roberts, seconded by Mr. Neville Nelder to the effect that this be initially for a trial year and then
reviewed, was carried by a large majority.
(b) Since the previous proposition had been carried, a second proposition "That in every alternate year
commencing in 2005 the AGM shall not be held within a radius of 100 miles of Paddington Station"
also submitted by Derek Brinkley was, at his request, withdrawn.
(c) Submitted by Mr. Peter Hobbs of Bath "That the Annual General Meeting of the Society should
be held in rotation between London, Leeds, Salisbury and any other location where members can
easily congregate." Convincingly defeated it being considered best to await the outcome of next year's
trial Saturday AGM in London.
(d) Submitted by Mr. Don Symonds of Wimborne "That the Financial Year of the Society should be
changed to January to 31' December to coincide with the Membership Year." Defeated since it
was considered that such a decision should await the appointment of a new Honorary Treasurer and
Packet Secretary.

14. Any Other Business.
(a) Mr. Denis Cairns after many years as Secretary of the Society's Northern Group had recently
announced his intention of relinquishing his position. It had been proposed by the current Chairman of
that Group Mr. Ian Gilchrist that, in recognition of Denis Cairn's devoted service to the Society down the
years, he be offered Honorary Life membership. This proposal had been seconded by our President Mr.
Tony Hoyle and was welcomed by the acclamation of the meeting. Mr. Claude Mistely announced that
he was delighted to second a proposal received from our President that, in recognition of his years of
service to the Society in so many capacities and not least as an Ambassador for Swiss philately in this
country, Mr. Fred Pickard be similarly honoured. This proposal was again greeted with warm enthusiasm
by the meeting.
(b) Mr. Geoffrey Allan asked whether it were true that Swiss Post no longer provided "Focus" to those
not subscribing to their New Issue service. Opinions differed and the Chairman undertook to write to
Swiss Post in an endeavour to clarify the situation.
The meeting closed at 7.48 p.m.

Peter Vonwiller - Hon. Secretary

WANTED THREE GOOD MEN AND TRUE or to be more precise the Society needs three

volunteers to assist in its running.
Martin Kuriger, who has carried out the duties of Honorary Treasurer for a number of years, now
feels that, due to overseas business commitments, the time has come when he should stand down.
Fortunately Martin is prepared to remain in Office until such time as a successor is appointed. This
particular appeal is therefore addressed to those members who by reason of their background,
Accounting, Banking, Financial Services, would be prepared to serve the Society as its Honorary
Treasurer. The main duties consist of the receipt and disbursement of monies and the preparation of
annual accounts. Interested members might like initially to contact Martin to "get a feel of the job".
Probably the easiest way is by e-mail martinkuriger@yahoo.co.uk
As many of you will already know Don Symonds, who has acted as Packet Secretary for some

years now, recently lost his wife. Again, whilst happy to continue carrying out his duties for the
immediate future Don sees a situation arising when a change in life style could result in him being
unable to provide the traditional high standard of service which those taking the Packet have
enjoyed in the past. This position, apart from providing the opportunity for members to both
dispose of and obtain interesting material, provides the Society with a regular and invaluable source
of income. In addition to administering the circulation of the Packet, the Packet Secretary has the
opportunity to get to know a number of our members and their varying interests. Again, members
interested in helping the Society, whilst at the same time adding to their philatelic experiences,
might like in the first place to talk to Don. His telephone number is 01202 883609.
Readers of the Newsletter will have noticed the somewhat discreet appeals recently from our
Editor Peter Hobbs for assistance. From amongst our membership we really do need to find
someone with the necessary abilities and enthusiasm who would initially be prepared to act as
Associate Editor with a view to ultimately taking on the Editor's role when Peter eventually decides
to take a well earned rest. To the vast majority of Society members the Newsletter is the Society, so
its continuation is absolutely vital. In addition to providing opportunities for handling interesting
facts this position yet again provides opportunities for establishing friendships amongst our
members. Peter Hobbs would be delighted to talk to members interested in helping the Society — he
can be contacted on 01225 310971.
The future health of the Society is dependent on filling these three positions with able people happy
to contribute their particular skills and enthusiasms whilst repaying the debt they feel they owe to
our hobby. Please don't leave it to someone else to come forward. Have a word with one of the
existing Office Holders, and then contact our Chairman Claude Mistely on 01737 551689. All
positions are unpaid (expenses are of course reimbursed) but the rewards of doing a worthwhile job
really are considerable.
Peter Vonwiller — Honorary Secretary
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I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.
Each item has a brief description and picture.
You can search for your particular collecting interest.
As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.
Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.
Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com
Focus on stamps the magazine produced by the Swiss Post four times a year does not
now get sent to philatelists who do not buy their new issues from the Swiss Post.
Although you may have a standing order with one or other of the dealers here or in
the USA, or even buy the year book when on holiday in Switzerland you are not entitled
to read about the new issues.
ADDITIONS TO ANSWER to Bob Medland's query p84, November Newsletter.
Halfway down the page in b), 6th line starting 'recognize':
The place name should read'Emmishofen' as shown nearer the top of the page.
sH
N\
However, the depot 'Hemmishofen' had been suggested to me, about 3km NW
4: 1111sr.°A
of Stein am Rhein. This would have fitted exactly to the letters on Bob's z
6 2
stamp, but it was too far from Kreuzlingen, so it made me search further. .--, '
See figure 8 for the first cds they received in February 1904, as given
15''4 F-NV'j
in Gebert's Chronicle. Note that one or two 'm' did not matter much in
those days, all versions alternated in use.
M Rutherfoord.
Figure 8
611.

The illustrations to the DYK, opposite.
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UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE

ENVELOPPE - LETTRE - REPONSE

Figure 2

Figure 3

REPONSE

NEUBAUSTRECKE
MATTSTETTEN-ROTHRIST

Figure 1

Figure 3
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YOU KNOW?
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r a8c

M Rutherfoord

- that the answer to my puzzle on page 85 of last month's Newsletter, I have to
confess to a trick; the card was on a parcel in a plastic envelope, into which it
had been put after cancelling. This circulating packet was sent to me by the manager
of the Postmark Circuit, Karl Gebert. It weighed just over 4kg, so the 5kg Economy
rate was CHF 8.0, plus 1.50 for 'SI', the Recorded Delivery charge. The card used
was the official postcard for the Wooden stamp. Only the 85c impressed stamp was
cancelled by the 'K' cancel, the rest (against regulations) with the cds. All should
have been cancelled with the same canceller, but who cares. A nice item, different.
- that Ian Gilchrist sent me the curious item, UPU R6ponse, see figure 1. I showed
this to Reinhard Stutz, who sent me a copy of a recent article by Max Schio (the
Gabra organizer), ih the German bi-annual journal, No. 56/04, of the ArGe Schweiz,
and this referred to the original article by him in the Ganzsachensammler of September
2002, so it can be considered as quite well known to specialists. The Lausanne firm
of Krieg, Pascal & Cie made a direct application to the UPU Congress held in Rome in
1906 to support their idea of how a Reply Paid letter exchange could be organized
internationally. It was very complicated and the accompanying instructions incomprehensible, and not apparently made with the support of the Swiss delegation. However,
some of the proposed (and rejected) documents, unused, have come into private hands,
and are considered by some to be genuine forerunners of the easily understood 'International Reply Coupon' system introduced by the same UPU Congress in Rome in 1906,
and issued in 1907.
- that the Consilium Medal for 2004 has been presented to Werner Bensing, leader of
the ArGe Schweiz (Swiss Study Circle) in Germany, for his many years of producing
the bi-annual magazine, and research into Swiss issues.
- that for some reeson the SP supported the Last Day of Summer trip (1.11.04) made
by an old tram and the special postal trailer made more than a century ago for moving
the post on the old tramline from Schlieren to Weiningen. About 900 letters and cards
were placed in the old green letter box on the little wagon, marked with a rubber
stamp, figure 2, by one of the Tram Museum staff. They were then handed over to the
PO for stamping at the Economy level for the whole world, and cancelling them with
the cds of '8021 ZUrich-Sihlpost%
- that on the 23.10.04 the SBB/CFF had an Open Day at several places, but mainly in
Olten, to show much of their rolling stock, locomotives etc. to celebrate the opening
on 12.12.04 of the new high-speed track from Mattstetten to Rothrist for speeds of
160 km/h. This is the limit for visual signal reading of the signals by the driver.
As soon as Siemens get their GPS electronic system sorted out, a year late now, the
train speed can be raised to 200 km/h. A small but very busy special PO did a great
trade in covers, stamps and cancels (if you could find it). Figure 4 shows the specral
cancellation and the design on the special cover, both by W Frei, a member of the
Swiss Railway Philatelists.
- that about a year ago I came across a strange item in the Swiss PO Circular for
24.7.1919. The three stamps to be issued on the 1.8.19 to celebrate the ending of
the First World War would be, at first, valid only in Switzerland. However, by the
10.9.19 acceptance had been obtained from 18 European countries and the USA, with
the notable exception of Austria. As this curious situation was unknown to Zumstein,
and to practically every philatelist I could ask, I investigated further, and this
will be prepared for a future article. Keep your eyes open for such covers taxed in
foreign countries, which had refused to accept these Swiss stamps, and the Nationäl
F g te Postcard.
- that the last day of the last two TPOs will be Friday 10.12.04, Brig-Bern and ChurKlosters. Sorting and cancelling letters while moving was considered the height of
efficiency when the service started on the 1.10.1857. Today stationary electromechanical machines as big as locomotives do the job.
- that according to the latest official rumour the electronic home PC 'Webstamp'
will finally be introduced on a large scale in February 2005. The trials were supposed
to have finished in the summer of 2004; they weren't.
- that for CHF 78.25 you can have the 26 official FDCs for the 51 stamps issued in
2004. I would like to wish you all good hunting in 2005, hopefully for much older
stamps than the above:
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